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ABSTRACT 

This study was conducted to investigate Family and Consumer Sciences 

teachers’ feelings of being prepared and supported for teaching students with 

disabilities. Their need for professional development in teaching students with 

disabilities was also examined as well as their preferences for the delivery methods of 

additional professional development. Descriptive statistical methods were used to 

analyze the teachers’ feelings. Correlations and backward regression were used to 

determine whether experience, grade level taught, content area, or type of preparation 

for certification had an impact on their feelings of being prepared and supported for 

teaching students with disabilities and their professional development needs.  

The study showed that FCS teachers wanted professional education 

opportunities focused on teaching students with disabilities within inclusive programs. 

They wanted the education to be training materials, focused within FCS content areas, 

and for teaching in secondary level courses. Due to time constraints the FCS teachers 

preferred that the professional development be offered at the summer Tri-Cluster or 

Midwinter conferences, so that they would not have to take time away from their 

teaching during the academic year.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

An important goal of education is to develop independence in students. 

According to Hamill and Everington (2002) students with low incidence disabilities 

need help in developing the necessary skills and abilities to live independently. They 

also need training to promote self-determination skills. Curriculum and teaching 

methods that allow students to apply their learning to “real-world” situations, such as 

financial planning and management, employment attainment, retention, and 

advancement, and general life management skills, are important for all students. 

Henley, Ramsey, and Algozzine (2002) found students with high incidence disabilities 

need these same skills as well as education in self-care and daily living skills. Family 

and consumer sciences (FCS) programs teach independent living skills and abilities, 

and promote self-determination in students as well as offer content that is applicable to 

the real-world (Texas Education Agency [TEA], 2000). 

The need for life management and social skills has prompted Congress to 

create laws that promote the inclusion of students with disabilities in appropriate 

educational settings. Laws such as the Education for All Handicapped Children 

(1975), the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (1991), Individuals with 

Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (1997), and the Elementary and Secondary 

Education Act, now called No Child Left Behind (NCLB) (2001). The Individuals 

with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA) (2004), combined many of the 

roles and responsibilities defined by IDEA and NCLB. These laws define to what 
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extent a student with disabilities should be placed in general education classes, such as 

FCS, and guide the extent to which teachers can be held accountable for the education 

of these students (Mandlawitz, 2007). 

Career and technical education (CTE) teachers are also held accountable for 

the education they provide to students as outlined by the Carl D. Perkins Act, of 2006 

(S. 250) (called the Perkins Act). To receive federal funding and maintain CTE 

programs, such as FCS, schools must be able to show that students receive career 

knowledge and skills that are challenging so that they can successfully complete 

“industry-recognized” measurements of proficiency to obtain specific credentials, such 

as certifications or specialized degrees. CTE programs must also improve post-

secondary retention rates and increase military, apprenticeship programs, or 

employment opportunities for students who have been enrolled in a sequence of CTE 

courses (AACC Summary, 2006). 

FCS prepares students to be successful in their personal, family, and working 

life as they grow, develop, and change through the life cycle. FCS teachers have 

worked to provide the knowledge and skills necessary to strengthen the well being of 

individuals and families throughout their life.  To do this, they have offered students 

opportunities to learn how to be responsible society leaders. They work to promote 

healthy eating and develop habits that promote healthy living. Students are taught how 

to make responsible financial decisions in their personal and professional lives as well 

as how to manage their multiple responsibilities and changing life roles. In FCS 

courses, students practice critical thinking to help them solve various problems or 
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situations that may arise during their life. A key function of the training received in 

FCS is to learn how to gain employment successfully and how to continue to learn and 

advance throughout the life span (TEA, 2000). 

Accountability infers that the quality of teaching can be measured. Ysseldyke, 

Algozine, and Thurlow (2000) state that “Teaching is the systematic presentation of 

content assumed necessary for mastery of the subject matter being taught” (p. 26) and 

“A practice is a set of principles that can be applied in the solution of problems” (p. 

26). From these definitions a conclusion can be drawn that teaching, in special 

education or general education, “is a practice that requires general professional 

training” (p. 26). The pre-professional and professional educational opportunities that 

FCS teachers have received impacted their skills and abilities to teach students, 

including students with disabilities which affected accountable results. 

Significance of the Study 

General education teachers and special education teachers have reported 

several factors that impact their abilities to provide the “best” education to all students 

in inclusive classrooms ([Jackson, Harper, & Jackson, 2002] cited in Warger, n.d.). 

Students identified as students with disabilities accounted for 14% of the total 

enrollment in Texas schools for the 2007-2008 academic year (TEA Public Education 

Information Management System [PEIMS], 2008). In addition to having students with 

disabilities the overall enrollment in career and technical (CTE) courses in Texas has 

increased by 19% from 1995 through 2006 (Texas Career & Technology Council, 

2008).  
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There are teacher practices that affect teachers’ abilities to provide an 

appropriate education for all students. The barriers to being able to provide the “best” 

education for all students in inclusive classrooms include individual differences in 

defining what inclusive education is for students with disabilities (Jackson, et al,, 

2002). The national and state standards intended to improve education for all students 

may be limiting the aid and support that special education experts can provide general 

education teachers (Jackson, et al., 2002; Nolet, & McLaughlin, 2000). Laws 

pertaining to students with disabilities have changed and increased the responsibilities 

of all teachers (Moody, Vaughn, Hughes, & Fischer, 2000). In addition, Nolet and 

McLaughlin (2000) found that many general education teachers enter the classroom 

with no formal preparation or experience in teaching students with disabilities. 

Additionally, both general and special education teachers need more professional 

development that includes modeling, practice, and follow-up instruction, based on 

local needs and values (Stodden, Galloway, & Stodden, 2003). General education 

teachers’ lack of skills and information may also impact their perceptions of a lack of 

time available for planning, adapting and modifying lessons, and time for 

collaboration and consultation with special education teachers. These barriers have 

been reported to cause frustration, feelings of failure to meet the needs of the students 

with disabilities, and forced many general education teachers to sacrifice their 

evenings, planning times, and lunch breaks (Moody, et al., 2002).   

According to Benz, Yovanoff, and Doren (1997) teachers must be prepared to 

face the many challenges in helping students lay the necessary foundation for 
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successful transitioning from secondary education to post-secondary education or 

career opportunities. The challenges they face include the fluctuating workplace and 

increased knowledge and skill demands. The transition of students with disabilities to 

employment is a factor in the measurement of effective transition planning and 

services. The purposes of FCS has been to prepare students to be successful in their 

personal, family, and working life as they grow, develop, and change through the life 

cycle (Kato, 2008). 

Statement of the Problem 

Teachers reported feelings of frustration and failure when asked about the 

education they provide to students with disabilities enrolled in their classes. Many felt 

that they had to sacrifice their evenings, planning times, and lunch breaks to work with 

students with disabilities (Moody, et al., 2000). With increased enrollment numbers 

and more emphasis in the laws pertaining to students with disabilities teachers must be 

provided with the knowledge and skills necessary to adequately provide appropriate 

learning experiences, content, and the necessary life skills for all students to function 

as they transition beyond high school and into the adult world of higher education and 

work (Benz, Lindstrom, Unruh, & Waintrup, 2004). 

Yesseldyke, Algozine, and Thurlow (2000) compared the educational 

preparation received by general education teachers to that of teachers specifically 

trained to work with students with disabilities. They found that general education 

(FCS teachers included) take foundation courses in pedagogical practices and specific 

content courses while special education teachers take courses in the foundations of 
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teaching and courses that focus on the methods and abilities necessary to teach 

students with various types of disabilities.  

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to determine what educational opportunities FCS 

teachers need to better prepare them for teaching students with disabilities. To 

accomplish this, a needs assessment survey has been administered.  

Research Questions 

The following research questions were examined in the study: 

1. In what areas do family and consumer sciences teachers feel more or 

less prepared for teaching students with disabilities? 

2. Is grade level, content area, type of preparation for certification, or 

experience related to family and consumer sciences teachers’ 

perceptions of being prepared for teaching students with disabilities? 

3. In what areas do family and consumer sciences teachers feel more or 

less supported for teaching students with disabilities? 

4. Is grade level, content area, type of preparation for certification, or 

experience related to family and consumer sciences teachers’ 

perceptions of being supported for teaching students with disabilities? 

5. In what areas do family and consumer sciences teachers express more 

or less of a need for additional professional development in teaching 

students with disabilities? 
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6. Is grade level, content area, type of preparation for certification, or 

experience related to family and consumer sciences teachers’ 

perceptions of needing additional professional development in 

teaching students with disabilities? 

Definition of Terms 

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions were used. 

1. Accountability—Measuring the quality of teaching (Ysseldyke, et al., 

2000). 

2. Admission, Review, Dismissal (ARD)—A committee whose members 

are the invested student’s parents or guardians and school personnel, 

such as teachers, counselors, coaches, and administrators, who are 

involved with the student. This committee determines whether a 

student is eligible to receive special education services and works with 

other vested parties, such as medical personnel, to develop the student’s 

individualized education program (IEP) This meeting may referred to 

as an IEP meeting in other states (TEA, 2002). 

3. Career and Technical Education—Organized education and activities 

that are based on a sequence of courses designed to provide students 

with academic challenges that are related to technical knowledge and 

skills that are needed to prepare students for further education and 

training in present and future occupational areas. The courses should 

offer critical thinking, problem-solving, general employability skills, 
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technical skills, and industry related knowledge and skills (PUBLIC 

LAW 109–270—To amend the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and 

Technical Education Act of 1998, AUG. 12, 2006). 

4. Criterion-Referenced Assessment—Assessment used to compare an 

individual student’s current performance to a set age group, or grade 

level, sometimes called “mastery-level” which are generally used to 

establish reading, math, or writing and spelling abilities, or life 

management and employability skills (Olson & Platt, 2004). 

5. Family and Consumer Sciences Education—A CTE program that 

provides secondary students with a foundation in personal and family 

life so that they can successfully manage family live, work relations, 

and career success. As part of the program students can take technical 

courses that offer industry specific skills and knowledge and 

occupational courses that offer specific occupational training (TEA, 

2000). 

6. Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE)—Sec. 300.12 of the 1999 

Regulations and Sec. 300.17 of the 2006 Regulations define “Free 

Appropriate Public Education (FAPE)” as: 

 Special education and related services that (a) are provided at 
public expense, under public supervision and direction, and 
without charge;  

 meet SEA standards; (c) include appropriate preschool, 
elementary, or secondary school education; and (d) are provided 
through an individualized education program (IEP) (p. 6) 
(Mandlawitz , 2007). 
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7. General Education, General Education Teacher—The required regular 

education classes and teachers. These are the classes that all student, 

disabled and non-disabled, are required to take in a public school 

setting (TEA, 2002). 

8. High-Incidence Disabilities—Disabilities that are more prevalent 

(Bryant, Smith, & Bryant, 2008). 

9. Inclusive Education— “participation by all in a supportive general 

education environment that includes appropriate educational and social 

supports and services” ([Bradley, King-Sears, & Tessier-Switlick, 

1997, p.6]”cited in Sitlington & Clark, 2006, p. 308). 

10. Individualized Education Program (IEP)—sometimes referred to as the 

individualized education plan. Each student receiving special education 

services must have a plan that includes information about the student 

and his/her special educational needs. Within the IEP the student’s 

current grade level performance, established annual goals, special 

education and related services needs, designation of the general 

education classes the student can attend, tests abilities as pertaining to 

state accountability tests, such as the TAKS test, beginning and ending 

dates of special education services, specific transition needs from grade 

to grade and from school to post-secondary education, and a valid 

means of continual measurement of progress (Henley, et al., 2002).  
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11. Least Restrictive Environment (LRE)— Section 300.550 and 300.130 

of the 1999 Regulations and Section 300.114 of the 2006 Regulations. 

LRE means that children with disabilities must be placed in educational 

settings with non-disabled children to the maximum amount possible, 

limited only by the individual child’s needs and abilities (Mandlawitz, 

2007). 

12. Low Incidence Disabilities—Disabilities that are diagnosed less often 

(Bryant, et al., 2008). 

13. Non-Referenced Assessment—a term coined by Don Hammill in 1987 

to monitor a student’s progress. A set of assessments that enable 

teachers to measure the effectiveness of their instruction and to 

measure students learning or skill attainment (Bryant, et al., 2008). 

14. Norm Referenced Assessment—Assessment used to measure a 

student’s progress as compared to other classmates, peers, or other 

classes (Bryant, et al., 2008). 

15. Paraeducator—Sometimes called paraprofessional. A person that works 

one-on-one with a student with disabilities in the general education 

classroom (Bryant, et al., 2008). 

16. Professional Development—Educational opportunities for certified and 

practicing teachers. These educational opportunities focus on teaching 

students with disabilities and include active learning practices based 
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upon relevant content specific knowledge (Garet, Porter, Desimone, 

Birman, & Yoon, 2001). 

17. Special Education—Is not the same as general education. Both special 

education and general education are customized for various “learning, 

behavioral, social, communication, and basic functional needs” (p.23) 

but some of the differences are based in law. In addition, special 

education approaches to education are focused on the individual student 

whereas general education emphasizes the education of a group of 

students (Bryant, et al., 2008). 

18. Students with disabilities— a student who has been “determined to (1) 

have a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or 

more major life activities; or (2) have a record of such an impairment; 

or (3) be regarded as having such an impairment” (US. Department of 

Education, 2009, number 11). 

19. Typical Learners—students “whose behaviors and characteristics 

represent the average or majority of students” (Bryant, et al., p. 9). 

20. Work-Based Learning (WBL) — an arrangement between school and 

employers to provide instruction to CTE students, either paid or unpaid, 

so that students receive on-the-job training while still attending classes 

in an occupational field (TEA PEIMS Data Standards, 2008). 
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Assumptions of the Study 

The following assumptions were made regarding this study.  

1. FCS teachers can identify the individual needs of their students who are 

included in their classes.  

2. FCS teachers have developed methods to modify and adapt their 

teaching and curriculum to meet the needs of students with disabilities. 

3. FCS teachers have answered the survey honestly. 

4. FCS teachers are aware that students with disabilities require special 

education and teaching strategies that may not be regularly used for 

typical learners. 

5. The use of electronic data collection did not alter the responses that 

would have been received had the survey been mailed and all potential 

participants contacted via other means. 

6. All charter and public schools in Texas report enrollment and courses 

to the TEA via the PEIMS, therefore the list of FCS teachers in Texas 

is accurate and complete as of the end of the 2006-2007 school year. 

Limitations of the Study 

The following limitations of this study have been identified: 

1. The study asked for a self-report from FCS teachers of their perceptions 

of teaching and working with students with disabilities. 
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2. The support from administrators, special education service personnel, 

and other teachers may impact some of the teachers’ perceptions in 

regards to their professional development needs. 

3. The list of FCS teachers is available for preceding years, in this case 

the 2006-2007 school year, new teacher and relocated teacher 

information for the current academic year was not available. 

4. Only teachers whose email addresses or were members of the Family 

and Consumer Sciences Teacher’s Association of Texas (FCSTAT) 

were available were contacted and asked to participate in the study. 

Summary 

Students with disabilities enroll in CTE programs which include FCS 

programs. Although student enrollment is considered positive and there are advantages 

for their future personal and professional development, teachers have reported that 

they do not feel confident and prepared to teach students with disabilities to the 

highest degree possible ([Jackson, et al., 2002] as cited in Warger, n.d.; Moody, et al., 

2000; Nolet & McLaughlin, 2000; Strodden, et al., 2003;).  

Most teachers reported simply allowing extra time on assignments and tests but 

few reported feeling comfortable in modifying their instructional materials or adapting 

their curriculum to better serve the needs of students with disabilities (Harding & 

Darling, 2003; Sitlington & Clark, 2006). This study was an attempt to determine what 

education and preparation opportunities are needed by FCS teachers to prepare them 
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to teach students with disabilities and to feel better about their abilities to teach 

students with disabilities.
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

There has been extensive research examining teacher preparation needs of 

elementary general education teachers, and several research studies have investigated 

general secondary level teachers’ professional practices. There are only a few research 

studies looking into the educational needs of various career and technical education 

(CTE) teachers, and even fewer studies have looked specifically at family and 

consumer sciences (FCS) teachers’ professional teaching needs to improve their 

practices for students with disabilities. For this reason, the research discussed in this 

chapter refers to general education teachers and CTE teachers. 

Legislation that governs the education of all students also outlines teacher 

responsibilities in regards to teaching students with disabilities. These laws impact 

teacher preparation needs and help to identify whether teachers need additional 

educational opportunities (Mandlawitz, 2007). In addition, educational initiatives in 

Texas have also changed the required knowledge and skills that CTE teachers are 

responsible for teaching all students enrolled in their courses (Texas Education 

Agency [TEA], 2006). 

Special Education Laws  

Early in the 1970’s legislators recognized the importance of special education 

for students with disabilities. They realized that special education could make a 

positive difference for students with disabilities, if appropriate support and financial 
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assistance were provided (Bryant, Smith, & Bryant, 2008). Based upon this belief the 

federal government passed several Acts, such as Section 504 of the Vocational 

Rehabilitation Act, the Education for All Handicapped Children (1975), the 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (1991), Individuals with Disabilities 

Education Act, (IDEA) (1997), and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, 

now referred to as No Child Left Behind (NCLB) (2001), with the intention of 

improving education for students with disabilities. The Individuals with Disabilities 

Education Improvement Act (IDEIA) (2004), combined many of the roles and 

responsibilities defined by IDEA and NCLB. To align the two Acts new definitions 

were added in some areas and additional clarification was provided in others. To 

strengthen and clarify which children might be considered children with disabilities 

new definitions for “homeless children,” “limited English Proficient,” and “ward of 

the state” were included in the 2006 Regulations. According to Mandlawitz (2007), 

the additions were to strengthen the requirement of locating and serving all children 

with disabilities. To help clarify the changes, Mandlawitz (2007) developed a side-by-

side table of the 1999 Regulations based on IDEA and the 2006 Regulations based on 

IDEIA (2004). The Regulations were established by the U.S. Department of Education 

to help educators and others understand what was required and expected of 

educational institutions, administrators, and teachers in regards to students with 

disabilities. Many of the changes impacted CTE indirectly and others may have had 

direct impact upon CTE teachers and programs. For clarification, only the changes 

with possible direct impact are discussed. 
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Free and Appropriate Education 

Of the many changes, Sec. 300.12 of the 1999 Regulations and Sec. 300.17 of 

the 2006 Regulations define “Free Appropriate Public Education” (FAPE) as: 

Special education and related services that (a) are provided at public expense, 
under public supervision and direction, and without charge; (b) meet SEA 
standards; (c) include appropriate preschool, elementary, or secondary school 
education; and (d) are provided through an individualized education program 
(IEP) (Mandlawitz, 2007, p. 6). 
 
This term was actually introduced in 1975 with the Education for All 

Handicapped Children of 1975. A “FAPE must be available to eligible students with 

disabilities who need special education and related services, even though they are 

advancing from grade to grade” (p. 20-21). Mandlawitz (2007) defined FAPE as 

“Provisions of special education and related services must support children with 

disabilities to progress in the general education classroom” (p.21). 

Qualities of Special Education 

Although highly qualified was not identified as pertaining to CTE teachers, 

Section 300.26 “Special Education” of the 1999 Regulations which did not change in 

Section 300.39 of the 2006 Regulations defined Special Education as: 

1. Specially designed instruction, at no cost to parents, to meet the child’s 
unique needs, including instruction conducted in the classroom, home, 
hospitals and institutions, and in other settings, and instruction in physical 
education (including adapted physical education).  
2. Includes each of the following if they meet the requirements of a) speech-
language pathology, or any other related service considered special education 
rather than a related service under State law; b) travel training; and c) 
vocational education. 
3. ‘Specially designed instruction’ means adapting, as appropriate to the 
child’s needs, the content, methodology, or delivery of instruction to a) meet 
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the child’s unique needs resulting from the disability; and b) to ensure access 
to the general curriculum, so that the child can meet the educational standards 
that apply to all children in that jurisdiction (Mandlawitz, 2007, p. 17-18). 
 

Supplementary Aids and Services 

The regulation for “Supplementary Aids and Services” in Section 300.28 of the 

1999 Regulations secured aids, services, and other supports in regular classrooms and 

education related settings was expanded in Section 300.42 of the 2006 Regulations to 

include extracurricular and nonacademic settings. In addition, Section 300.29 of the 

1999 and Section 300.43 of the 2006 Regulations defines and clarifies “Transition 

Services” as activities aligned to foster advancement from school to post-secondary 

education or activities, which could include employment, vocational training, living 

independently, and community involvement. These services must be based on the 

student’s interests, strengths, and abilities and be apart of the instruction, community 

experiences, and work related opportunities (Mandlawitz, 2007). 

Content of instruction was one area identified as important to helping CTE 

teachers prepare students to meet the challenges they will face in successful 

transitions. Sitlington and Clark (2006) developed a list of competencies as part of 

their Comprehensive Transition Education Model (CTEM). The focal areas of these 

competencies and therefore the content of instruction should include the development 

of occupational awareness in students with disabilities, employability knowledge and 

skills, and specific occupational or industry specific knowledge and skills.  

In addition, work-based learning (WBL) is one area that has been investigated 

greatly and has shown positive transition outcomes. The benefits of WBL included 
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students with two or more work experiences within their last two years of high school 

showed to measure higher in social skills, higher in job search skills, and advanced 

without additional training for one year beyond graduation, and were more likely to be 

employed for the one year following high school. WBL participants were found to 

have better work-related knowledge and skills and generally faired better in their 

academic achievement and in their school attendance and retention (Benz, Yovanoff, 

& Doren, 1997; Hughes, Bailey, & Mechur, 2002; Kizer, 1999; Phillips, Blustein, 

Jobin-Davis, & White, 2002).  

Technology in the Classroom 

As CTE teachers increase their use of technology they should be cognizant of 

Section 300.44 “Universal Design” that was added to the 2006 Regulations. This 

regulation was based on the Assistive Technology Act of 1998 which specified that 

products and services used must be accessible by “people with the widest possible 

range of functional capabilities” (p. 19) and that the products and services must be 

usable with and without assistive technologies.  This regulation is relevant to the 

development and implementation of objectives, assessment tools, curriculum used, 

and teachers’ instructional methods, as well as course websites, resource web sites, 

and organizational web sites (Mandlawitz, 2007). 

Student Organizations 

Career and technical education based student organizations (CTSO) are 

integrated in CTE programs. They offer students opportunities to work and learn 
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within schools and communities while students use their interest and abilities to learn 

to lead and build self-confidence (Thompson, Thompson, & Orr, 2003). CTSOs have 

been found to increase students’ interest in their academic and civic responsibilities. 

Participation in CTSOs fostered students’ self-efficacy in employability skills and 

promoted their levels of self-motivation (Research Snapshot, 2005). Family, Career 

and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) is an example of a CTSO that is 

considered both extracurricular and co-curricular. Organizational activities are 

provided as learning experiences within the regular classroom, which are offered as an 

opportunity for all students enrolled in FCS (Family, Career and Community Leaders 

of America, Inc., 2009).  

The incorporation of FCCLA heightens the relevance of Section 300.306 of the 

1999 Regulations and Section 300.107 of the 2006 Regulations pertaining to 

“Nonacademic Services.” which state that steps must be taken to ensure that students 

with disabilities have equal opportunity to participate in nonacademic and 

extracurricular services and activities. FCS programs whether they offer FCCLA or 

not should also be aware of Section 300.305 of the 1999 Regulations and Section 

300.110 of the 2006 Regulations that stipulate that programs and services, such as art, 

music, industrial arts, consumer and homemaking education, and vocational education, 

must be available to students with disabilities if they are available to non-disabled 

students (Mandlawitz, 2007).  
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Least Restrictive Environment 

There are many terms associated with special education; one that is common 

and applicable to CTE is “Least Restrictive Environment” (LRE), Section 300.550 and 

300.130 of the 1999 Regulations and Section 300.114 of the 2006 Regulations. LRE 

means that students with disabilities must be placed in educational settings with non-

disabled students to the maximum amount possible, limited only by the individual 

needs and abilities of each student (Mandlawitz, 2007). 

Program Availability 

CTE program availability is an issue that is relevant to student placement. 

Placement was defined in Section 300.552 of the 1999 Regulations and in Section 

300.116 of the 2006 Regulations. Placement should be determined by each individual 

student’s parents and experts, such as health care providers and educators who are 

familiar with the student and fully understand the various options available for 

providing needed services. Subsection 5 of this regulation stipulates that “Children are 

not removed from age-appropriate regular classrooms solely because of needed 

modifications in the general curriculum” (Mandlawitz, 2007, p.30).  

Professional Development 

Professional development was highlighted in Section 300.555 of the 1999 

Regulations and in Section 300.119 of the 2006 Regulations “Technical Assistance 

and Training Activities.” Teachers and administrators are to be fully informed 

concerning their responsibilities in fostering LRE for students with disabilities. School 
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districts are also responsible for providing the necessary training and assistance 

needed by teachers and administrators so that they can promote and implement 

policies for LRE (Mandlawitz, 2007).  

Hiring and Certification 

Hiring and certification requirements were discussed in Section 300.136 

“Personnel Standards” of the 1999 Regulations and in the renamed Section 300.156 

“Personnel Qualifications” of the 2006 Regulations. State education agencies are 

responsible for establishing and maintaining practices that ensure personnel are 

adequately prepared. The practices and policies established by the state education 

agencies must be comparable to standards set by State approved certification or 

licensure requirements. States may not waive licensure or certification requirements 

for related services personnel for emergency, temporary, or on provisional basis 

according to the 2006 Regulations. In addition, school districts are “...required to take 

‘measurable steps’ to recruit, hire, train, and retain highly qualified personnel” 

(Mandlawitz, 2007, p. 49).  

Adaptations and Modifications  

Issues of accessible instructional materials were addressed in Section 300.172 

of the 2006 Regulations, subsection 6 which stipulates that school districts are 

responsible for providing instructional materials in accessible formats for blind or 

other students with “print disabilities” at the same time that instructional materials are 

provided to their non-disabled peers. Instructional materials for students with 
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disabilities other than blind or print disabilities are addressed in Section 300.210 of the 

2006 Regulations. Students with disabilities are to be provided the needed materials 

“…in a timely manner” (Mandlawitz, 2007 p. 62).   

Individualized Education Plan  

Heward (2006) called the Individualized Education Program (IEP) the 

centerpiece of special education. Bryant, et al. (2008) described the IEP as the 

“cornerstone” of education because an IEP guarantees students with disabilities an 

appropriate education. An individualized family service plan (IFSP) must be 

developed for children with disabilities who are younger than 3 years old. Students 

from ages 3 to 21 with disabilities must be served via an IEP. A team consisting of the 

student’s parents, educational experts, and other professionals who are familiar with 

the student and understand the student’s needs serve as the IEP team. The IEP team 

establishes the guidelines which result in the creation of the student’s IEP (Heward, 

2006). Any teacher that works with a student with disabilities should be familiar with 

the information provided in the IEP because it describes the required accommodations, 

specialized services, as well as the unique learning needs of the student with 

disabilities (Bryant, et al., 2008). In Texas the IEP team is called “Admission, Review, 

and Dismissal” (ARD) Committee, the meetings are referred to as ARD meetings 

(TEA, June 2008). 

IEP components. Specific components of the IEP and the IFSP were defined 

in IDEA 1997 and maintained in IDEIA 2004. An IEP must include information about 

the student’s current level of academic achievement as well as a description of how 
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well or with what limitations the student can function in regular education classrooms. 

It must also include measurable annual outcome goals for educational experiences and 

describe how and when progress in meeting the goals will be measured. The IEP must 

also include information about what special education and related services will be 

needed to promote reaching or exceeding the established annual goals. This section 

should also include needed modifications and additional supports necessary for special 

education, general education, and extracurricular activities. A description of and 

reasons for not being included in general education activities must also be included in 

the IEP. In addition, necessary adaptations and appropriate assistance in state 

assessments must be a part of any IEP. For older students, those who are 16 and 

beyond, the IEP must also include transitioning goals and measurements which 

include postsecondary education and training. As students turn 17 years of age the IEP 

team must provide information concerning adult rights and responsibilities and a 

statement verifying that this information has been provided must also be included in 

the IEP (Bryant, et al., 2008; Heward, 2006).  

IEP purpose. The IEP was described by Heward (2006) as a “roadmap” for 

educators because it provides information about specific needs, current levels, and 

expected outcomes. General and special education teachers should look to the IEP for 

guidelines to help them create learning experiences, modify their teaching, and adapt 

their strategies to better meet the needs of individual students. It was also pointed out 

that the IEP should serve as a measure for teacher accountability, because teachers can 

use the information provided to enhance their planning and improve communication 
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among involved educators and professionals and foster parental involvement (Heward, 

2006; Lytle & Bordin, 2001; Menlove, Hudson, & Suter, 2001; Test, Mason, Hughes, 

Konrad, Neal, & Wood, 2004).  

IEP Identified Problems 

Huefner (2000) and Yell and Dasgow (2000) found that the IEP process was 

fraught with problems, such as too many details, exorbitant paperwork, and missing 

components, or vaguely defined outcomes. Martin, Hubner Marshall, and Sale (2004) 

found that student participation in IEP meetings, called ARD meetings in Texas, 

increased parents’ and educators’ participation and understanding of the process. But 

students reported feeling uncomfortable and confused as to the purpose of the ARD 

meetings. They also found that general education teachers ranked second only to 

students in their reported levels of confusion concerning the purpose and mission of 

the ARD meetings. The reported outcomes for general education teachers included 

low ratings on helpfulness in decision making and low ratings on knowing what 

should follow in the IEP process. Mason, McGahee-Kovac, and Johnson (2004) 

developed a six step program to help students become leaders in ARD meetings.  

In Mason, et al (2004) six step program, students take an active role in the 

initial development of their IEP and in the ARD meetings. Teachers are responsible 

for teaching students about the components of the IEP and explaining the assessment 

information. To help students with their active role, teachers should also help students 

identify additional experts who might provide insight into the various goals contained 

in the IEP. Students also need help in establishing and analyzing future goals. The 
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final steps in the process included allowing students to practice being active in ARD 

meetings and providing opportunities for students to discuss and clarify their role 

responsibilities as needed (Mason, et al., 2004). Heward (2006) suggested that the 

same process might be used to improve general education teachers’ involvement in 

IEP meetings.  

Individualized Transition Plan 

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (EHCA), (PL 94-

142), introduced transition from school to work and promoted career and technical 

education as well as life skill development. The idea of school to work and transition 

to life after school was broadened and strengthened with the 1983 and 1986 

Amendments to EHCA, although neither the Act nor the Amendments mandated 

transition services. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1990 (IDEA), 

(PL 101-476), was the first Act to require transition services as part of the IEP for 

students with disabilities (Mandlawitz, 2007).  

According to Sitlington and Clark (2006) the reinforcement and changes in 

IDEIA has challenged educators, parents, and students to learn and understand various 

educational opportunities available to all students, at even early levels, even in 

elementary school, so that students can identify their personal interests, strengths, 

abilities, and needs to help in the establishment of post-secondary goals and in 

participating in general, CTE, and related activities so that they can be successful in 

meeting the expectations. 
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Sitlington and Clark (2006) defined inclusive education as the “participation 

by all in a supportive general education environment that includes appropriate 

educational and social supports and services” (p. 308). They found that general 

education teachers have difficulty providing an inclusive education because they are 

not informed about the typical characteristics of the various disabilities and because 

they are generally not versed in valuable methods and strategies that can be used to 

improve the education for students with disabilities. According to Mandlawitz (2007) 

laws and regulations impact teacher practices and aid in the identification of general 

teacher preparation needs for teaching and including students with disabilities. 

Career and Technical Education 

Career and technical education (CTE) has grown from a limited number of 

programs to a wide array of challenging fields that offer students the opportunity to 

apply their academic content, such as reading, writing, math, science, and history, to 

real life situations and scenarios. Students focus on developing their employability 

knowledge and skills while they grow to understand the ethics that guide the 

workplace setting. In addition, CTE programs also offer students preparation in fields 

that may lead to post-secondary education or to preparation opportunities that are 

industry focused. Funding for CTE programs and rules that govern CTE programs are 

defined in the Carl D. Perkins Act (ACTE, n.d.). 

Career and technical education courses, including FCS, count as elective 

credits in students’ high school graduation plans in Texas. As such, the Carl D. 

Perkins Career and Technical Education Improvement Act of 2006 (S. 250) (called the 
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Perkins Act) has had a huge impact on the implementation and success of CTE 

programs and on FCS programs. The main emphasis of change in the Perkins Act 

reauthorization is accountability.  For schools and CTE programs to retain their 

funding, they must be able to show that students are attaining: 1) “challenging career 

and technical skill proficiencies,” demonstrated by success in “industry-recognized” 

assessments; 2) specific credentials, such as certifications or specialized degrees; 3) 

improved post-secondary retention rates; 4) increased military, apprenticeship 

program, or employment participation that is considered to be “high skill, high wage, 

or high demand opportunities”; and 5) the knowledge and skills necessary to compete 

for and be successful in careers “that lead to employment in non-traditional fields” 

(AACC Summary, 2006, Terminology).  

Career Cluster Framework 

The sixteen educational career clusters, developed by the Department of 

Education (2003), implemented in Texas as “AchieveTexas” have been described as 

something akin to educational majors. AchieveTexas is now the organizational 

framework for CTE programs in Texas. Students should be educated in various areas 

of interests which are then narrowed down to the selection of one career cluster. They 

should then be taught specific employability skills and academic knowledge based 

within their chosen cluster. These skills are broad in nature at the secondary level and 

can be transferred from cluster to cluster. The remainder of their educational 

experiences should be built within the chosen area so that students exit high school 

with an in-depth knowledge of available careers, the necessary specific skills, and a 
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concrete foundation to begin successful employment and postsecondary educational 

experiences (TEA, 2006).  

Cluster offerings have been based on six criteria. The first criteria being that 

the clusters should match the mission and availability of long-term employment with 

opportunities for advancement through life-long learning.  Offerings should also be 

based upon available industry and employment projections of high earnings, 

longevity, and employment advancement. Once the clusters have been chosen the 

local districts must develop high school plus postsecondary sequenced education and 

training that incorporates and builds upon high academic achievement, technology, 

and industry or cluster specific learning opportunities. The sequencing must show 

collaboration with state and local businesses and industries that align to coherent 

postsecondary opportunities. The sixth criteria of cluster offerings include the creation 

of plans for assessment, evaluation, and acknowledgement of knowledge and skills at 

specific milestones, such as high school graduation and college training completion. 

The infusion of career clusters or interests areas provide students with a context for 

understanding why they are learning what they are being taught and allows them to 

understand, apply, and use their education (TEA, 2006). 

While students with disabilities have been served via an IEP, students enrolled 

in CTE programs under AchieveTexas could be served via the Texas Achievement 

Plan (TAP) as a tool to aid students, teachers, involved experts, and parents in 

designing and customizing transitions from middle school through postsecondary 

experiences for all students as well as students with disabilities. The TAP could be 
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modified easily to incorporate all components of the IEP and the individual transition 

plan (ITP) (TEA, 2007). AchieveTexas also provided an additional tool, called the 

Summary of Performance (SOP), to graduating high school students that could serve 

as a means to identify students’ strengths and abilities. Within this document 

information concerning specific challenges and needed accommodations could also be 

provided (TEA, 2007). This initiative promotes the requirements of CTE programs set 

by the Perkins Act by emphasizing cluster specific outcome goals for enrolled 

students’ learning and acquired abilities (TEA, 2006). 

Inclusive Programs 

Luseno (2001) examined four factors to measure teachers’ perceptions of 

teaching in inclusive classrooms. The first factor measured teachers’ attitudes toward 

inclusion itself and their attitudes toward students with disabilities. The second factor 

measured their level of self-efficacy in adapting instruction for students with 

disabilities; while the third factor measured the availability of support and resources. 

The fourth factor focused on the teachers’ perceptions of possessing the necessary 

knowledge and skills to modify, adapt, and monitor students in an inclusive 

classroom. Luseno (2001) made suggestions for improvements needed in teacher 

practices which might improve their perceptions of inclusive programs. He also made 

suggestions for the types of and focuses of educational opportunities that might help 

general education teachers in inclusive settings. 
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Attitudes Toward Inclusion and  
Attitudes Toward Students with Disabilities 

Special education experts reported having a slightly more positive attitude 

toward the inclusion of students with disabilities in general education classrooms. 

Both general education and special education teachers reported negative attitudes 

towards the inclusion of students with behavior disorders, mental retardation, and 

students with multiple disabilities. Both groups of teachers reported feeling that 

students with disabilities lack the necessary skills to successfully master the general 

education content (Luseno, 2001). 

Inclusion maybe defined differently by special education teachers, legislators, 

school administrators, and general education teachers. While the intent is to have 

students with disabilities included with their peers and given access to the general 

curriculum with individualized instruction based on relevant objectives. Many general 

education teachers perceive inclusion as teaching students with disabilities separate 

learning experiences based on reduced objectives at different times from the other 

students in their classroom ([Jackson, Harper, & Jackson, 2002] as cited in Warger, 

n.d.). 

Many general education teachers believed that the additional work they had to 

do to better teach the students with disabilities robbed their typical learners of a 

quality education and limited the expanse of information and experiences they could 

provide. This “dummying down” and reduction in teaching could be frustrating for 

teachers and students, the students with disabilities could be made to feel separate 
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from their peers and the teachers could feel that they were not teaching all their 

students to the best of their abilities (Luseno, 2001; Sitlington & Clark, 2006). 

General education teachers’ lack of skills and information have also impacted 

their perceptions of the lack of time available for planning, adapting and modifying 

lessons, and time for collaboration and consultation with special education teachers. 

Their perceptions of a lack of time were reported by Moody, Vaughn, Hughes, and 

Fischer, (2000), to cause frustration, feelings of failure to meet the needs of the 

students with disabilities, and forced many general education teachers to sacrifice their 

evenings, planning times, and lunch breaks.   

CTE teachers have had difficulty providing an inclusive education because 

they were not informed about the typical characteristics of the various disabilities and 

because they were generally not versed in valuable methods and strategies that could 

be used to improve the education for students with disabilities ([Jackson, et al., 2002] 

as cited in Warger, n.d.; Sitlington & Clark, 2006).  

CTE Teachers’ Attitudes, Knowledge and Skills 

A groundbreaking study in looking at CTE teachers’ attitudes, skills and 

abilities, and preparation for teaching students with disabilities was conducted by 

Cotton (1994). Of the approximately 1,200 CTE teachers, in Indiana, who taught 

agriculture, business, health occupations, FCS, marketing, trade and industrial and 

other CTE areas, 527 teachers were surveyed.  

A second study was conducted by Howell (1999) to investigate professional 

preparation, teaching skills, feelings of support, future professional development 
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opportunity needs, and teachers’ feelings toward the inclusion of students with 

disabilities in industrial technology (IT) classes, industrial technology is a CTE 

program. The population for the study included all 39 IT teachers in the Lincoln, 

Nebraska Public School District.. Howell received 20 completed surveys (51% 

response rate) for analysis. The data consisted of Likert-type questions from which 

means and standard deviations were calculated. Respondents were asked to rate, on a 

scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), their feelings of possessing the 

necessary skills and abilities to teach students with disabilities. The demographics of 

the small sample included 10 holding a professional teaching certificate, meaning that 

they had a Master of Science degree or above, 9 had a Bachelor of Science degree, and 

1 reported having received an emergency certificate. The years of teaching experience 

ranged from 0 to 33 years with 7 teaching at a middle school level and 13 teaching at 

the high school level, many taught various courses including construction, drafting, 

small engine repair, graphics, and manufacturing.  

The results from the small study by Howell (1999) validated the results from 

the study of all CTE areas conducted by Cotton (1994). The results from both studies 

showed that CTE teachers received little or no preparation in teaching students with 

disabilities and that they would welcome more educational opportunities in the future. 

The teachers from both studies also reported that they received little support from their 

school administration and from the community to help them teach students with 

disabilities (Cotton, 1994; Howell, 1999; Howell, 2000). 
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Family and Consumer Sciences Teachers 

Harding and Darling (2003) used qualitative research methods with a 

triangulation process of interviews, observations, and questionnaires to examine the 

attitudes, knowledge base, and behaviors of FCS teachers in teaching and working 

with students with disabilities. The sample consisted of four FCS teachers in two 

different counties. Two of the teachers taught in small rural schools and two in large 

urban schools. The sample included trained and certified FCS teachers with a 

minimum of one student with disabilities in their classes and the teacher had to have a 

willingness to participate in the research process. The FCS teachers were also 

concerned about their teaching abilities and time needs to provide the best education 

for all their students. Although the teachers stated positive attitudes towards inclusion 

and students with disabilities, their behaviors showed a marked difference in 

discipline, grading, and expectations between students with disabilities and typical 

learners (Harding & Darling, 2003).  

Number Students with Disabilities Served 

The number of diagnosed and labeled students with disabilities has increased 

over the past several decades. This, in conjunction with laws that required schools to 

place these labeled and diagnosed students in general education classes, has 

significantly increased the numbers and types of special needs found in classes. Cotton 

(1994) found that the average number of students with disabilities served in CTE 
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courses was 21. Howell (1999) found that students with disabilities enrollment totaled 

39% of the overall enrollment in the 30 IT courses. 

In Texas, the enrollment of students in CTE programs has increased 19% from 

the 1995-96 (633,178 number of CTE students) through 2006-07 (941,045 number of 

CTE students) academic years. In addition, the number of students enrolled in a 

sequence of CTE courses for the same 10 year span has increased 170%. The increase 

in enrollment has occurred even though graduation plans have changed and the 

number of credits for elective courses have decreased from 5 ½ to 3 ½ credits 

(Holcombe, 2008). Many students enrolled in at least one CTE course during their 

high school (9th-12th grade) years. Students earned more credits from CTE programs (4 

credits) than from math (3.4 credits) or science (3.1 credits) (Holcombe, 2008). The 

steady demand for CTE credits continued even while legislation and graduation 

requirements changed to emphasize more academic core subject enrollment 

(Silverberg, Warner, Goodwin, & Fong, 2002).  

The increases in enrollment may hinder teachers’ practices because increased 

enrollment leads to increased responsibilities. As laws pertaining to students with 

disabilities changed the responsibilities of teachers have increased. In addition, the 

larger class sizes may have prevented teachers from having the time to individualize 

their instruction (Moody, et al., 2000). 

Pre-Professional Preparation 

Bruening, Scanlon, Hoover, Hodes and Harmon (2002) looked at exemplary, 

leading, or innovative CTE teacher preparation programs. The most important 
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attributes were that the programs were rigorous and equivalent in scope and depth to 

other (academic) teacher education programs and were staffed by faculty that were 

knowledgeable in the areas of teaching and learning, proficient in educational content 

and processes, as well as in assessment and research. Their teaching was based on 

subject matter including learning theory, work-based education, general education, 

and clinical experiences that emphasized critical thinking skills. The exemplary 

programs taught future teachers to implement their instructional strategies and 

teaching methods on “best practices” that prepared them for working with diverse 

populations.  

Luseno (2001) found that professional preparation was a need identified by 

general education teachers when they indicated that they would like to receive 

professional preparation specific to teaching students with disabilities. They especially 

wanted professional education in characteristics of various disabilities as well as 

information for successful inclusion practices of students with disabilities. They 

further identified the need for more information pertaining to the laws that govern 

special education and a better understanding of IEPs and their purposes. They also 

reported wanting more education in effective collaboration, classroom management, 

discipline, adapting instructional materials, and modifying instruction, as well as 

alternative assessments for students with disabilities. 

Cotton (1994) found that approximately 50% of the respondents had not 

received any postsecondary preparation in teaching students with disabilities. FCS 

teachers reported that they had not received any specialized preparation either 
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formally or in staff development to help them teach students with disabilities. They 

were not able to diagnosis or identify students with disabilities without being provided 

documentation concerning students’ individual needs. They reported that they did not 

know how to make accommodations or modifications for the different needs of their 

students other than allowing extra time on assignments (Harding & Darling, 2003).  

Professional Development 

Both general and special education teachers reported that they needed more 

professional development that included modeling, practice, and follow-up instruction 

that was based on local needs and values (Stodden, Galloway, & Stodden, 2003). 

Luseno (2001) reported that general education teachers needed more professional 

preparation specific to teaching students with disabilities, especially in characteristics 

of various disabilities as well as information for successful inclusion practices. 

Cotton (1994) found that about 50% of the CTE teachers reported having had 

15 hours or less, with an additional 25% receiving 0 hours, of professional 

development, inservice, or workshops focused on teaching students with disabilities 

prior to the survey. Howell (1999) found that most of the IT teachers had received 

some professional preparation (less than 1 day), or workshops (1 to 3 days), and less 

than 1 day of inservice preparation. Of these, professional develop was the least used 

method and 60% reported that they had not attended any professional development 

focused on teaching students with disabilities. The other 40% reported having attended 

from 1 to 25 hours of professional development focused on teaching students with 

disabilities and 50% reported that they had attended workshops with this focus. In 
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addition, 35% reported that they had not received any inservice preparation focused on 

teaching students with disabilities in comparison to 65% that had attended 1 to 50 

hours (Howell, 1999; Howell, 2000).  

Teaching Skills and Abilities for Students with Disabilities 

To find ways to improve the education provided in inclusive classrooms, 

Luseno (2001) examined areas of need for teaching students with disabilities. General 

education teachers reported needing more resources, such as instructional materials 

and necessary equipment, to improve their teaching of students with disabilities.  

Sitlington and Clark (2006) noted that due to general education teachers’ lack 

of training and information about students with disabilities’ skills and abilities, most 

have simply provided extra time on assignments and tests and felt that this was enough 

modification to help students with disabilities be successful. When the concept of 

teaching so that all students can understand was applied to classrooms that include 

typical learners and students with disabilities, teachers must be more creative in their 

teaching and assessment of students’ knowledge and abilities ([Jackson, et al., 2002] 

as cited in Warger, n.d.). Students with disabilities have not always responded well to 

traditional instructional strategies. Special education teachers and administrators need 

to be involved in the establishment of standardized content and the development of 

instructional materials for both general education students and students with 

disabilities (Stodden, et al., 2003). Sitlington and Clark (2006) also stated that CTE 

programs may have to modify or adjust the training tools and equipment used to 

assure students with disabilities a barrier-free education and learning environment. 
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A majority of the IT teachers reported that they had the skills and abilities 

necessary to teach students with disabilities but they also reported that they felt they 

could improve their teaching practices for these students. They reported that they 

maintained suitable classroom environments for all students and that they could 

modify and adapt their instruction as needed. The IT teachers reported that they felt it 

was appropriate to include students with disabilities in their courses yet they also 

reported needing additional professional preparation to improve the education they 

provided for students with disabilities (Howell, 1999; Howell, 2000). FCS teachers 

expressed both positive attitudes and special concerns for students with disabilities by 

reporting that they felt their content was valuable to the students. In addition, they 

emphasized that they were concerned for the students with disabilities safety due to 

the various tools and equipment in the classrooms (Harding & Darling, 2003).  

Support from Inside the School and the Community 

Luseno (2001) found that a majority (71%) of the general education teachers 

identified the need for support from administrators, educational support personnel, and 

parents, especially in regards to establishing performance expectations for students 

with disabilities. Jackson, et al. (2002) stated that the alignment of curriculum to 

national and state standards may hinder general education teachers’ willingness and 

capabilities to modify and adapt their teaching for students with disabilities (as cited in 

Warger, n.d.). The standards intended to improve education for all maybe limiting the 

aid and support that special education teachers could provide to students with 

disabilities and to general education teachers (Nolet, & McLaughlin, 2000). 
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IT teachers reported that they did receive some support from administrators 

and service personnel but they had not received enough support. Their responses to all 

the questions pertaining to community support, such as parents, the community, or 

outside agencies was low. Their low responses showed that these teachers’ felt a lack 

of support. They also reported that they needed support and assistance in planning, 

preparing, and implementing students’ IEP guidelines in their teaching of students 

with disabilities (Howell, 1999; Howell, 2000).  

Understanding IEPs and ARD Participation 

In Texas the IEP planning team is called Admission, Review, and Dismissal 

(ARD) meetings (Texas Education Agency, 2002). General and special education 

teachers should look to the IEP for guidelines to help them create learning 

experiences, modify their teaching, and adapt their strategies to better meet the needs 

of individual students. The IEP could also serve as a measure for teacher 

accountability, because teachers could use the information provided to enhance their 

planning and improve communication among involved educators and professionals 

and foster parental involvement (Heward, 2006; Lytle & Borden, 2001; Menlove, et 

al., 2001; Test, et al., 2004).  

General education teachers ranked second only to students in their reported 

levels of confusion concerning the purpose and mission of the IEP and the ARD 

meetings. The outcomes for general education teachers included low ratings on 

helpfulness in decision making and low ratings on knowing what they should follow 

in the IEP process (Martin, et al., 2004). Luseno (2001) discovered that general 
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education teachers wanted IEPs to be designed to gradually reduce the needed support 

and assistance for students with disabilities. Howell (1999) found that almost 50% of 

the IT teachers reported being familiar with the IEP but less than 40% had ever served 

on an IEP planning team.  

Future Professional Development Needs 

The need for further professional preparation was emphasized by Klinger, 

Ahwee, Pilonieta, and Menendez (2003) in their research looking at how well teachers 

implemented the professional preparation they had received. Teachers demonstrated a 

willingness to look for and attend professional preparation in special education yet the 

actual implementation was impacted by students’ grade level and abilities. Teachers 

also did or did not implement specific strategies based upon their own teaching styles; 

and whether they felt the strategy met the majority of their students’ needs. Teachers 

also considered the amount of time required for implementation when deciding 

whether to or not implement a strategy.  

Luseno (2001) found that general education teachers requested that 

administrators and educational support services personnel also receive professional 

preparation in working with general education teachers in inclusive settings. (Luseno, 

2001).Cotton (1994) found that teachers reported a lack of time and financial 

resources for professional development but they reported a desire for educational 

opportunities in teaching students with disabilities Howell (1999) discovered that the 

IT teachers rated any professional preparation format as low but all of the IT teachers 
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reported that they wanted educational opportunities to improve their teaching of 

students with disabilities.  

Howell (1999) asked the IT teachers to report on future educational options, 

inservice professional development was the IT teachers' first choice followed by 

professional development conferences. Their third choice was attending 1 to 3 day 

workshops. The least acceptable option for future preparation was attending college 

courses. In addition to attending conferences and workshops, many of the teachers 

reported that they would prefer to receive training materials, followed by receiving 

individual advice. Other options, such as observing other teachers and participating in 

internships were still rated acceptable but were reported less favorable (Howell, 1999; 

Howell 2000). 

Factors That Impact Teachers’ Perceptions 

Harvey, Cotton, and Koch (2005) and (2007) explored factors that impacted 

Indiana CTE teachers’ expectations for and perceptions of future outcomes for 

students with disabilities, They investigated the relationship between gender, age, 

years of teaching experience, years at current teaching position, educational 

attainment, and special education preparation in a university setting, as well as part of 

their in-service preparation, and their established expectations for students with 

disabilities  

Gender. Gender was found to be significant in the CTE teachers’ perceptions 

of students with disabilities based upon the type and severity of the disability. Female 

teachers’ perceptions differed in social areas where as males differed in their 
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expectations of students’ academic attainment, skill development, and future 

employment outlook (Harvey, et al., 2005).  

Age. Age of the teacher also had an effect on their perceptions; younger 

teachers (ages 20-30) and middle aged teachers (41-51) focused more on students’ 

social life, where as older age teachers (41 and older) had lower expectations for 

students with disabilities in skill attainment and occupational outlook (Harvey, et al., 

2005).  

Experience. Number of years in current position also impacted CTE 

teachers’ perceptions in that students with disabilities were viewed with lower 

expectations in academic performance, occupational skill attainment, social success, 

and employment outlook (Harvey, et al., 2005; Harvey, et al., 2007). Years of CTE 

teaching experience were also significant; teachers with more than five years 

experience (6-10 years experience and 16-20 years experience) held lower 

expectations for students with disabilities in their academic performance where as 

teachers with only 1-5 years of experience and the group of teachers with 16-20 years 

of teaching experience held lower views in regards to the future outlook of 

occupational success for students with disabilities (Harvey, et al., 2005; Harvey, et. all 

2007). 

Teacher preparation. CTE teachers’ level of education and preparation, 

those with the lowest level of education (high school preparation only) had the lowest 

expectations for students with disabilities in all areas, academic, skill attainment, 

social development, and employment outlook. In addition, participants who had 
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received preparation in special education during their college programs believed that 

students with disabilities skill attainment would be equal to the skill attainment of 

other students (Harvey, et al., 2005).  

Time. Time appeared to be a factor in these teachers’ perceptions in that 

teachers who had received university setting special education preparation within the 

last two years had higher expectations for students with disabilities employment 

outlook as compared to teachers whose preparation had been more than two years 

prior to the study. In addition, in-service educational opportunities were also found to 

have a significant effect on CTE teachers’ perceptions in the areas of social 

development, skill attainment, and employment outlook. The difference did not appear 

to impact teachers’ perceptions of academic performance. Those teachers whose in-

service preparation had taken place within the preceding two years held higher 

expectations for students with disabilities in all three areas; teachers who had not 

received any in-service special education preparation or had received their educational 

opportunities more than two years before the study had low expectations for students 

with disabilities. The findings from this study provided an overview of CTE teachers’ 

knowledge and teaching experiences which impacted teachers’ behavior and 

interactions with students with disabilities (Harvey, et al., 2005; Harvey, et al., 2007).  

Professional Development in Special Education 

Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, and Yoon (2001) found that successful and 

relevant professional development for teachers contained specific aspects, such as 

frequency, active learning opportunities, and colleague support. In addition, they 
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found that the professional development in special education practices needed to be 

presented within teachers’ content knowledge that addressed their individual teaching 

skills and abilities that could help them in their understanding of student learning. 

Their findings were based upon teacher implementation of learned practices as 

demonstrated in the classroom and confirmed by student achievement on standardized 

tests. 

Teachers who participated in frequent professional development with a special 

education focus and those that attended more than one educational opportunity 

implemented and tried to modify their teaching more than teachers who had not 

attended as much. Application of the learned teaching practices was also improved 

when active learning was used during the professional development. Teachers were 

more likely to implement their special education practices when they felt they had 

support of their colleagues due to campus-wide participation and when they worked 

closely with their colleagues to collaborate in using the newly learned practices (Garet, 

et al., 2001). 

Professional development that offered relevant examples based upon teachers’ 

content areas was found to be implemented more often. In addition, the best 

professional development for special education practices built upon teachers’ skills 

and abilities and showed an understanding of various students’ learning 

characteristics. In addition, the teaching practices taught and most implemented were 

collaborative teaching and co-teaching (Garet, et al., 2001). 
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Summary 

To summarize this literature review, the study variables will be highlighted in 

relation to the literature. The variables addressed in the study included (a) content 

taught, (b) grade level, (c) years of experience; (d) type of preparation for teacher 

certification, (e) teachers’ feelings of their abilities to modify and adapt their teaching, 

(f) their perceptions of being supported, and (g) their willingness to attend professional 

development which included questions pertaining to various professional development 

delivery methods.  

Variables 

The included variables were found in the review of literature as well as the 

studies conducted by Cotton (1994) and Howell (1999) which served as the basis for 

the FCS Needs Assessment Survey. 

Content taught. According to the TEA, FCS prepares students to be 

successful in their personal, family, and working life as they grow, develop, and 

change through the life cycle (TEA, 2000). The National Board for Professional 

Teacher Standards (NBPTS) (2001)identified the procession of an in-depth expertise 

of the subject area and being able to apply it within contextual action based learning 

experiences as well as using appropriate assessment tools that measure learning in a 

variety of ways, as a professional CTE teacher standard. In addition, Garet, et al. 

(2001) found that professional development that offered relevant examples based upon 

teachers’ content areas were implemented more often and that the best professional 
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development for special education practices built upon teachers’ skills and abilities 

and showed an understanding of students’ various learning characteristics. 

Grade level. The need for further educational opportunities was emphasized 

by Klinger, et al. (2003) in their research that looked at how well teachers 

implemented the education they had received. Teachers demonstrated a willingness to 

look for and attend professional development in special education yet the actual 

implementation was impacted by students’ grade level and abilities.  

Experience. Harvey, et al. (2005) and (2007) found that the number of years 

in current teaching position impacted CTE teachers’ perceptions of students with 

disabilities. Students with disabilities were viewed with lower expectations in their 

academic performance, occupational skills attainment, social success, and employment 

outlook. In addition, the years of teaching experience was also found to be significant; 

in that teachers with more than five years experience held lower expectations for 

students with disabilities in their academic performance. Teachers with only one to 

five years of teaching experience and teachers with 16—20 years experience held 

lower views in regards to the future outlook of students with disabilities’ occupational 

success. 

Type of preparation for certification. According to the hiring and 

certification requirements of the 1999 regulations and the 2006 regulations, state 

education agencies are responsible for establishing and maintaining practices that 

ensure personnel are adequately prepared (Mandlawitz, 2007). Cotton (1994) and 

Howell (1999) found that CTE teachers received little or no preparation in teaching 
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students with disabilities and Harding and Darling (2003) found that FCS teachers, 

had not received any specialized preparation either formally or in staff development to 

help them teach students with disabilities.  

Feeling of being prepared and able to modify and adapt. Sitlington 

and Clark (2006) found that general education teachers’ lack of preparation and 

information about students with disabilities’ skills and abilities caused them to simply 

provide extra time on assignments and tests. Moody, et al. (2000) found that general 

education teachers’ lack of skills and information impacted their perceptions of time 

available for planning, adapting, and modifying lessons, as well as their time for 

collaboration and consultation with special education experts. Their perceptions of a 

lack of time were found to cause frustration and feelings of failure. Luseno (2001) 

found that general education teachers want more education in effective collaboration, 

classroom management, discipline, adapting instructional materials, modifying 

instruction, as well as preparation in alternative assessment practices for students with 

disabilities. In addition, Nolet and McLaughlin (2000) found that the national and state 

standards that were intended to improve education for all students could be limiting 

the aid and support that special education experts can provide to students with 

disabilities and to general education teachers. 

Feeling of being supported. Garet, et al. (2001) found that teachers were 

more likely to implement special education practices when they felt they had support 

from their colleagues due to campus-wide participation and when they worked closely 

with their colleagues to collaborate in using newly learned special education teaching 
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practices. Luseno (2001); reported that general education teachers identified the need 

for support from administrators, educational support personnel, and parents, for 

students with disabilities. They reported that the only form of help they received from 

special education experts were reports to complete and forms to fill-out. In contrast, 

Cotton (1994) found that CTE teachers received little support from their school 

administration and from the community to help them teach students with disabilities. 

Howell (1999) found that IT teachers felt that they received some support from 

administrators and service personnel but they felt that they had not received enough 

support. 

Professional development. Luseno (2001) reported that general education 

teachers needed professional preparation specific to teaching students with disabilities, 

especially in characteristics of various disabilities as well as information for successful 

inclusion practices. Cotton (1994) found that CTE teachers received little or no 

preparation in teaching students with disabilities and that teachers welcome more 

educational opportunities in the future. Howell (1999) found that the IT teachers 

wanted educational opportunities to improve their teaching of students with 

disabilities. In addition to attending conferences and workshops, many of the IT 

teachers reported that they would prefer to receive training materials, followed by 

receiving individual advice  

Harding and Darling (2003) found that FCS teachers had not received any 

specialized preparation either formally or in staff development to help them teach 

students with disabilities. The lack of preparation and lack of experience in teaching 
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students with disabilities had caused anxiety among general education teachers and 

had shown itself in teachers’ willingness to have students with disabilities in their 

classes (Moody, et al., 2000; Sitlington & Clark, 2006). With education these teachers 

should be able to successfully and competently teach students with disabilities as 

easily as they teach typical learners.  

Stodden, et al. (2003), found that students with disabilities were not being 

taught well using traditional instructional strategies. Additional literature also revealed 

that all teachers, special education and general education, needed more professional 

development that included modeling, practicing, and follow-up instruction based upon 

students’ varying needs and abilities (Cotton, 1994; Friend & Cook, 2003; Howell, 

1999; Howell, 2000; Luseno, 2001). The research indicated that specific factors, e.g., 

experience, content taught, and feelings of being supported, needed to be examined to 

advance CTE teachers’ teaching of students with disabilities. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of the study was to determine what educational opportunities 

family and consumer sciences (FCS) teachers need to better prepare them for teaching 

students with disabilities. To accomplish this, an electronic needs-assessment survey 

was administered. The review of the proposed study was conducted by the Texas Tech 

University Protection of Human Subjects Committee (IRB) in June 2008. See 

Appendix A for the Approval Letter. This chapter is divided into the following 

sections: participants, research questions, instrument, data collection, and data 

analysis. 

Participants and Sample 

The population for the study was current FCS teachers who are certified to 

teach secondary FCS courses in the state of Texas. A list of FCS teachers in Texas, 

provided by the Texas Education Agency (TEA) from the public education 

information management system (PEIMS) was used as a list of possible participants. 

The list included FCS teachers’ names and courses taught as well as school name, and 

district address. There were 3,327 teachers listed on the 2007-2008 FCS teacher list 

(M. Delacruz, personal communication, June 10, 2008). Each teacher was listed as 

reported via the PEIMS number for the course(s) taught (Texas Education Agency, 

2008). To establish the population size for this study, the list was first sorted based on 

teachers’ last name, first name, and middle initial. Duplicate names were removed 
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from the list (i.e., Mary Sue J. Smith, Duprey Independent School District, No-Name 

High School, listed eight times due to the PEIMS numbers for the various courses 

taught). The deletion resulted in a reduction of 221 duplicate teacher names 

establishing a population size of 3,106 (N = 3,106) for the study.  

A convenience sample of the listed FCS teachers was used for the study 

because the teachers contacted had to have an email address that was accessible. 

Based upon the suggestions from Gay, Mills, and Airasian (2008) a suggested total of 

approximately 450 to 500 teachers were needed for a representative sample size for a 

population of 3,000 to 4,000. In an attempt to ensure a sufficient response rate, 1,000 

FCS teachers were initially contacted via email and asked to participate. The initial 

contact resulted in approximately 150 completed surveys. During the month of 

February, a weekly reminder email was sent to the originally contacted 1,000 FCS 

teachers and an additional 100 new email addresses were added to the list each time it 

was sent, resulting in approximately 1,400 FCS teachers being emailed for 

participation. After 4 weeks of adding new contact email addresses and sending 

reminder email request; the professional organization for FCS teachers, Family and 

Consumer Sciences Teachers Association of Texas (FCSTAT) was asked to send the 

participation request to all members of the organization. This process resulted in 

approximately 529 completed surveys. A copy of the Participation Email Request can 

be found in Appendix B. 
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Instrument 

The survey used in the study was based upon the survey used by Howell 

(1999) in a study of industrial technology teachers’ knowledge and skills in teaching 

students with disabilities. A copy of the permission request to use and modify his 

survey can be found in Appendix C. A copy of Howell’s Industrial Technology 

Education Teachers’ Special Needs Students Survey can be found in Appendix D. 

Howell modified a training and needs assessment survey originally developed by 

Cotton (1994). A copy of Cotton’s Vocational Teacher – Special Populations Survey 

can be found in Appendix E. The purpose of Cotton’s survey was to identify the 

attitudes vocational education, currently called career and technical education (CTE), 

teachers had towards including students with disabilities in their regular classrooms. In 

addition, the survey asked the teachers what skills they already possessed and what 

knowledge and skills they felt they needed for teaching students with disabilities.  

Content validity was established for both Cotton’s (1994) vocational teacher 

survey and for Howell’s (1999) Industrial Technology Education teacher (ITE) survey. 

To establish content validity, Cotton used a committee of 12 members that consisted 

of three vocational directors, three special education coordinators, three vocational 

(CTE) teachers, and three postsecondary researchers to look at the clarity, accuracy, 

and scope of the survey. Howell asked students in a special education teacher 

preparation class to review the changes made to Cotton’s (1994) teacher survey. The 

reviewer class consisted of ten graduate students with four of them being ITE students. 

Suggested changes were to fix two grammatical errors with no other changes deemed 
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necessary (Cotton, 1994; Howell, 1999). Internal consistency for Cotton’s (1994) 

instrument was established for items 12—49, Cronbach alpha = .952. The reliability 

for Howell’s (1999), instrument was not reported. 

FCS Needs Assessment Modifications 

The FCS Needs Assessment Survey began with the survey developed by 

Howell (1999). To build upon the findings of Cotton’s 1994 study of vocational 

teachers and Howell‘s 1999 study of ITE teachers several questions were added to 

measure FCS teachers’ feelings of their ability to assess learning experiences and 

learning outcomes for students with disabilities, and to ask teachers about their 

practices in modifying assessment tools, such as objective type tests and alternative 

assessment tools. 

The order of the various sections was also altered based on the 

recommendations of Alreck and Settle (2004). The first section of a survey “sets the 

stage” and prepares respondents for the information being sought in the remainder 

sections of the survey. In Howell’s (1999) survey, Section I consisted of formal 

training questions, Section II consisted of questions related to general skills in relation 

to students with disabilities, Section III, asked questions concerning future educational 

opportunities, and Section IV asked background information. In the FCS Needs 

Assessment Survey, Section I is an introduction to the survey, Section II focuses on 

general skills in relation to teaching students with special needs, Section III focuses on 

future educational opportunities, and Section IV ask teachers for their background 

information. The first section of questions in the FCS Needs Assessment Survey 
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consisted of “I feel” type questions, the researcher felt that these questions were the 

easiest to answer and might aid teachers in defining their future educational needs. 

Questions focused on Admission, Referral, and Dismissal (ARD) participation and 

Individual Education Plan (IEP) for students who have been formally identified as 

students with disabilities, were included in the demographic section of the survey. 

Howell’s (1999) survey was a fill-in-the-blank format so that the respondents 

could write-in their answers on the form before returning it to the researcher. The FCS 

Needs Assessment Survey was in electronic format; the final version consisted of 42 

questions divided into 5 separate sections, 1) Introduction which introduced and listed 

the research questions for the study, 2) General Skills in Relation to Teaching Students 

with Disabilities [18 questions], 3) Support for Teaching Students with Disabilities [6 

questions], 4) Future Educational Opportunities [9 questions], and 5) Background 

Information [8 questions]. Participants were offered selection buttons to click, the 

options were Disagree Completely, Disagree Somewhat, Not Sure, Somewhat Agree, 

and Agree Completely. Many of the questions had an explanation text box for teachers 

to use if they wanted to provide additional information or explain their responses. 

Although the explanations were not coded or correlated, they may be used to clarify 

the results of the quantitative analysis. A copy of the FCS Needs Assessment –

Teaching Students with Special Needs-Pilot Study can be found in Appendix F. 

FCS Needs Assessment Pilot Study 

A pilot study was conducted during the summer of 2008 to establish face 

validity for the modified FCS Needs Assessment Survey. Respondents were asked to 
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review the layout of the survey. They were asked if the layout in general appeared to 

be understandable. To further their critique of the survey, respondents were asked if 

the various sections were clear and in logical order. They were asked if the questions 

were clear and whether the response options were applicable to the questions. 

Respondents were also asked to focus on the directions for each section of the survey. 

They were asked whether the directions were clear, precise, and easy to follow. These 

questions were included in Section 7: “Pilot Study—Survey Editorial” of the pilot 

study to provide the respondents with a means of providing feedback while they were 

still focused on the survey. Each question was listed in the survey introduction and 

again at the end of the survey where respondents were asked to comment in the 

provided text box within the survey. 

Pilot study participants. The participants for the pilot study were FCS 

teachers who served as cooperating teachers for student teachers during the spring of 

2008 semester, the staff of The Curriculum Center for Family and Consumer Sciences 

(CCFCS), some committee members, and professional colleagues of the researcher, 

including an FCS extension agent in Alaska, an FCS teacher in the Lewisville 

Independent School District, and several of the May 2008 FCS graduating seniors; 

resulting in 31 possible participants for the pilot study, of these two email addresses 

were found to be invalid, so 29 participant requests were actually sent. Of these, 16 

participated in the pilot survey, with 14 of them responding to all and two responding 

to only some of the questions.  
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Format feedback-pilot study. Most of the respondents reported that the 

survey took 15 to 20 minutes to complete. The estimate did not include use of the 

additional comments boxes, most estimated that the time would need to be at least 30 

to 40 minutes if a respondent choose to explain all or most of their answers. Based 

upon this feedback the estimated response time given was 20 to 30 minutes, to allow 

respondents time for some of the comments to be included. 

Many of the respondents found that the questions that offered responses to a 

breakdown of the question did not allow them to select the same response for each 

breakdown portion of the question, (i.e., question 9 “I feel that I can identify materials, 

equipment, services, and teacher training that will aid me in teaching students with 

special needs.” Breakdown responses: Materials: Disagree Completely, Disagree 

Somewhat, Not Sure, Agree Somewhat, Agree Completely; Equipment: Same response 

options; Services: Same response options; and Teacher Training: Same response 

options.) The problem occurred if the respondent wanted to select the same response, 

such as “Not Sure” for all four breakdown responses. This problem pertained to 13 

questions on the Pilot Study survey. To fix this problem, the researcher checked the 

coding of the questions. To test whether the problem was a coding error, the pilot 

survey was resent to a few participants from the CCFCS. This round was simply called 

Coding Test. The few participants in the Coding Test were asked to attempt to answer 

the identified problem questions and to attempt to respond to all breakdown responses 

with the same level of Agree Completely, Agree Somewhat, Not Sure, Disagree 

Somewhat, or Disagree Completely. The coding test resulted in participants being able 
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to select the same or any combination of responses for the breakdown response 

questions.  

Most of the respondents replied that the wording of the questions was 

appropriate. They indicated that the directions were clear and easy to follow, and they 

responded that the order, logic, and layout of the survey were easy to follow and 

understand. A few responded that the section labels for sections 4, 5, and 6 needed 

more differentiation. The researcher worked on this and suggestions from the 

committee were considered. One concern was that a change in the section labels for 

the sections might change the order, logic, or perspective of the survey. See Appendix 

G: Qualitative Responses--Pilot Study for respondents’ explanations and open-

responses. 

Post pilot-study changes. Due to confusion voiced by pilot-study 

participants and committee members, the focus of the study and the survey was 

changed from students with special needs to students with disabilities. This change 

was suggested based on the legal requirements of laws pertaining to inclusion and 

teaching practices for identified students with disabilities (Proposal meeting, personal 

communication, Fall 2008). The wording of all questions in the survey was changed 

from “students with special needs” to “students with disabilities.”  

To further eliminate any confusion, the question order was altered. Questions 

were moved within the survey based upon the variables for the study, teaching 

practices, assessment practices, use of support, future educational opportunities, 

followed by background information. The background information was further 
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organized based upon certification, experience, content area, number of ADR 

meetings and number of students with disabilities served; and professional preparation 

experiences (Proposal meeting, personal communication, Fall 2008).  

To further clarify the future professional development preferences, the 

responses were changed from yes/no to the same Likert type scale as used in the “I 

feel” type questions, such as Disagree Completely, Disagree Somewhat, Not Sure, 

Agree Somewhat, and Agree Completely. The wording of these questions was changed 

from “I am interested in…” to “In the future, I need…” These questions were changed 

to offer a rating for comparisons of the types of professional development preferred 

most (T. Granoff, personal communication January 2009). A copy of the FCS Needs 

Assessment-Teaching Students with Disabilities, survey can be found in Appendix H. 

Data Collection 

The emailed participation request explained the purposes and intent of the 

survey and informed the potential participants that participation in the survey was 

voluntary. A link to the survey was included in the body of the email. Participants 

were asked to click the link to complete the survey within two weeks following the 

date of the initial email. See Appendix B for a copy of the participation email request. 

This process resulted in 529 completed surveys which were then checked to be sure 

that all analyzed responses were from certified FCS teachers and had no missing 

responses to the questions; this resulted in 500 completed surveys (N=500). 

Responses to the survey were anonymous and no information was collected 

that could be used to identify the respondents personally. There was no risk to the 
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participants of this study. Once the survey was submitted participants were asked to 

voluntarily email the researcher if they wanted to be included in a gift certificate 

drawing. Respondents wishing to be included in the drawing either sent an email 

asking to be included or they replied to the initial participation request email. Of the 

529 participants, 145 emailed asking to be included in the gift certificate drawing. The 

list for the gift certificate drawing was kept separate from the participation request and 

since no identifying information was collected from the survey, no matching of 

drawing or participation could be done. The gift certificate drawing was for four 

$50.00 gift certificates for purchasing classroom resources from the CCFCS. Gift 

certificates were provided in an attempt to enhance teacher participation in the survey 

process. 

Data Analysis 

To analyze the results of the FCS Needs Assessment Survey, correlations 

between the variables were used. Correlational analysis was used to determine if a 

relationship existed between the variables, grade level taught, content area taught, type 

of preparation for certification, and years of teaching experience, and FCS teachers’ 

feelings about their abilities to teach students with disabilities, and their need for 

professional development focused on teaching students with disabilities. Descriptive 

statistics were used for the Likert type responses for the questions pertaining to current 

teacher practices, use of support; and professional development opportunities. 

Correlational statistics were used to develop an aggregated feeling prepared scale, for 

research question 2; an aggregated feeling supported scale, for research question 4; 
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and an aggregated scale for teachers’ perceptions of needing additional professional 

development, for research question 6. The aggregated scales were then used in 

backward regression statistics to analyze whether a relationship existed between the 

variables and teachers’ feeling prepared, feeling supported, and perceptions of needing 

additional professional development in teaching students with disabilities.  Table 3.1 

shows how the statistical procedures and survey questions were applied to the research 

questions. Newton and Rudestam (1999) and Tabachnick & Fidel (2001) stated that 

subsets of multiple regression are considered to be controversial. This type of analysis 

was not recommended because of its atheoretical development that causes results that 

“overfit” the data based on relationships that may have been by coincidence. The 

criteria, credited to Cohen and Cohen (1983) [as cited in Tabachnick & Fidel, 2001] 

for use of backward regression were a) a predictive research goal, b) large sample size, 

and c) cross-validation of results on a new sample. This study met two of the three 

criteria. 

Approach for Interpreting Correlations 

Cohen (1988) suggested some guidelines for interpreting the strength of linear 

correlations.  He suggested that a “weak correlation” typically had an absolute value 

of r = .10 (about one percent of the variance explained), a “moderate correlation” 

typically had an absolute value of r = .30 (about nine percent of the variance 

explained) and a “strong correlation” typically had an absolute value of r = .50 (about 

25 percent of the variance explained).  For the sake of parsimony, the Results Chapter 

will primarily highlight those correlations that were at least “moderate” strength to 
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minimize the potential of numerous Type I errors stemming from interpreting and 

drawing conclusions based on potentially spurious correlations. 

Reliability of Scale Scores 

Table 3.2 displays the psychometric characteristics for the three summated 

scale scores.  The feel prepared scale was based on 26 items and the aggregation of 

them yielded a Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient of r = .96. The feel supported 

scale was based on six items and the aggregation of them yielded a Cronbach alpha 

reliability coefficient of r = .88. The need professional development scale was based 

on ten items and the aggregation of them yielded a Cronbach alpha reliability 

coefficient of r = .90. All three scales displayed adequate levels of internal reliability. 
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Table 3.1  

Statistical Procedures and Survey Question Application to Research Question 

 
Research Question 

 
Variables 

Survey 
Question Statistical Procedure 

RQ 1 Feel prepared 1—18  Descriptive 
 

RQ 3 Feel supported 19—24  Descriptive 
 

RQ 5 Need professional development 25—33  Descriptive 
 

RQ 2 Feel prepared and 

Grade level, content area, type of 

certification, years of experience 

1—18  
And 
34—41  

Correlations (Spearman rho) 
and Backward Regression 

RQ 4 Feel supported and 

Grade level, content area, type of 

certification, years of experience 

19—24  
And 
34-41 

Correlations (Spearman rho) 
and Backward Regression 

RQ 6 Need professional development and 

Grade level, content area, type of 

certification, years of experience 

25—33  
And 
34—41  

Correlations (Spearman rho) 
and Backward Regression 

Texas Tech U
niversity, Letitia J. K

illm
an, August, 2009 
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Table 3.2 
 
Psychometric Characteristics for the Summated Scale Scores (N = 500) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                               Number 
 
Scale                                of items       M           SD      Low    High   Alpha 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Feel Prepared 26 3.99 0.69 1.42 5.00 .96

Feel Supported 6 3.45 0.95 1.00 5.00 .88

Need Professional  
 
Development 

10 3.56 0.88 1.20 5.00 .90

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Summary 

FCS teachers in Texas were invited to participate in the FCS Needs 

Assessment Survey, which resulted in approximately 529 returned surveys of which 

500 were completed and used in the analysis. Descriptive statistics were used to report 

FCS teachers’ perceptions of their preparedness for teaching students with disabilities, 

their perceptions of their abilities to modify and adapt their instruction, feelings of 

being supported, and need for professional development for teaching and working 

with students with disabilities. Correlational statistics were used to determine which 

variables affected their perceptions of being prepared; feeling supported, and need for 

additional professional development for teaching students with disabilities.  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This research sought to determine what professional education family and 

consumer sciences (FCS) teachers, in Texas, need to better prepare them for teaching 

students with disabilities. The participants were asked whether they feel prepared and 

supported to teach students with disabilities. They were also asked whether they felt a 

need for professional development that focused on teaching students with disabilities 

and in what format they might prefer the desired professional development. To 

advance the understanding of the teachers’ need for additional professional 

development focused on teaching students with disabilities, the grade level and 

content area taught, as well as years of teaching experience, and type of preparation 

for certification were examined to determine whether a relationship existed between 

these variables and teachers’ report of needing additional professional development 

focused on teaching students with disabilities. The quantitative data gathered for this 

study was provided via a needs assessment survey designed as an online survey.  

Characteristics of the Sample 

The population for the study was certified FCS teachers in Texas. Five hundred 

FCS teachers participated in the study. Table 4.1 shows that most (81.4%) had 

university preparation for certification and most (89.0%) primarily taught high school. 

Fifty-seven percent had no post-secondary education with another 21% having had 

two or more courses focused on teaching students with disabilities. The median 
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number of professional development opportunities focused on teaching students with 

disabilities was three.  

Content Areas Taught 

Table 4.2 displays the frequency counts for courses taught at least once in the 

past five years. The most frequent FCS courses taught were personal and family 

development (66.6%), nutrition and food science (61.8%) and child development 

(59.2%). The least commonly taught courses were occupational courses, such as 

services for older adults (0.8%), institutional maintenance management and services 

(2.0%) and housing, furnishings, and equipment production, management, and 

services (5.6%).  
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Table 4.1 

Frequency Counts for Selected Variables (N = 500)   
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Variable                                                           Category              n      % 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Certification preparation    

 University 407 81.4

 Other 93 18.6

Grade Level taught    

 High School 445 89.0

 Middle School 55 11.0

Post-Secondary Education received for  

teaching students with disabilities    

 No courses 283 56.6

 Unit in college course 62 12.4

 One course 47 9.4

 Two to three courses 57 11.4

 Four or more 51 10.2

Number of Professional Development Credits

for teaching students with disabilities    

 None 107 21.4

 One to five 207 41.4

 Six to ten 113 22.6

 Eleven or more 73 14.6
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Table 4.2 

Courses Taught at Least Once in the Past Five Years Sorted by  
Highest Frequency (N = 500) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Course                                                                                       n          % 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Personal and Family Development 333 66.6

Nutrition and Food Science 309 61.8

Child Development 296 59.2

Preparation for Parenting 244 48.8

Interior Design 218 43.6

Food Science and Technology 201 40.2

Apparel 197 39.4

Individual and Family Life 195 39.0

Housing 177 35.4

Skills for Living 108 21.6

Consumer an family Economics 94 18.8

Ready, Set, Teach (I and/or II) 77 15.4

Apparel Design 73 14.6

Career Investigations 64 12.8

Other Innovative Class 63 12.6

FCS Career Preparation 53 10.6

 
Many teachers taught more than one course.                                   Table 4.2 Continued 
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Table 4.2 Continued 
 
Course                                                                                         n           % 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Diversified Career Preparation 52 10.4

Career Connections 51 10.2

Management 50 10.0

Child Card and Guidance Management and Services 50 10.0

Culinary Arts I and/or II 47 9.4

Food Production Management and Services 44 8.8

Textile & Apparel Production, Management, and Services 40 8.0

Family Health Needs 33 6.6

Hospitality Services 33 6.6

Family and Career Management 32 6.4

Early Childhood Professions 31 6.2

Housing, Furnishings and Equipment Production, Management,  

   and Services 

28 5.6

Institutional Maintenance Management and Services 10 2.0

Services for Older Adults 4 0.8

 
Many teachers taught more than one course. 
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Teaching Experience 

Courses taught were categorized into comprehensive (Skills for Living, 

Personal and Family Development, and Individual and Family Life);technical 

(Nutrition and Food Science, Child Development, Preparation for Parenting, Interior 

Design, Food Science and Technology, Apparel, Housing, Consumer and Family 

Economics, Apparel Design, Management, Family Health Needs, and Family and 

Career Management); Career Overview (Career Investigations, FCS Career 

Preparation, and Career Connections); Occupational (Diversified Career Preparation, 

Child Care Guidance, Management, and Services, Food Production Management and 

Services, Textile & Apparel Production, Management, and Services, Hospitality 

Services, Housing, Furnishings and Equipment Production, Management, and 

Services, Institutional Maintenance Management and Services, and Services for Older 

Adults); and Innovative (Ready, Set, Teach I & II, Other Innovative Class, Culinary 

Arts I & II, and Early Childhood Professions). Table 4.3 displays the percentage of 

teachers who reported teaching courses in each category of courses taught 

comprehensive, technical, career overview, occupational, and innovative and shows 

the number of courses used in each category. 
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Table 4.3 

Descriptive Statistics for Types of Courses Taught 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                                                                                                        Number 

 
Variable                                                                                                %    Courses 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Types of Courses Taught  

   Comprehensive t 71.5 3

   Overview of Career Options  13.8 3

   Technical  65.4 12

   Occupational  10.4 8

   Innovative  15.4 4

 
 

Table 4.4 displays the descriptive statistics including the highest and lowest 

number reported for the years of teaching experience, number of years teaching each 

grade level, number of students with disabilities served, and number of ARD meetings 

attended that were also included as determinants of FCS teachers’ teaching 

experience.  
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Table 4.4 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Selected Variables (N = 500) 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Variable                                                                        M           SD    Low    High 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Years of teaching experience 15.68 10.98 0 45

Years in Sixth to Eight  3.85 6.46 0 38

Years in Ninth to Tenth 12.53 10.80 0 45

Years in Eleventh to Twelfth 13.36 10.92 0 45

Number of ARD or IEP meetings 9.87 11.21 0 115

Number of students with disabilities 17.54 14.83 0 105

____________________________________________________________________ 

Research Questions 

Research Question One 

In what areas do FCS teachers feel more or less prepared for teaching students 

with disabilities? To answer this question, Table 4.5 displays the descriptive statistics 

for these ratings.  These ratings were given using a five-point metric (1 = Disagree 

Completely to 5 = Agree Completely).  Highest ratings were for “Grade on individual 

goals (M = 4.32),” “Familiar with the contents of an IEP (M = 4.28),” and “Teach 

Employability knowledge and skills (M = 4.26).”  Lowest ratings were for “Teach 

Math knowledge and skills (M = 3.62),” “Assess effectiveness of instructional 

materials (M = 3.77),” and “Identify equipment (M = 3.78)” (Table 4.5). 
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Table 4.5 

Descriptive Statistics for Ratings Pertaining to Feeling Prepared for  
Teaching Students with Disabilities (N = 500) 
 
Item                                                                                                        M           SD 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Grade on individual goals 4.32 0.83

Familiar with the contents of an IEP 4.28 0.92

Teach Employability knowledge and skills 4.26 0.88

Modify objective type test 4.25 0.90

Modify performance expectations 4.20 0.86

Competently adapt and modify per the IEP 4.20 0.87

Participate in IEP development 4.13 1.00

Assist students with disabilities 4.11 0.84

Comply with laws and regulations 4.10 0.96

Adapt teaching methods 4.08 0.83

Create suitable classroom environment 4.07 0.92

Modify open response assessments 4.05 0.98

Comfortable working with students with disabilities 3.98 1.04

Adapt instructional materials 3.97 0.97

 

Note. Ratings based on a five-point metric: 1 = Disagree Completely to 5 = Agree  

Completely.                 Table 4.5 Continued
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Table 4.5 Continued 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Item                                                                                                         M           SD 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Work with students with disabilities 3.93 1.00

Identify materials 3.90 1.04

Teach Reading knowledge and skills 3.90 1.08

Teach Language Arts knowledge and skills 3.89 1.08

Teach students with disabilities 3.89 0.99

Teach Writing knowledge and skills 3.84 1.10

Assess effectiveness of instructional activities 3.79 0.98

Identify services 3.79 1.02

Plan specialized lessons 3.78 1.07

Identify equipment 3.78 1.04

Assess effectiveness of instructional materials 3.77 0.97

Teach Math knowledge and skills 3.62 1.19

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note. Ratings based on a five-point metric: 1 = Disagree Completely to 5 = Agree  

Completely. 

 
Investigation of descriptive results. A copy of the explanations can be 

found in Appendix I. The first question on the survey that offered an optional 
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explanation text box asked teachers if they felt they could comply with the laws and 

regulations established for students with disabilities, only 40.4% agreed completely 

that they could and 22% reported that they were not sure to disagree completely. 

Explanations, such as “Many laws are not explained to educators or given to us,” “I 

don’t know what the laws are,” I’m not sure of all the laws,” “Following the ARD 

modification allows me to comply with the law but classroom facility limits me,” and 

“I try and do what the ARD committee decides, were used to explain their responses 

(Appendix I).  

To investigate further other descriptive responses were considered, such as the 

responses to questions about their abilities to adapt (58.5% Agree somewhat), abilities 

to teach math, language arts, reading, writing, and employability skills, and their 

abilities to create a suitable classroom environment for students with disabilities. Most 

(58.5% Agree somewhat) of the teachers reported that they feel that they can adapt 

their teaching methods for students with disabilities. But when asked if they possessed 

the knowledge and skills necessary to teach math (45.3% Agree Somewhat), language 

arts (48.5% Agree somewhat), reading (49.5% Agree somewhat), writing (47.7% 

Agree somewhat), and employability skills (46.9% Agree completely) to students with 

disabilities; the responses showed a marked difference.  

Teachers were asked if they felt they could identify materials (46.7% Agree 

somewhat), equipment (42.7% Agree somewhat), and services (42.7% Agree 

somewhat). They were also asked if they felt they could assist these students (52.8% 

Agree somewhat) and whether they felt they could plan specialized lessons (49.8% 
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Agree somewhat). Teachers were asked if they felt they could assess the effectiveness 

of their instructional materials (50.6% Agree somewhat) and instructional activities 

(48.0% Agree somewhat). The common issues in the respondents’ explanations were 

training, time, number of students, and types of disabilities as the following explained, 

“I need more training in handling special student.” “I do not have adequate training in 

special education needs to affectively reach all students from the very smart needing 

that higher level thinking or the severely disabled. I am only one person.” “Time can 

be the biggest issue. Having to work one-on-one with some of them leaves little time 

for the rest of the class.” “[I] can but is hard with a class of 24 or more regular ed. 

[education] students.” And “It depends on the extent of the disability. I have a student 

who is blind and dumped in my class because they didn’t know what to do with her 

and I am suppose[d] to teach her to sew?”(Appendix I). 

Most of the teachers reported that they agreed somewhat that they were 

prepared to work with (49.5% Agree somewhat) and prepared to teach (48.3% Agree 

somewhat) students with disabilities. Only 44.4% of the respondents reported that they 

agree somewhat that they are comfortable working with students with disabilities. 

Explanations for feeling prepared and teaching included “Since I have 50% or more 

special needs students in some classes we have become special education teachers 

without any training,” “I have no problem working with or teaching students with 

disabilities. My concern is with technicalities of dealing with their limitations,” “The 

problem is TIME. In a class of 26 students with 3 who have disabilities that may mean 

planning for 4 different lessons. Then I have to miss class to attend meetings about the 
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students with disabilities and that reduces instructional time for all students,” and “The 

problem is not the child with the disability, but being able to teach a more rigorous 

curriculum that will be able to be adjusted for a child with disabilities” (Appendix I). 

Explanations for respondents’ being comfortable, such as “depends on [the] disability 

and [the] class that they are in,” “They just need a little more attention,” “I do not feel 

comfortable working with students who are blind,” and “I am NOT comfortable 

dealing with physical problems such as incontinence. I am NOT comfortable dealing 

with a student who cuts herself or a student who is violent in a foods class where 

students use knives and other tools that could become weapons. I DO NOT want to be 

comfortable dealing with these severe problems” and “I am comfortable except for the 

severely emotionally disturbed students” (Appendix I). Most of the respondents 

reported their level of being comfortable based on types and severities of disabilities.  

Grading and modifying assessments for students with disabilities are common 

activities teachers must be able to do on a daily basis. Teachers were asked if they felt 

they could modify objective type tests (44.7% agree somewhat), modify their 

expectations on performance assessments (45.8% agree somewhat), modify their 

requirements on open response and essay type (45.3% agree somewhat), and base their 

grading on individual goals and objectives (47.4% agree completely). Explanations 

included “[I] do not have a problem with modifying tests. to make them oral or less 

answer choices,” “There are times I’m not sure how to modify the questions to make 

them appropriate for students with disabilities,” “usually time does not allow me to 

create test that will be effective with these students,” and “Our students are graded 
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based on their ability to participate and complete assignments. We don’t give them 

tests,” “I am having to lower instead of raise expectations when I have these students 

and it is often times unfair to the regular students,” “ I just skip them…no need to do 

the extra work…RIGHT?” and “I generally remove most open ended questions for my 

special needs students, especially those labeled special ed [education],” (Appendix I). 

Teachers’ abilities to assist in IEP development (42.4% Agree completely), 

follow the IEP guidelines for adaptations and modifications (47.4% Agree somewhat) 

and are familiar with the components of the IEP (48.2% Agree completely) are a 

requirement of all teachers who work with students with disabilities. Participants 

reported that they generally feel they can help develop, follow, and understand the 

IEPs for their students with disabilities. Some of the explanations provided in the 

survey were “Many things in the IEP do not apply to FCS and many of the activities in 

FCS are covered in an IEP,” “My district doesn’t complete IEPs for my classes. I used 

to develop IEPs 15 years ago, but not anymore,” “I would like to be included in this 

process it would make teaching these student easier,” “I follow the IEP but often the 

student’s performance shows they may need other mods [modifications] and may not 

really need the ones listed. This goes back to who was in the ARD and their 

knowledge of CTE course content compared with the student’s actual needs” 

(Appendix I). 
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Research Question Two 

Is grade level, content area, experience, or type of preparation for certification 

related to FCS teachers’ perceptions of being prepared for teaching students with 

disabilities? To answer this question, Table 4.6 displays the Spearman rank-ordered 

correlations for the 15 related variables with the feel prepared scale. Spearman rank-

ordered correlations were chosen instead of the more popular Pearson product-

moment correlations due to the pronounced non-normality in many of the variables. 

Inspection of Table 4.6 revealed significant correlations existed between the feel 

prepared scale and the 15 selected variables. None of the correlations were of 

“moderate strength” using the Cohen (1988) criteria. 

As an additional exploratory analysis, Table 4.7 displays the backward 

elimination regression model for the dependent variable, feel prepared scale. This 

analysis used those same 15 variables as used in the Spearman rho analysis. The final 

six-variable model was significant (p = .001) and accounted for 10.6% of the variance 

in the dependent variable. The feel prepared scale score was higher for those teachers 

(a) who taught in middle school (β = -.08, p = .06); (b) who taught more overview of 

career options courses (β = .07, p = .09); (c) who participated in more ARD meetings 

(β = .10, p = .03); (d) who had taught fewer students with disabilities (β = -.15, p = 

.001); (e) with more post-secondary education (β = .16, p = .001); as well as (f) with 

more professional development units (β = .19, p = .001) (Table 4.7). 
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Table 4.6 

Spearman Correlations for Selected Variables with Feeling Prepared Scale Scores  
(N = 500) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                              Feel       

Variable                                                                                           prepared    

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Primary Grade Level a -.06  

Comprehensive Courses Taught  .00  

Overview of Career Options Courses Taught .10 * 

Technical Courses Taught -.02  

Occupational Courses Taught .04  

Innovative Courses Taught .07  

Years of teaching experience .05  

Years Teaching 6th to 8th .14 *** 

Years Teaching 9th to 10th .04  

Years Teaching 11th to 12th .03  

Number of ARD or IEP meetings .09 * 

Number of students with disabilities -.04  

Post-secondary education .18 **** 

Number of Professional Development Units .23 **** 

College/University Certification Level b 

 
.00 

 

* p < .05.  ** p < .01.  *** p < .005.  **** p < .001. 

a Primary Grade Level: 0 = Middle School  1 = High School 

b Coding: 0 = No  1 = Yes 
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Table 4.7 
Prediction of the Feel Prepared Scale Based on Selected Variables.  
Backward Elimination Regression (N = 500) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Variable                                                                         B         SE         β             p 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Intercept 4.11 0.18   .001 

Primary Grade Level a -0.18 0.09 -.08  .06 

Overview of Career Options Courses Taught 0.10 0.06 .07  .09 

Number of ARD or IEP meetings 0.01 0.00 .10  .03 

Number of students with disabilities -0.01 0.00 -.15  .001 

Post-secondary education 0.08 0.02 .16  .001 

Number of Professional Development Units 0.14 0.03 .19 .001

 
a Primary Grade Level: 0 = Middle School  1 = High School 
 
Final Model: F (6, 493) = 9.71, p = .001.  R2 = .106.  Candidate variables = 15. 
 

Research Question Three 

In what areas do FCS teachers feel more or less supported for teaching students 

with disabilities? To answer this question, Table 4.8 displays the descriptive statistics 

for these ratings. The highest ratings were for “Use school support services (M = 

4.09),” and “Receive administrative support (M = 3.65).” The lowest ratings were for 

“Receive support from outside agencies (M = 2.80),” and “Receive support from local 

community (M = 3.24)” (Table 4.8). 
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Table 4.8 

Descriptive Statistics for Ratings Pertaining to Feeling Supported for  
Teaching Students with Disabilities (N = 500) 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Item                                                                                                    M           SD 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Use school support services 4.09 1.11

Receive administrative support 3.65 1.28

Effectively use students' parents or guardians 3.58 1.18

Use community resources 3.34 1.16

Receive support from local community 3.24 1.20

Receive support from outside agencies 
 

2.80 1.21

 
Note. Ratings based on a five-point metric: 1 = Disagree Completely to 5 = Agree  

Completely. 

 

Investigation of descriptive results. Teachers must feel supported for 

working with students with disabilities and 44.3% of the respondents agreed 

completely that they are able to use school support services and 39.0% of them agreed 

somewhat that they are able to use parents or guardians effectively. Only some of the 

respondents (32% agree somewhat) that they can effectively use community resources 

and another one-fourth of the respondents were not sure. They reported feeling more 

sure of their abilities to use support than they were of receiving support. In reference 
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to community resources many of the explanations were “I do not know what is 

available,” and “I have never received any support from outside agencies. I usually ask 

for help within the school and district professionals,” although respondents reported 

positively about receiving help many of the explanations included comments such as 

“Sometimes we get support, but not in a general sense. They are always telling us to 

talk to the counselors, or the Special Ed. teachers, and sometimes, we don’t get a lot of 

help from them” (Appendix I). 

Research Question Four 

Is grade level, content area, experience, or type of preparation for certification 

related to FCS teachers’ perceptions of being supported for teaching students with 

disabilities? To answer this question, Table 4.9 displays the Spearman rank-ordered 

correlations for 15 related variables with the feel supported scale. Inspection of Table 

4.9 reveals that significant correlations existed between the feel supported scale and 

four of the 15 selected variables. None of them were of “moderate strength” using the 

Cohen (1988) criteria. 

As an additional exploratory analysis, Table 4.10 displays the backward 

elimination regression model for the dependent variable, feel supported scale. This 

used those same 15 variables as candidate independent variables.  The final four-

variable model was significant (p = .001) and accounted for 5.4% of the variance in 

the dependent variable.  The feel supported scale score was higher for those teachers 

(a) who taught in middle school (β = -.08, p = .08); (b) who participated in more ARD 
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or IEP meetings (β = .08, p = .09); (c) who had taught fewer students with disabilities 

(β = -.20, p = .001); as well as (e) with more professional development units (β = .13, 

p = .003) (Table 4.10).  
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Table 4.9 

Spearman Correlations for Selected Variables with Feel Supported Scale Scores  
(N = 500) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                      Feel         

Variable                                                                                                  supported   

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Primary Grade Level a -.08  

Comprehensive Courses Taught  .03  

Overview of Career Options Courses Taught .02  

Technical Courses Taught .00  

Occupational Courses Taught .02  

Innovative Courses Taught -.01  

Years of teaching experience .10 * 

Years Teaching 6th to 8th .10 * 

Years Teaching 9th to 10th .05  

Years Teaching 11th to 12th .08  

Number of ARD or IEP meetings .06  

Number of students with disabilities -.14 *** 

Post-secondary education .06  

Number of Professional Development Units .13 *** 

College/University Certification Level b 

 

.00  

 

* p < .05.  ** p < .01.  *** p < .005.  **** p < .001. 

a Primary Grade Level: 0 = Middle School  1 = High School 

b Coding: 0 = No  1 = Yes
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Table 4.10 

Prediction of the Feel Supported Scale Based on Selected Variables.   
Backward Elimination Regression (N = 500) 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Variable                                                                       B         SE         β              p 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Intercept 3.87 0.26   .001

Primary Grade Level a -0.23 0.13 -.08  .08

Number of ARD or IEP meetings 0.01 0.00 .08  .09

Number of students with disabilities -0.01 0.00 -.20  .001

Number of Professional Development Units 0.13 0.04 .13  .003

 

a Primary Grade Level: 0 = Middle School  1 = High School 
 
Final Model: F (4, 495) = 7.00, p = .001.  R2 = .054.  Candidate variables = 15. 

Research Question Five 

In what areas do family and consumer sciences teachers express more or less 

of a need for additional professional development in teaching students with 

disabilities? To answer this question, Table 4.11 displays the descriptive statistics for 

these ratings. The highest ratings were for “Education to improve skills in working 

with students with disabilities (M = 4.03),” and “Focused teacher training materials (M 

= 3.93).” Lowest rated items were “Attend college or university courses (M = 2.75),” 

and “Receive support from local community (M = 3.24)” (Table 4.11). 
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Table 4.11 

Descriptive Statistics for Ratings Pertaining to the Need for Additional  
Professional Development for Teaching Students with Disabilities (N = 500) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Item                                                                                                             M         SD 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Education to improve skills in working with students with  

   disabilities 

4.03 1.10

Focused teacher training materials 3.93 1.13

FCS specific education for working with students with  

   disabilities 

3.81 1.19

In-service training 3.72 1.20

Individualized focused advice 3.66 1.17

Observe other teachers 3.56 1.25

Attend conference 3.52 1.26

Attend workshops (1 to 3 days) 3.43 1.29

Receive support from local community 3.24 1.20

Attend college or university courses 2.75 1.33

 

Note. Ratings based on a five-point metric: 1 = Disagree Completely to 5 = Agree  

Completely. 
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Investigation of descriptive results. Almost all of the respondents (41.2% 

agree completely and 38.2% agree somewhat) that they need professional 

development in teaching students with disabilities. Respondents’ descriptions of 

needed professional development included, “I need to see examples or videos where 

the lessons have been modified for special ed [education] students as well as limited 

English students,” “I feel that all new teachers need better training in this area. I am 

about to retire but I also could learn more about working with students with 

disabilities. I have had to learn by trial and error over many years,” and “It would be 

good to know what the laws are, what is required of a general ed [education] teachers 

teaching students with disabilities (especially life skill students), how to modify 

effectively, where to find resources, HOW to teach a student with disabilities at the 

same time your teaching a classroom full of general ed students” (Appendix I). 

The most favorable format for professional development was “training 

materials” and the least acceptable format was attending college courses on teaching 

students with disabilities. “I’d like to see more one to one interaction between the 

specialist and counselors of these students and myself. I could help the student better if 

I understood their needs better and the counselors/specialist could help the student 

better if they understood the courses and TEKS better,” was a respondents comment 

about wanting individual advice from consultants or specialist (Appendix I). The areas 

of focus mentioned were a) lesson plans; b) working in labs with students with 

physical disabilities; c) teaching and modifying within FCS content areas, such as 

apparel and construction, food preparation, and child development, d) including 
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academic teaching, such as math, reading and writing; e)making adaptations; f) 

working with students with severe disabilities; and g) instructional activities that are 

applicable and proven (Appendix I). 

A majority of the teachers (41.1% agree somewhat and 32.3% agree 

completely) reported that they want professional development to be apart of the Tri-

Cluster summer or midwinter conferences. Descriptions provided by the respondents 

include, “Training I have attended has been geared towards elementary education. It 

has been evident that knowledge of FCS by the trainers is very limited,” and we need 

professional development focused on teaching students with disabilities that is 

“specifically designed for Family and Consumer Science[s] classes” (Appendix I). 

Research Question Six 

Is grade level, content area, experience, or type of preparation for certification 

related to family and consumer sciences teachers’ perceptions of needing additional 

professional development in teaching students with disabilities? To answer this 

question, Table 4.12 displays the Spearman rank-ordered correlations for 15 related 

variables with the need professional development scale.  Inspection of Table 4.12 

reveals significant correlations existed between the need professional development 

scale and nine of the 15 selected variables. None were of “moderate strength” using 

the Cohen (1988) criteria. 

As an additional exploratory analysis, Table 4.13 displays the backward 

elimination regression model for the dependent variable, need professional 
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development scale.  This used those same 15 variables as candidate independent 

variables. The final variable model was significant (p = .001) and accounted for 6.5% 

of the variance in the dependent variable. The need professional development scale 

score was higher for those teachers (a) who taught fewer overview of career options 

courses (β = -.10, p = .03); (b) who taught fewer occupational courses (β = -.09, p = 

.04); (c) with less years of teaching experience (β = -.10, p = .04); as well as (d) with 

fewer professional development units (β = -.15, p = .001) (Table 4.13).  
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Table 4.12 

Spearman Correlations for Selected Variables with Professional Development Scale 
Scores (N = 500) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                               Professional 

Variable                                                                                                development 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

Primary Grade Level a -.09 * 

Comprehensive Courses Taught  -.04  

Overview of Career Options Courses Taught -.12 ** 

Technical Courses Taught -.06  

Occupational Courses Taught -.12 ** 

Innovative Courses Taught -.02  

Years of teaching experience -.20 **** 

Years Teaching 6th to 8th -.15 **** 

Years Teaching 9th to 10th -.18 **** 

Years Teaching 11th to 12th -.18 **** 

Number of ARD or IEP meetings -.09 * 

Number of students with disabilities .02  

Post-secondary education .00  

Number of Professional Development Units -.19 **** 

College/University Certification Level b 

 

-.03 

 

* p < .05.  ** p < .01.  *** p < .005.  **** p < .001. 

a Primary Grade Level: 0 = Middle School  1 = High School 

b Coding: 0 = No  1 = Yes 
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Table 4.13 
Prediction of the Need Professional Development Scale Based on Selected  
Variables.  Backward Elimination Regression (N = 500) 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Variable                                                                      B        SE          β              p 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Intercept 3.95 0.08   .001

Overview of Career Options Courses Taught -0.17 0.08 -.10  .03

Occupational Courses Taught -0.08 0.04 -.09  .04

Years of teaching experience -0.01 0.00 -.10  .04

Number of Professional Development Units 
 

-0.14 0.04 -.15  .001

 
Final Model: F (4, 495) = 8.57, p = .001.  R2 = .065.  Candidate variables = 15. 
 

Summary 

While this group of homogenous FCS teachers reported being prepared, only 

approximately 10% of the variance was explained from the 15 variables examined in 

this needs assessment but 89.4% of their feeling prepared was due to other issues. The 

participants also reported that they feel supported for teaching students with 

disabilities but only 5% of the variance was explained by the 15 variables leaving 95% 

unexplained. When the need for professional development focused on teaching 

students with disabilities was examined, only 6.5% of the variance could be explained 

by the 15 variables.  
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS 

This chapter provides a brief background of the problem, summary of the 

study, summation and discussion of the findings, and conclusions and implications 

relevant to the research. Additionally, this chapter offers recommendations for further 

research. 

Background 

With increased enrollment numbers and more emphasis in the laws pertaining 

to students with disabilities teachers must be provided with the knowledge and skills 

necessary to adequately provide appropriate learning experiences and content. CTE 

teachers must work to include the necessary life skills for all students to function as 

they transition beyond high school and into the adult world of higher education and 

work (Benz, Yovanoff, & Doren, 1997).  

Yesseldyke, Algozine, and Thurlow (2000) compared the educational 

preparation received by general education teachers to that of teachers specifically 

trained to work with students with disabilities. They found that general education 

(family and consumer sciences teachers included) take foundation courses in 

pedagogical practices and specific content courses while special education teachers 

take courses in the foundations of teaching and courses that focus on the methods and 

abilities necessary to teach students with various types of disabilities. As one 

respondent explained “I have seen many changes over the years and unfortunately, 
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sometimes we don’t get enough communication about new policies, procedures, etc. to 

work with students with disabilities. There is always something new each year and we 

don’t get that information because we are only an elective class, not a core class” 

(Appendix I) The difference in teacher preparation between general education teachers 

and special education teachers provided a justification for the study. 

In addition, the need for additional educational opportunities is further 

emphasized in the research that looked at how well teachers implemented the training 

they have received. Teachers demonstrated a willingness to look for and attend special 

training, yet the actual implementation was impacted by students’ grade level and 

abilities. Teachers’ implementation was also based upon their teaching styles and the 

amount of time required to adequately gain the necessary skills to implement specific 

teaching methods (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001; Klinger, Ahwee, 

Pilonieta, & Menendez, 2003). 

Summary of Study 

The sample for the FCS Needs Assessment Survey was selected from FCS 

teachers in Texas. The participants had to be certified FCS teachers and they had to 

have an available email address or be a member of the Family and Consumer Sciences 

Teacher’s Association of Texas (FCSTAT). Email addresses were obtained by visiting 

school websites. After initially sending 1,400 participation request the acceptable 

number of participants was obtained after the members of FCSTAT were emailed via 

the organization’s membership list-serve. This process resulted in 529 FCS teachers 
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completing the survey. The surveys were then inspected for missing data which 

resulted in 500 completed surveys for the study. 

The FCS Needs Assessment Survey was originally based on the survey 

developed by Cotton (1994) in his study of career and technical education (CTE) 

teachers’ attitudes, skills and abilities, and preparation for teaching students with 

disabilities. The original survey was adapted by Howell (1999) to examine Industrial 

Technology (IT) teachers’ professional preparation, teaching skills, feelings of 

support, future professional preparation needs, and their feelings toward the inclusion 

of students with disabilities in their classes. In addition to altering the questions and 

organization of the model surveys, additional changes were made based on the results 

of a pilot study and committee members’ recommendations. The final version of the 

FCS Needs Assessment Survey consisted of 42 questions divided into 5 separate 

sections, 1) Introduction, 2) General Skills in Relation to Teaching Students with 

Disabilities, 3) Support for Teaching Students with Disabilities, 4) Future Educational 

Opportunities, and 5) Background Information. Many of the questions had an 

explanation text box for teachers to use if they wanted to provide additional 

information or explain their responses.  

Descriptive statistics were used for questions in sections two, three, and four. 

Correlation analysis were used to determine if a relationship existed for four variables, 

grade level taught, content area taught, type of preparation for FCS teacher 

certification, and years of teaching experience, and FCS teachers’ feelings of being 

prepared and supported to teach students with disabilities and their need for 
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professional development focused on teaching students with disabilities. A backward 

elimination regression model was used to look for linear relationships within each of 

the following variables feel prepared to teach students with disabilities, feel supported 

for teaching students with disabilities, and need for additional professional 

development focused on teaching students with disabilities. 

Findings and Implications 

Five hundred FCS teachers participated in the study. The purpose of the study 

was to determine what professional education FCS teachers need to better prepare 

them for teaching students with disabilities.  

Research Question One asked, in what areas do FCS teachers feel more or less 

prepared for teaching students with disabilities? They agreed that they can grade on 

individual student goals and that they are able to teach employability skills and 

knowledge but they are least comfortable with teaching math knowledge and skills. 

They were also uncomfortable in assessing the effectiveness of instructional materials 

and in identifying equipment for students with disabilities. Harding and Darling 

(2003) found that FCS teachers did not know how to make accommodations or 

modifications for the various needs of their students. Harvey (1999) found that the 

Industrial Technology (IT) teachers reported that they had the skills and abilities 

necessary but that they felt they could improve their teaching practices for students 

with disabilities. Sitlington and Clark (2006) found that due to general educations 

teachers’ lack of preparation and information about students with disabilities’ skills 

and abilities, most simply provided extra time on assignments and tests and felt that 
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this was enough modification to help these students be successful. Jackson, Harper, 

and Jackson (2002) (as cited in Warger, n.d.) found that general education teachers 

were generally not versed in methods and strategies that could be used to improve the 

education for student with disabilities.  

Family and consumer sciences teachers feel prepared in their pedagogical 

practices of teaching typical learners and in following guidelines in students’ IEPS, 

but they feel less prepared in making judgments in their pedagogical practices for 

students with disabilities. These teachers felt the least prepared for teaching and 

applying academic knowledge and skills within their FCS content for students with 

disabilities. Teacher preparation programs need to include pedagogical practices for 

teaching students with disabilities as part of the course work in the pedagogical 

preparation courses. In addition, professional development focused on FCS 

pedagogical practices for students with disabilities needs to be developed. 

Research Question Two asked, is grade level, content area, experience, or type 

of preparation for certification related to FCS teachers’ perceptions of being prepared 

for teaching students with disabilities? FCS teachers who taught in middle school, 

offered more career overview courses, participated in Admission, Dismissal, and 

Review (ARD) meetings; had fewer students with disabilities enrolled in their courses, 

as well as those who had attended both special education courses in their preparation 

college courses as well as attended more professional development reported feeling 

more prepared to teach students with disabilities  
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Grade level, content area, teaching experience, and type of preparation for 

certification did impact FCS teachers’ perceptions of being prepared for teaching 

students with disabilities. Professional development also impacted their perceptions of 

being prepared. When FCS teachers are provided with enough time and pre-

professional and professional preparation their perceptions of being prepared to teach 

students with disabilities are increased. 

Research Question Three asked, in what areas do FCS teachers feel more or 

less supported for teaching students with disabilities? The participants reported that 

they could use school support services and agreed that they do receive administrative 

support. Howell (1999) found that the IT teachers felt that they do receive support 

from administrators and service personnel but they felt that they do not receive enough 

support. Luseno (2001) found that the only form of help general education teachers 

receive from support personnel, including special education experts, were reports to 

complete and forms to fill-out. 

Family and consumer sciences teachers feel that they can use the support that 

is provided and that they do receive limited support from school administrators and 

special education experts. They felt that support from parents or guardians as well as 

community members were limited and that support from outside agencies such as 

MHMR, was non-existent. With support from inside their school and increased 

support from parents or guardians teachers could feel more supported in the challenges 

they face in teaching students with disabilities. Teacher preparation programs should 

include information about outside agencies and their services and incorporate 
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professional information presentations as part of the pedagogical practices content on 

teaching students with disabilities. Professional organizations, such as the Family and 

Consumer Sciences Teachers Association of Texas, should offer links to these 

organizations on their website and include these agencies as part of the FCS 

professional teachers’ conferences. 

Research Question Four asked is grade level, content area, experience, or type 

of preparation for certification related to FCS teachers’ perceptions of being supported 

for teaching students with disabilities. The FCS teachers who felt supported were 

those who taught in middle school, participated in ARD meetings, had fewer students 

with disabilities enrolled in their courses, as well as those who attended more 

professional development focused on teaching students with disabilities. 

FCS teachers who teach in middle school typically have fewer courses per 

semester to prepare for. They have the option of teaching Skills for Living or Career 

Connections. The content covered in the middle school courses is less technical and 

more of an overview of the various FCS content and occupational areas. These 

teachers with fewer courses to prepare for may also feel that they have more time to 

work with special education experts and to attend ARD meetings. Their perceptions of 

being supported may be due to having more time to cultivate relationships with special 

education experts and to having more time to modify and adapt their teaching and 

instructional materials than to their actual level of experience or even the type of 

preparation they have received. 
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Research Question Five asked, in what areas do FCS teachers express more or 

less of a need for additional professional development in teaching students with 

disabilities. The FCS teachers reported that they would like education to improve their 

skills in working with students with disabilities and that they would like the 

professional development to be focused training materials. The least agreeable format 

for professional development focused on teaching students with disabilities was 

attending college or university courses. Garet, et al. (2001) found that successful and 

relevant professional development contained specific aspects, such as frequency, 

active learning opportunities, and colleague support. They also found that professional 

development needed to be presented within teachers’ content knowledge and it needed 

to address each teacher’s individual teaching skills and abilities.  

Some of the FCS teachers reported that they had attended professional 

development focused on teaching students with disabilities, the median number of 

professional development opportunities focused on teaching students with disabilities 

was three credits. Harding and Darling (2003) found that FCS teachers reported that 

they had not received any specialized professional preparation, either formally or in 

professional development, to help them teach students with disabilities. Howell (1999) 

found that most of the IT teachers had received some professional preparation but that 

60% of them had not attended any professional development focused on teaching 

students with disabilities. Cotton (1994) found that 50% of the CTE teachers had not 

received any postsecondary preparation and that 50% of them had had 15 hours or 

less, with an additional 25% receiving 0 hours of professional development focused on 
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teaching students with disabilities; these same teachers reported a desire to participate 

in professional development to improve their teaching of students with disabilities.  

Participation in professional development that focused on teaching students 

with disabilities was emphasized by Klinger, et al. (2003). They found that teachers 

are willing to look for and attend special education professional development yet the 

implementation of the information gained was affected by students’ grade level, and 

abilities, and by teachers’ teaching styles. 

Family and consumer sciences teachers want professional preparation in 

teaching students with disabilities. They also want the education to be applicable and 

relevant to their content and to the grade levels they are teaching. Their desire for 

hands-on materials shows that they want resources to use as new situations arise in 

teaching students with disabilities. Since 2000, FCS teachers have been required to 

attend 150 hours of professional development to maintain and renew their certification 

every five years. The median number of professional development units focused on 

teaching students with disabilities was three. There is a gap between the number of 

professional development units taken to improve their teaching of students with 

disabilities and the number of professional development units attended to maintain and 

renew their certification. Professional organizations, such as the American Association 

of Family and Consumer Sciences and the Family and Consumer Sciences Teachers 

Association of Texas, could use these results to develop and frame a set of 

professional development units to promote FCS teachers’ practices in teaching, 

assessing, and working with students with disabilities. 
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Research Question Six asked, is grade level, content area, experience, or type 

of preparation for certification related to FCS teachers’ perceptions of needing 

additional professional development in teaching students with disabilities. The FCS 

teachers who taught technical and occupational courses, had fewer years of teaching 

experience as well as those who had attended a limited number of professional 

educational opportunities reported a greater need for additional professional 

development in teaching students with disabilities. 

Grade level, content area, teaching experience, and type of preparation for 

certification are related to FCS teachers’ perceptions of needing additional 

professional development. As the content becomes more technical and as the number 

of courses teachers must prepare for increases the greater their need for additional 

professional development. Teachers with more years of experience and more 

experience in working with and teaching students with disabilities perceive a lower 

level of needing additional professional development in teaching students with 

disabilities. These teachers may feel that they can survive any change they face and 

deal with any situation that could arise. Teachers with more years of experience may 

not have to renew their certification; therefore, they may simply not feel as great a 

need or want to attend additional professional development whether it is focused on 

teaching students with disabilities or not. 

To feel better prepared for teaching students with disabilities professional 

development is needed for high school level FCS teachers. The professional 

preparation should be focused within the various content areas of FCS, and should be 
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offered early and continuously in teachers’ careers. Attendance in ARD meetings may 

help these teachers feel more supported within the school and feel more informed 

about individual student’s needs.  

Many of the questions within the FCS Needs Assessment Survey had a text 

box for additional comments and explanations of the responses given. Teachers 

explained that they comply with laws by following the guidelines in students’ IEPs but 

they felt that they could provide better education for students with disabilities if they 

received professional education for teaching these students within FCS content for 

students at secondary level classes. Several had attended some professional 

development focused on teaching students with disabilities but they found it hard to 

find the relevance and application for their content and the grade levels they taught; 

therefore, FCS teachers need professional development for teaching students with 

disabilities based on FCS content areas and for students in secondary grade levels. 

Limitations and Recommendations 

A backward elimination regression model for feel prepared to teach students 

with disabilities, feel supported for teaching students with disabilities, and needing 

additional professional development focused on teaching students with disabilities was 

used to look for linear relationships within each variable. Newton and Rudestam 

(1999) and Tabachnick & Fidel (2001) stated that subsets of multiple regression are 

considered to be controversial. This type of analysis was not recommended because of 

its atheoretical development that causes results that “overfit” the data based on 

relationships that may have been by coincidence. The use of a controversial analysis 
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technique may limit the perceived applicability of this study. The data from this study 

should be analyzed using a different technique to verify or discredit these results.  

The criteria, credited to Cohen and Cohen (1983) [as cited in Tabachnick & 

Fidel, 2001] for use of this procedure were a) a predictive research goal, b) large 

sample size, and c) cross-validation of results on a new sample. This study met the 

first two criteria but a cross-validation was not done in this study. A follow-up study 

should be conducted with a different sample of FCS teachers in Texas. 

A large percentage of the respondents reported currently teaching 11th and 12th 

grades and reported that they had taught 11th and 12th grade for several years. This 

may have limited the information gained from this study, therefore, limiting the 

generalizability of the results to all FCS teachers in Texas. The responses from FCS 

teachers in middle school should also be examined to aid in the development of 

specialized FCS professional development for the 6th-8th grade levels. 

Based upon the results of the study, the researcher would recommend that FCS 

teacher preparation programs include pedagogical practices for teaching students with 

disabilities within the courses designed for teaching future FCS teachers how to teach 

and assess students’ learning. The pedagogical practices would need to be focused 

within FCS content areas, inclusive programs, lab settings, and for students in middle 

and high school level programs. 

The researcher would also recommend that professional organizations, 

educational institutions, and curriculum specialist develop professional educational 

opportunities and materials that would aid FCS teachers in working with and teaching 
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students with disabilities in inclusive secondary level FCS programs. The education 

and materials would need to provide information on time management, making 

adaptations and modifications, and monitoring individual student’s progress when 

facing the widely varying needs of gifted students, typical learners, and students with 

disabilities within the same classes.  

This homogenous group of teachers may not be able to identify what they do 

not know or need in terms of teaching students with disabilities. Therefore, the 

development of professional educational opportunities may be improved if special 

education experts are surveyed in regards to the training they would suggest for 

improving the teaching of students with disabilities in FCS programs. Several of the 

respondents shared that they were certified in special education and experienced in 

teaching students with disabilities; these would be valuable FCS and special education 

experts to work with to develop future professional educational opportunities for FCS 

teachers. 

For Future Research 

Based on the suggestions from Cohen and Cohen (1983), (cited in Tabachnick 

& Fidel, 2001] one of the three criteria could not be met in the study. The FCS Needs 

Assessment Survey should be conducted with a more diverse sample of FCS teachers. 

Due to the homogenous results found in the study, the new sample should be pulled 

from FCS teachers in another state or different participation guidelines would need to 

be used, such as stratifying the sample per school size, rural versus urban, or high 

versus low socio-economic status. 
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The explanations and comments from the study, provided in Appendix I, 

would provide the basis for an interesting qualitative study into FCS teachers’ 

attitudes and feelings about teaching students with disabilities. The comments might 

also provide insight into the real practices used when students with disabilities are 

included in FCS programs.  

Council for Exception Children (CEC) Standards 

The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) standards were established to 

guide special education teachers’ practices when working with students with 

disabilities. These standards may serve as a guide for FCS teachers’ practices when 

working with students with disabilities in their inclusive classrooms and could be used 

in the development of future educational opportunities. The survey questions were 

conservatively matched, based upon Olson and Platt’s (2004) and Bryant, Smith, and 

Bryant’s (2008) descriptions of the eight standards. Table 5.1 shows the survey 

questions and how these could be conservatively applied to each standard. A factor 

analysis or other type of categorizing analysis would be needed to verify the possible 

application of the instrument items to the standards. This would be a logical “next-

step” analysis. 
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Table 5.1 

Survey Questions Applied to CEC Standards 

 

CEC Standards 

 

Survey 

Questions 
Instructional Methods and Curriculum 1; 2; 8 

Appropriate Instructional Materials, Equipment, and Supplies 4; 6; 9 

Safe and Effective Learning Environment 3; 10; 11 

Management of Class Size 7; 11 

Assessment of Tools and Procedures 12; 13; 14; 15 

Criteria Based Goals and Objectives 5; 16; 17; 18 

Accurate Data and Record Keeping 5; 9; 15; 16 

Confidentiality of Information None 
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From: Killman, Letitia [mailto:letitia.killman@ttu.edu]  
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2009 10:25 PM 
Subject: FCS Teacher Needs Assessment 
 
Dear FCS Teacher: 
 
I am writing to request your participation in completing the FCS Teachers’ Needs 
Assessment Survey linked below. The purpose of this survey is to assess whether you 
feel prepared and supported for teaching students with disabilities and whether you 
need additional professional development focused on teaching students with 
disabilities. Participation in this study is voluntary; no personal information will be 
collected. It has been estimated that the survey will take 15 to 30 minutes to complete 
in its entirety. You may quit the survey at any time. Your email address will be 
encrypted and will not be known to the researcher or anyone else once you click the 
link to the survey. 
 
I am a doctoral candidate in the Family and Consumer Sciences Teacher Certification 
Program at Texas Tech University. The Needs Assessment Survey will serve as the 
research for my dissertation, Needs Assessment of Family and Consumer Sciences 
Teachers for Teaching Students with Disabilities. You have been chosen as a 
participant in this survey because you are a professional Family and Consumer 
Sciences Teacher. If you have questions about the study or the procedures, contact me, 
Letitia Killman via email letitia.killman@ttu.edu or via phone at 806-742-5050, ext. 
256. You may also contact Dr. Karen Alexander (my dissertation committee chair) via 
email karen.alexander@ttu.edu or phone 806-742-5050, ext. 230.  
 
This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board. If you have questions 
concerning your rights as a subject, contact the Texas Tech University Institutional 
Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, Office of Research Services, 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409. Or you can call 806-742-3884. 
 
The results from the survey may help FCS teacher preparation programs customize 
their teaching to better meet the needs of future FCS teachers and may help 
professional organizations customize their professional development opportunities to 
help improve all FCS teachers’ teaching of students with disabilities. 
 

Link to the FCS Teachers’ Needs Assessment Survey is 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=lRKUANwUZLWXLEyq1W
1svg_3d_3d if the link is not working properly please copy the address 
and paste it into your web browser. The survey will be available for two 
weeks. If you would like other FCS teachers to be included in this survey 
please forward this email to them. 
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If you would like to be included in a drawing for a $50.00 gift certificate to the 
Curriculum Center for Family and Consumer Sciences please reply to this email and 
let me know that you have completed the survey. 
 
 
Thank you for your participation. 
 
 
Letitia J. Killman 
Doctoral Candidate 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education 
Texas Tech University 
 
Karen L. Alexander, Ph. D. 
Committee Chair 
Family and Consumer Sciences Education 
Texas Tech University 
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Use Community Resources: 

Community education. Generally, find resources online. 

Guest speakers and field trips (if possible to locate funding) would be community resources 

I would investigate. 

Lack time to investigate all options in my area. 

Our school is in a very small community that has few resources.  We are located near 

Lubbock, however previous experiences show businesses in Lubbock often reserve 

resources for the local school district. 

MR Certification 

I know there are people I can contact such as the education service center, community 

service agencies, and our district's special education department. 

Comply with Laws and Regulations: 

Community education. I teach mixed groups and am not familiar with laws/regulations. 

FCS professional development has provided information and resources to help with this; I 

would need to "brush up." 

It is hard to keep up with the specifics. 

Just becuase I can comply with the laws and regulations doesn't mean that I feel like I give 

them the best they need.  I'm always in compliance, but many times they may need more 

and I can't give it  to them becuase of other constraints (class size, availability of resources) 

Required 

Identify and Assist Students- 

7 years of experience in Special Ed 
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Possess the skills necessary to deliver appropriate instruction: 

I definitely need more! 

Include students with special needs in classes: 

My lab is not equipped for students with certain physical disabilities. 

Prepared to Work with and Teach: 

Prior experience 

Comfortable working with students with special needs: 

Simply because I don't have experience with a wide range of special needs. 

sometimes I don't know how to handle kids who don't have disabilities who are not 

understanding of those who do...(create a caring classroom environment) 

I've never worked with special needs students except those with learning disabilities 

Removal of 1 student in 26 years 

Receive support from outside agencies, such as MHMR: 

N/A; need this as a choice on all items. 

See Question #16 

Receive administrative support: 

N/A 

Receive community support (Parents, guardians): 

N/A 

See Question #16 

Interested in receiving individual advice: 

I will be interested if I have special needs students enrolled in my classes 

Receivie focused training: 

Areas of focus (optional) 
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See Question #22 

Approximately, how many special populations students have you served during this 

school year? 

Open-Ended Response 

10 

0 

15 

probably 80-85% of my student are special pops or special ed 

4 

3 

15 

7 

50 

7 

30 

4 

Approximately, how many credit hours of post-secondary education have you taken 

to prepare you for teaching students with special needs? 

MR Certification 

I feel that I competently adapt and modify my instructional activities to meet the 

requirements identified in my students' IEPs. 

N/A 

I feel that I am familiar with the contents of an IEP. 

I've attended many ARD meetings and participated in discussions about modifications to 
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help meet the needs of special populations. 

Required 

Did the layout of the questions, sections, and topics appear to be logical? 

Yes. 

Yes - I printed out and will give more thought. 

Yes, the questions with multiple parts did not appear to take the mutliple answers. 

YES 

Yes. 

Yes. 

yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Sometimes when you clicked on an answer for a question that had more than one choice it 

wouldn't let you choose four areas for example. Don't remember what questions but it 

happened to me three times. It was a logical layout. 

Yes 

Are the sections of "General Skills", "Future Educational Opportunities", and 

"Background Information" clear? 

Yes. 

Sections 4, 5, and 6 are all labeled "Background Info." Might be good to differentiate these. 

Yes. 

YES 

Yes 
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Yes 

yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Do you feel that the options of "Disagree Completely", Disagree Somewhat", "Not 

Sure", "Agree Somewhat", and Agree Completely" allowed you to respond 

appropriately to the question? What about the "Yes" or "No" response items? Were 

the years options and grade level options appropriate? Was the alpha listing of 

courses understandable? Were there enough optional comment sections to allow you 

to clarify your answers? 

There should be a N/A choice on all items.  All else seemed good. 

"Not sure" - was not always useful.  Could you add a N/A category? 

All ok. 

Yes 

YES..this was all good.  On a few questions (3, 9, 12, 15) I wanted to select the same radio 

of  button for each section of the question but it would not allow me to.  I wanted to say 

that I completely agreed with being able to teach Math, english AND science, but it would 

not allow me to. 

Yes.  The only problem I encountered is when there was more than one area to answer on a 

question.  I could not check the same box on different sections of the same question. 

Yes, One of the yes/no had an overlap (it said no or only for a few), Yes, yes, yes 
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yes 

Yes 

All ok.    Some multiple answer questions only allowed me 1 choice.  I would have selected 

more. 

Yes 

Yes 

No- On questions    : 3, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15    I could not select the same response  such as 

Agree Somewhat for more  than one area of the question so several areas were left blank 

Were the directions clear, direct, concise, and easy to follow? 

Yes. 

Some individuals may find the color distracting. 

Seemed to be; again, I'll print and read more closely. 

Yes 

yes 

Yes, except at the beginning I understood special needs to refer to any student having any 

disability - physical or learning.  At the end with the questions about ARDs and IEPs, I 

wonder if the entire survey was about learning disabled students. 

yes to all 

yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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Were the questions clear and applicable? 

Questions clear; appear to be applicable. (I don't teach in public schools) 

Seemed to be; I'll reread. 

Yes 

yes 

Yes 

yes 

yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Approximately, how long did the survey take to complete? Should it be shortened? 

Lengthened? How? 

Took about 15 minutes w/o comments.  Very nice layout. Clean, easy to read.  Encountered 

problems with items that had multiple rows. Could only choose one item answer in a given 

column. So, if someone wanted to choose "Unsure" on all listed items, they would be 

unable to do so. These are Q3, 9, 10, 12, 13, and 15. 

15 minutes 

Not lengthened. I think the length discourages teachers taking time to provide optional 

explanations. Certainly, IF anything is not critical to the survey results, shortening would 

help. It took me about 30 minutes to go through, but I didn't fill in but a couple of the 

"explain-optional" boxes. 
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8-9 minutes.  I was afraid it would take longer, but the % bar helped. 

20 mins 

About 15 minutes, I think.  I started, then was interrupted and had to begin again, so I lost 

track of the total time spent. 

10 minutes. Good length. 

15 min 

About 15 minutes 

Length is fine. 

10-15 minutes. It was OK. 

20 minutes? 
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Q5) I feel that I can comply with the laws and regulations regarding teaching  

        students with disabilities. Explain (optional)  

Many laws are not explained to educators or given to us.  We need to know all of  

     them.  We also need more training than what we are given.  Please help the new  

     educators coming to teach with us!!! 

These laws change frequently and I am not sure I even know them all. 

I feel my facilities do not meet the needs of wheel chair students 

I have worked in Special Education in addition to FCS. 

I don't know what the laws are. 

Hard to help a student that cannot use hands to measure, use computer, or such as an  

     autistic child that does not communicate in a "regular" classroom.  Most of the 

     aids helping are doing the work for the student.  They can trace name and we can  

     use a student helper or tutor. 

Depends on funding. 

I'm not sure of all the laws/ 

There simply isn't time to prepare for five different classes with nearly 50%  

     enrollment of students with disabilities. I know HOW TO do this- but do not have  

     the time! 

The modifications necessary in the foods lab are fairly easy but I struggle in the  

     clothing lab sometimes to meet the needs of students with disabilities.  Agreed,  

     this is a small part of the course, but it is still a difficult area. 

This would depend on the IEP and the assistance from the special department. 

We have an inservice on this topic every year. 

Following the ARD modifications allows me to comply with the law but classroom  

     facility limits me . 

I have a CTED Personal & Family Development class with 13 students of varying  

     degrees of disabilities ranging from autism to a wheel chair bound, tube fed, non  

     verbal child who has seizures, chews her hands continuously.  Her mother wants  
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     her in the class for "socialization".  What socialization?  She just stares into space. 

     I also have two students in the same class who have serious behavioral problems,  

     so surely the law has something to say about protecting the other children if and  

     when these two students are having a bad behavior day. 

My school has prepared me for students with disabilities.  I had to ASK though 

I have an English Certification gr. 1-8, and I taught reading/writing for 10 years.  As  

     a core subject, English teacher, professional development for teaching at-risk,  

     ELLS and students with disabilities was mandatory and extensive.  I have been  

     able to use most, if not all, of the strategies and skills given to me during that time. 

     Reading and writing strategies can be used across the curriculum.  As a FCS  

     teacher, I have found training in  even the content subject matter lacking.  When I  

     comment to other CTE teachers who do not have core subject area teaching  

     experience, they do not seem to understand when I comment about needing more 

professional development training.  So questions 1, 3, 4, and 5, I'm answering based  

     on previous knowledge attained, and not on whether I am performing based on  

     this grade level or CTE training I have received. 

I service students everyday in my classes.  I work with them in reading, language  

     arts, writing, and I   help to acquire employ employability skills .  This is just a  

     part of teaching!!!! 

As it is desirable to comply it is not always possible in this environment unless there  

     is a helping teacher.  There are too many safety restrictions. NFS isn't always a  

     least restrictive environment for all students with mental disabilities. 

We have students placed in our classes who have disabilities.  I might have 28-30  

     students in that room and it is extremely difficult to take care of all of the student's 

     needs with the time and resources available.  I might have 10 students with special 

     needs in a class of 30 kids.  This is difficult for everyone. 

Students with disabilities is a VERY vague statement.  Do you mean kids that are  

     severe & profound, autistic, ED, or LD....my personal answers will change greatly 

     depending on what kind of disability. 
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I have a Ph.D. in C & I.  I have spent years doing the above. 

Given the proper support from teacher aides, equipment, facilities, etc. 

I have a lot of students and it is hard to make sure that all of the modifications are  

     meet for everyone, all of the time. 

As long as I have the information provided by the special education department that  

     is included in the IEP. 

I am also have Special Education certification. 

My school is not set up for disabled students. 

I'm not sure that I know what all the laws are so I do not know if I am complying  

     with the laws or not. 

We are not always given information about their disability or what accommodations  

     to make for them until late into the semester.  Some are not even functioning on a  

     level appropriate for our classes. 

Depends on the disability and knowledge of the laws for the given disabilities.   

     Disability is a general term and can be applied to severely disabled in all areas  

     (physical, mental, emotional) In those cases I do not feel confident. 

Severe disabilities (mental & physical). 

I have worked with at risk students and students with disabilities all of my teaching  

     career, 

1 kitchen needs to be adapted for wheel chair bound students. 

My kitchens are not up to wheelchair code. 

So much of this depends on the disability.  Can I teach a blind person to cook bacon  

     and tell if it is crisp? 

In the commercial kitchen environment of a culinary arts program, the type and  

     severity of the disability is a key component of these situations 

I have been teaching for about 25 years and have taken many special needs courses. 

I can follow any modifications that are developed in the students' ARD meetings,  

     however, in coop classes, some of the more severely disabled students need the  

     special ed coop because they cannot hold a regular job and cannot make change  
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     correctly, etc.  They need extra help beyond common classroom modifications. 

I try and do what the ARDs committee  decides 

I am not a FCS Teacher, but a CTE/FCS Coordinator. I have answered most of the  

     questions, but feel that my answers do not reflect the information you need. I  

     would like for some of the FCS teachers in my district to take the survey as this is  

     an area which is often discussed. 

I have a degree in Spec. 

For situations that are common, it is relatively easy.  I have had some unusual  

     situations that required more thought and creativity. 

I need TIME to prepare lessons and materials that are suitable for students with  

     disabilities.  I don't have that time so I feel they don't get what they need on their  

     level to comply. 

Our classrooms can accommodate students in wheelchairs, in class support is  

     provided when needed and disability data is provided on all students. 

I am a special education and FCS teacher. 

If I have a class of ONLY disabled children I can adapt, but it is unfair to have to take 

     away from the average/higher level students to spend core teaching time  

     adapting... 

I also have a Special Education certification and have 6 years of teaching Jr. High  

     special ed instead of FCS. and since most of the time FCS courses are the  

     "dumping" ground for those with disabilities and I have a special needs student at  

     home - I feel more prepared than a lot of others in answering these questions. 

Most of my ability to adapt teaching methods and instructional materials does not  

     come from my education as a teacher or professional development or training my  

     the school or state but because I come from a family full of special education  

     educators.  I have seen it in action for years and learned from that. 

I can follow IEP set by committees  I do not know exactly what to do for some of the  

     disabilities of some of these students for example students that are in the class and  

     are autistic 
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Not knowledgeable of the laws, regulations for teaching students with disabilities 

Not really sure exactly what the laws are. 

Because FCS is used as a dumping ground for students with disabilities, it is  

     impossible to adequately comply with all the laws given the amount and degrees  

     of disability (12 students in one class?) 

I may not be aware of all laws & regulations. 

I'm sure that I am not aware of all the laws regarding students with disabilities.  I was 

     out of teaching for about eight years and have had to piece things together on my  

     own since returning to education.  The acronyms used were very confusing at first  

     for me.  My school has done a good job with educating the staff where special  

     education is concerned.  Just recently, we were all required to attend a meeting  

     during a portion of our conference period in order to hear of some changes in  

     special education in our district as well as general information and reminders that  

     following ARD, 504, etc. committee decisions was not optional. 

I can modify tests and take away part of assignments, make copies of notes, I really  

     just don't have time to do everything! 

Knowing the laws and regulations requires a continuous and vigorous diligence. 

This is my third year teacher after a 13 year break (to raise my children).  I am sure I  

     could use a refresher on the laws and regulations regarding teaching students with  

     disabilities. 

When I graduated college 4 years ago I didn't know what an inclusion class was. I  

     have educated my self to serve these students. Please contact me if you need any  

     more opinions on this topic, I have some. jvineyard@nisdtx.org 

I don't believe I know the laws well enough to feel confident about complying in a  

     manner deemed suitable. 

I teach Culinary Arts....based on how severe and profound a student is with his/her  

     disability...the commercial kitchen may not be the appropriate place for  

     him/her....This is regarding question 3 and 4 

If I am provided a copy of the laws.  I can follow them to the letter.  It all hinges on  
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     being provided a copy by the district. 

Some modifications are hard to accomplish in FCS classes because of the hands on  

     nature of the classes. 

I am not familiar with all the laws that apply to disabilities 

Some adaptations are not possible in regards to equipment used in the classroom:  

     sewing machine, iron, sink, stove, etc. 

Yes! I hold a Voc. Home Economics, Special Ed., former dyslexia teacher at the Jr.  

     High level.  I have tried to get my district (Cypress-Fairbanks ISD) to give me  

     credit for the classes that I have paid for in the past and they said "No".  The  

     reason is because I no longer teach Special Ed. or dyslexia.  Now, I think that they 

     will have a change of mind.  PS: I have 14 years of teaching behind me. 

I am special ed certified so teaching students with learning disabilities will be no  

     great challenge 

Not sure what all of the laws are! 

I keep up with ARDS and IEP's for my students. I work very hard to adapt to teach  

     them. 

There are times in which the teacher is not told of a medical disability of students.  

     This can cause unsafe environment for the students. 

In the classroom, most needs of ADA can be met. However, in a commercial  

     foodservice setting, it is very challenging, especially as it relates to sanitation and  

     safety.  In addition, if there are 3 or more students in the class, there really needs  

     to be an aide or classroom assistant available. 

Example, I have a child who cannot see unless the paper is 2 inches in front of  her  

     face. In clothing construction she is not able to even sew by hand. Her vision and  

     small hand eye coordination is very limited. To enlarge her hand sewing is almost  

     impossible. I am on my last attempt trying to get her to succeed. 

I need more training. I needed training in my college course work. 

Much of this depends on the disability. 

I do have trouble adapting some of the activities so that the life skills  
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     kids....extremely handicapped...benefit from the class. 

As a public school teacher teaching in a school that receives federal funds and  

     especially a recipients of Carl Perkins funding, I believe it is my responsibility to  

     learn about working with students with disabilities. 

I am never sure I know all the laws and regulations. 

It is often difficult to adequately meet the needs of students with disabilities when  

     they are placed in inappropriate classes by the counseling department.  Student  

     with severe MR being in a food science class.  I could help her yes, but not as well 

     when there is 1 of her and 29 other students.  I could more adequately assist her if  

     there was a class full of students with disabilities that I could teach so that I could  

     gear it toward their capabilities. 

I can only try to do my best in the situation but if they or parents know their true  

     rights then we are all in trouble. 

I am certified in the area of Special Education and have taught learning disabled  

     students as well as life skills students. Material can always be adapted for students 

     with disabilities. 

Time constraints and budget could interfere 

SOME OF THE REQUEST ARE NOT WITHIN MY MEANS TO COMPLY.  I  

     FEEL THAT THE "NORMAL" STUDENTS LOOSE OUT WITH SOME OF  

     THE STUDENTS WHO HAVE SEVERE DISABILITIES - NOT FAIR! 

I do not have a kitchen/sink adapted for the handicapped. 

Depends on individual student's needs. 

My fear is if I really know the law or just think I do. 

The number of students in a class sometimes makes it hard.  I have classes of 25  

     where 10 are special needs!!!  I do have one aid. 

Sometime this is difficult when there are 15-20 other students in the room. 

Trying to meet the standards required for TEKS achievement is difficult for some  

     students with disabilities. By modifying my teaching methods and information,  

     there are times I am unable to satisfy a students IEP. 
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I would need to review the laws & regulations first. 

I comply because it is mandated by law.  It is not always easy, and because FCS  

     students are so varied academically, it is difficult to create a learning environment  

     where both the GT students and the LD students are actively engaged and  

     challenged. 

I teach to meet the IEP of each student in my class as well as general ed students 

I can try to do this, but I do not have materials accessible to me that would help  

     students who are physically/mentally disabled.  I have looked in stores for  

     teachers, and I am not sure that what I have picked is correct for these kids.  I also  

     do not always have the time to run copies of these things and make adjustments  

     for these kids. I get an aide every once-in-a-while, but those who are mildly  

     disabled do not have aides to help them. 

Not sure of all the laws that regulate students with disabilities. 

I not sure if you are asking about students with learning disabilities or physical  

     disabilities. 

follow IEP along with state and local regulations 

not sure what all the laws are. 

I have taught Special education classes for several years before recently having the  

     opportunity to teach FCS; therefore, my experiences may be different from others. 

The survey questions are too broad.  I can adapt to students that have mild learning  

     disabilities.  The problem is when i have students with severe disabilities, such as  

     down's syndrome.  For these students I could use a little more training or a co- 

     teacher. 

With the necessary paperwork that comes with the students, this can be  

     accomplished. 

Sometimes it's hard to justify a different "set of penalties" for misbehavior to regular  

     education students without violating privacy laws on the part of the special needs  

     student 

I would need updating. 
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Unless students are placed in lab courses which are not compatible with his/her  

     disability.  example:  when a student with severe seizures is placed in a  

     Ready Set Teach class and cannot drive safely and or does not have appropriate  

     campus support for safety. 

I am familiar with special ed law, as I have a master's in early childhood special  

     education 

Room for a wheel chair may be restricted. We are tight on room. 

I don’t know all the laws and regulations 

Just do what I am told 

More time to comply with laws and regulations would make it easier to do so.  For  

     example, many FCS teachers have five or six preparations to do in a 50 minute  

     period and that is just the prep time for our regular lesson for each class.  We don't 

     really have the time to go research was to adapt our lessons.  Lesson adaptation  

     comes with time and experience unless there is a college class now that teaches  

     this information. 

There is a breakdown between what we are teaching students with disabilities and  

     what we test them on....  example:  we are teaching money, time, measurement,  

     cooking, etc. but we test them on geometry, algebra, etc. 

I recently had a situation in which I was being asked to comply with disability laws in 

     an articulated class, but to do so would have meant accommodating so much that I 

     would not meet the criteria necessary to comply with articulation requirements.   

     Therefore, the students with no disabilities would have not been able to receive  

     articulated credit. 

I have been teaching for 16 years so I have figured this stuff out over the years. 

I am not sure what all the laws are.  I could comply if I knew what the laws were 

This is a yes as long as the students are expected to accept responsibility for their  

     actions and requirements that will not hinder other students.  I am not say  

     responsibility as require by others, but an attitude of "I am responsible and  

     will try rather than I am in CM and you need to do it for me." 
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This depends on the degree of disability and needs of student. 

Follow IEP and provide assistance as needed 

Modifications are specific on what teachers are required to do. 

This depends on the student's disability and class that they are in our school is old 

     and was not built to accommodate wheelchairs in the Food's Lab. My concern is  

     the safety of all the students in that class not just the student in the wheel chair.  

     We do not have a kitchen with low countertops or one that is large enough for a  

     wheel chair to maneuver in. Because of discrimination factors, we were forced to  

     accommodate a student in a large battery powered wheel chair. When she was in  

     the kitchen you couldn't open the lower cabinets or utensil drawers or the oven.  

     She bumped into students using knives and stirring boiling pots on top of the  

     stove. Very few products turned out as they should have and nothing was ever on  

     time. It was very difficult to keep tempers at bay even though all of the students  

     were friends and had grown up with the girl in the wheelchair. Sometimes safety 

      and common sense should take precedence over "the law". 

I teach special need students now in most of my classes, but it is mostly hands on  

     class activities and most of them are very successful. 

You do not have a choice.  You are required to follow the modifications. 

I can adapt and change content and expectations to meet requirements. 

Need more training on laws and regulations, especially  since there are often changes. 

Depending on the disability and their IEP's 

It is very hard to work with students with disabilities when I have a large class or a  

     class with a large amount of disabled students. 

Sometime I just don't have the facilities or equipment needed 

I might not have the materials that are needed to comply with the laws for those  

     students. 

Need to know what disability we are in reference to. If it is the savior and profane  

     then no. 

It depends on the disability. 
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Here at my school we have support help with other special ed. individual dept - i.e.  

     visual aid dept for my blind student did the Braille for her worksheets and  

     textbook. 

This is true to an extent.  When you put a student with physical disabilities in a  

     cooking lab there are not to many modifications you can do.  ex.  I had a legally  

     blind, deaf, mentally challenged student in my cooking lab.  I have wheelchair  

     bound students in my nutrition and food science class room that cannot physically  

     lift anything and is not mentally able to do anything.  In both cases it is the aid  

     who does the work. 

Laws change regularly especially regarding special education. 

I taught special ed for 13 yrs --and my son was physically handicapped from a birth  

     defect so I see things differently than others might. I have been on both sides of an 

     ARD 

I don't feel that my strengths are in the area of special services. I would like more  

     training. 

FCS classrooms can modify in most situations, but some skills can not be modified to 

     fit all needs.  This should not be a problem, because these courses are elective and 

     are not a requirement.  Some students should just chose classes that they and  

     successfully master.  (Student safety should be considerer when placing students  

     in classes.)  I have had students placed in a sewing lab that could not use their  

     hands, this was not a good placement.  Some students simply have limitations and  

     they need to be considered realistically, so that a student can feel success. 

Modifications and TEA visits 

I do not know what they are.  The information has never been presented to me and I  

     am not sure where to look to find it. 

The main factors that create problems for me are time and the size of my room. 

My kitchen is not handicap friendly--wheel chairs have little room, etc. Of course  

     often the student's home has the same set up, yet this is somewhat limiting. 

The fact that I had a student with disabilities makes me more aware of the laws and  
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     regulations. Without that experience, I am not sure I would answer this question  

     the same way. 

I am not sure I know all the laws. 

Laws and Regulations are not always up to date by the time they are relayed to us as  

     teachers. Slow to trickle down from administration. 

Adapt a sewing machine so that a student with limited abilities could sew. Brail items 

     for blind students, etc.. Learn sign language for deaf students..... 

I feel as though I am familiar with the laws and regulations but perhaps don't know  

     them as well as I should. 

We typically doe not even know the students diagnosis. An IEP does not give a  

     complete picture of a students abilities and limitations. I actually also hold EC-12  

     Special Ed certification in TX, but without proper training I cannot effectively  

     teach Special Ed. 
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Q7. I feel that I can assist students with disabilities. Explain (optional) 

I have worked with both blind and hearing impaired students in the past and they  

     were successful, even in apparel and foods labs. 

I use sewing machines and it depends on the disability. 

I need more training in handling special students 

Easy if you have an aide or special teacher(autistic)that can interpret for hearing  

     impaired, or sign language, etc. 

When classes are mixed, sometimes I do not have all the time I need for all students. 

Not enough hours in the day. 

If students have severe handicaps, it is important that they come with an aide who  

     can assist them in a one-on-one situation. 

I have done so.  Example:  teaching a Downs Syndrome student to complete a pair of 

     boxer shorts successfully.  She now has her own personal sewing machine. 

The modifications would be based on the type and severity of the disability. 

Actually, I seem to be somewhat successful with these students.  I try to think of  

     things they can do.  For instance, in the apparel unit, we went to look at the  

     washing machine and dryer, identified the dials and how to turn the appliances on 

     with the help of their parent.  We learned to fold towels from the food lab.  We  

     talked about and I demonstrated how to remove a few simple stains with the help  

     of their parents. 

I currently have several students with different levels of disability 

It only seems reasonable to meet their needs.  It is not a difficult task! 

I do not have adequate training in special education needs to affectively reach all  

     Students from the very smart needing that higher level thinking or the severely  

     disabled.  I am only one person. 

Again...what kind of disability? 

After 30 years in public school as a teacher and administrator, I am now teaching in  

     TYC.  80% of my students are ED or ADHD (diagnosed) and I have many who  
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     are bipolar, etc.  I do not have any in wheel chairs or are physically disabled. 

Depends upon type of and extent of disability 

In the past when I have had a students with a disability, I have also had students who 

     could not speak English,  high intelligence and average intelligence. It is very  

     overwhelming to try to provide for all learning at one time. 

I have been working with students with disabilities for years and feel that I  

     understand some of the needs and ways to meet them. 

I have a lot of patience and enjoy having them in class but sometimes it is very hard  

     having them in a regular class.  I would much prefer to have a period for my class 

     that is all special needs so it could be just for them. 

I am not prepared to change diapers, blend food for a student who cannot swallow  

     nor do I want to be.  This should not be the job of the public school! 

Depending on the disability - more familiar with some than others 

Depends on degree of disability 

Once again if I have a special needs student in a wheel chair that needs to participate  

     in the Baby Think It Over Program how do I help that student carry the car seat  

     around school? 

In the commercial kitchen environment of a culinary arts program, the type and  

     severity of the disability is a key component of these situations 

Extra staffing in classes that average 28 students is essential to do a good job. 

I have had students in the past with disabilities,   I try to accommodate them.  My  

     concern is that the kitchen area is too high for students in wheelchairs. 

There are some types of disabilities that cannot be monitored in a typical foods lab  

     or on a regular job.  These students need a special class with manipulatives they  

     can use and jobs geared toward life skills they can truly use and be successful  

     with once they are out of school at 17 or at 21. 

Depends on the disability. 

I have the teaching experience to assist students with disabilities.  Teaching is  

     difficult when you have 20 "regular" students plus 1- 3 MR students per class.   
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     Blending and accommodating is multi-tasking to the max everyday.  Again, time  

     is a very valuable asset.  It would be helpful to have a teacher's aid. 

I try to help students with disabilities per their IEP and BIP. 

Assisting is different from being held accountable as the TEACHER in charge 

The above explanations fit all of these questions. 

So far I have been able to help the disabled students that I have had in the past.  The  

     disabled student that I currently have is the one that has created the most concern. 

     His hands are not flexible.  He can write and holds a pen or pencil.  He can not  

     cut with scissors.  I am not sure how helpful he will be in the foods lab. 

I have the patience but sometimes not the knowledge needed to help with the  

     disability 

No training 

I can do that.  I am not sure how much we are talking about. 

Adaptive materials are not readily available in the real world. There is a  

     disagreement regarding which department is responsible for paying for sometimes

      incredibly expensive adaptive equipment (SpEd or FCS?) 

I have been working with hearing impaired students   and other disabilities so, I have 

     assimilated or learned, after 20 plus years. Been apathetic and understanding is a  

     must. 

I can certainly assist any student - with or without disabilities.  I have had a blind  

     student in my class without ANY help.  The class was Personal & Family  

     Development and we were cooking and SEWING.  He pushed the pedal and I  

     held the fabric. 

I have worked with students with learning disabilities but have limited experience  

     with physically disabled students - some with appliances and some with hearing  

     issues, but need guidance with how to adapt and how to help them get the most  

     from my program. My ability and training is limited and the range of disabilities  

     is wide. I am OK with some things and clueless wtih others. 

It is hard to assist students when we as teachers are not allowed to know anything  
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     specific about what the disability is.  All we get is a mod sheet saying they qualify 

     as special ed but no information on what the student's particular challenges are so 

     we can  adjust to their individual needs. 

Depends on the disability 

It depends on the disability of the students; some things are not appropriate for some  

     types of disabilities. 

It depends on the disabilities. 

I do this everyday. 

See above 

With the help of specialized people-I have had to go to Special Ed Teachers, the  

     diagnostician, and a person who works with autism, to learn how to help! 

I can always improve. 

I can assist them in the classroom by making modifications and accommodations.   

     There is very little room to make accommodations in the lab as it pertains to the  

     facility. i.e. wheelchair, walkers etc. 

It all depends on their level of abilities. 

I don't believe I am able to work with some life skills students 

Depends on disabilities students have. 

Time can be the biggest issue. Having to work one-on-one with some of them leaves  

     little time for the rest of the class. 

I have never shyed away from studentsw with disabilities, and never will. 

My disabled students in the past have all liked me but I am not sure how much they  

     really learned. 

In previous years, I have worked with students with disabilities and have had great  

     success. 

I SHOULD NOT HAVE STUDENTS WITH DANGEROUS BEHAVIOR IN  

     CLASSES WITH STUDENTS WHO CAN GET HURT BY THE STUDENTS  

     WITH CERTAIN DISABILITIES 

A quadraplegic student with a breathing tube was scheduled to take my class.  She  
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     was to be accompanied by a nurse.  I designed activities she could do by  

     computer from home but was worried about my classroom accommodating her.   

     There was not enough room for her wheelchair and nurse.  It turned out the she  

     remained homebound.  I don't know how I would have handled it.    Another  

     student has a tracheotomy.  I have been trained to help him if it comes out but this 

     is not within my comfort zone. 

Sometimes it is hard to assist students due to numbe of other students in the class  

     and the time restrains of the class period. 

My class is one where the spcial student can get out of an all special needs class and  

     socialize with the regular population.  I try to assist in any activities they can not  

     do for themselves.  They are very proud of whatever they create. 

I feel that I am capable of assisting them. But as stated earlier can not give them the  

     attention they need with a classroom full of students. 

The type of disability makes a big difference. I feel less capable of helping students  

     who are severely emotionally disturbed.  Some students with this disability, could 

     be a safety risk to other students in the cooking laboratories. 

I can provide the student with given modifications on an IEP but my knowledge does 

     not span much further than that. 

I have had a blind student and was not sure what I was supposed to do to help her. I  

     was told to make copies of her notes, etc. larger and that meant more time and I  

     was not sure how to do this. I could not get the information to the case workers in  

     time for them to do it for me. They were only here an hour or so each day. The  

     kids who are in wheel chairs and/or have 5 and 6 year old mentality are hard to  

     guess as to what they could do for work sheets or getting something out of the  

     class. I am sure there is something I should be doing, just don't know what  

     exactly. 

Can, but is hard with a class of 24 or more regular ed. students. 

If a student is totally nonverbal, I would find the situation difficult. 

It depends on the extent of the disability.  I have a student who is blind and dumped  
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     in my class because they didn't know what to do with her and I am suppose to 

      each her to sew?! 

Presently, I teach many students with disabilities.  I have taught CTED, it is so much 

     better to have a class for the students than for them to struggle and feel left out in  

     a regular ed classroom.  they know they get modified work and that is not good! 

To the degree in which facilities and equipment needed is provided.  ie  students in a  

     wheelchair not provided for with ADA kitchens, etc. 

I feel less confident with older students with severe and multiple disabilities,  

     especially students with severe pervasive developmental disorders 

Too many other students in the classroom to give them the individual attention they  

     need and we don't always get a TA, much less one that is qualified. 

If I am provided the information and equipment that  currently supports their 

disability. 

I know I will be getting a student that will have a computer to help with notes.  I  

     thought CTED Culinary Arts for a year and learned to assist. 

It depends if they are just 504, special ed in an area or 2-mostly; or if they have a  

     physical disability that I cannot adapt my classroom or lesson to-no. 

I feel I can assist students with disabilites because I have nine years of teaching  

     under my belt.  I could not do this my first or second year without the guidance of 

     the Special Education Department Teachers. 

Before I became an FCS teacher, I was a Special Ed teacher for over 16 years with  

     most of my experience teaching mentally retarded students in a life skills setting. 

It would depend on the type and severity of  the disability. 

There may be disabilities that will be difficult: for example  visual or hear impair  

     individuals. 

My special needs students have quite a range of disabilities - hard to answer this one!

Each students has different needs and require specific modifications. 

I may need extra time (ie before, after or during school) for additional instruction but 

     I think I can assist them in their work. 
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Depends on disability. 

It depends on the disability. We do a lot of activites and some student with  

     disabilities can not do them, I don't want to not have the activity for the other  

     students but I don't have anything for them to do. 

All ready doing this. 

The only issue is having many other students in the room that need your attention  

     also. We are discussing creating a Co-teach NFS class with applications, which  

     would allow for smaller numbers and more individual assistance. 

It depends on the disability. 

We have in our district staff dev. trainings to help all manner of disabilities, 504,  

     visual, home bound, and special education areas. 

Deaf students have been a challenge for me.  They do have interpreters by I would  

     like to be able to communicate with them on my own better. 

Same explanation as above 

It takes more repetition to work with students who have special needs. I like teaching 

     the student who can apply critical thinking and problem solving at higher levels. 

We can identify materials and equipment for students with disabilities but they are  

     not always approved for purchase. 

The ability to assist and the needs of other students in the classroom do not always  

     agree. Realistically student aides are not available as needed, especially in FCS  

     classes. 

I have taught myself how to do so over the past few years, but I had no prior  

     knowledge of modifications before I started teaching. 

I have had no training on having students with disabilities in my classroom.  Given  

     the right resources I feel I would be very capable. 

Not enough time is provided to do this adequately. 

I have been fortunate to have assistance from other professionals when dealing with  

     disabled students, I rely on their expertise to guide me in the classroom and with  

     lesson plans. 
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For the most part, I feel that I can assist them. There are times, however, when I am  

     at a loss and turn to friends who work with these kinds of students on a daily basis

     for help. 

Depends on the disability 
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Q9. I feel that I can assess the effectiveness of instructional materials and 

activities for students with disabilities. Explain (optional)  

It is a skewed version of grading 

I'm not sure that I am really teaching the autistic students..we paired them with a  

     more advanced student to show them how to do a recipe..but as with small child  

     would not want them to use stove or blenders, mixers and such without another  

     student helping them...It is also possible to demonstrate for those particular  

     students myself. 

I can tell when a student is able to grasp the concept and change it if they do not. 

Time is a big restraint since you still have to have time to deal with all your other  

     students, so there often is not time to spend on doing specialty lessons for 1 or 2  

     students. 

This area is much tougher to assess.  One of my students has Down's syndrome  

     and cannot communicate 

Questions 8 and 9, I use group work and lower level of Blooms questions. 

Not trained in that field to be effective. 

Based on student comprehension, application and reaction 

Again, it depends on the disability. 

Time is an element; class size, number of preparations and again the type and severity 

     of the disability 

Yes, unless they are severely disabled 

Effectiveness is always hard to assess. 

Students with disabilities may not be able to remember what is taught from day to  

     day, week to week.  Hard to assess.... 

In CATE classes, the material is left to the interpretation of the instructor, there is so  

     much to choose from, if I simplify the material for the special disabled student,  

     how is that, teaching the other average/above average students....lowering the  

     expectations is lowering the standards of the CATE classes 
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Checking for comprehension and needs fits  this question. 

So far, my disabled student has been able to keep up with the expectations of the  

     other students.  We are in sewing now and when complete with this unit we will  

     enter Foods and Nutrition.  I am concerned about his abilities and safety in the  

     foods lab.  His aide will be with him at all times.  I do not know how the other  

     students will respond to this. 

Sometimes I have so little information or understanding of their functioning levels  

     that I am not sure if what I am assessing is truly the level they should be at or if I  

     could have even higher goals. 

This may sound like a broken record but no training.  I know my FCS classes would  

     be a good fit for these students but I am not prepared. 

I think so but am not completely sure. 

Again, the numbers make it impossible to give individual attention to Sp Ed students  

     or hearing impaired. 

I feel I am sometimes way too easy on the students with special needs and need to  

     learn more about materials and instructional activities that are useful with special  

     needs students. 

Don't always have a good idea of what the student is understanding (depending on  

     student abilities). 

Disabilities that I have encountered and have worked with our special ed  

     professionals I feel I can continue to work effectively toward success. Each new  

     disability presents challenges, some more difficult than others, each with different  

     success rates. 

I have worked with many students with various disabilities and levels. 

See above 

With the help of specialized people. 

I have students who are in wheel chairs. Their mental and physical abilities are  

     challenging. If I do not have a paraprofessional for the student I cannot give them  

     the attention they need due to the needs of my regular ed. students. 
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Sometimes we are not told enough. 

#8 time is a big concern due to the number of different lesson preps that most FCS  

     teachers.  I teach 6 different classes in one year. 

Time to develop the instructional materials is often not available 

Sometimes available materials are limited. 

I normally go to the SPED teachers in my building to discuss what I have done and  

     what I am planning to do for those students. 

If students are learning and having fun, I feel they are successful.  I modify  

     requirements, steps, activities to their ability level.  If it doesn't work, I change the  

     materials or activities as needed.  I have taught a blind student to sew on the  

     sewing machine and a paralized student made a quilt with all of her friends names 

     on it.  She used an embroidery machine where she just pushed a button.  That was  

     all she was able to do. 

If you understand the needs and abilities of the student. 

Having more of a hands on approach with adjusted activities and labs. 

I can tell what won't work for students with special needs but I'm not sure how to  

     modify those things 

I attend Ard meetings to ensure I am assessing their needs 

I have NO idea as to how these things are working for the students I am working  

     with. They are in the classes with kids who are AP or other types of learners, and  

     if I go slow for the disabled kids, the others get bored! 

Don't have acces to that type of material and no instruction in that area 

It's hard to figure out what will best help a special needs student to succeed, and not  

     just stay in my room for "socialization purposes" 

I am less familiar with instructional materials and activities for older students with  

     disabilities 

We work with actual preschoolers and some children with disabilities are not  

     appropriate for this environment. 

I have to plan for 6 different lessons every day. It is hard enough keeping those  
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     interesting for students w/o dissabilites. 

Again, the disability may be the decision-maker 

I am in constant contact with the special need student's  folder teacher. 

Based upon student ability. 

I can assess whether they are making gains based on their IEPs.  I have a hard time  

     knowing where to "pushing enough for growth" without pushing enough for  

     frustration. 

I am not certified for Special Education. 

Once again it depends on the level of disability. 

Again, it depends on the disability. 

I grade the assignments and I always use a variety of instructional techniques for  

     different learning styles. 

depends on disability 

The time for teachers to prepare specialized lessons is nonexistent.  Teacher planning  

     and preparation time does not allow for students to plan lessons for a few students. 

     Should the focus be on the students with special needs or should it be on the  

     majority of the classroom.  Teacher are often asked to work and plan on their own  

     time for these students.  Guilt is often used to get teacher to plan for these students 

     at home.  So in a sense the teacher's personal time has no value.  Career should  

     come before family, this concept is against what we teach.  Special education  

     teachers should be available to plan for these students.  It would be nice if there  

     were special education teachers that just helped teacher plan additional lessons for  

     these students. (not necessarily teach the lesson)  I do not know the solution, but I  

     do know that we are lowering our standards to meet the needs of those that are  

     challenged instead of assisting them to achieve at a higher level.  Our society is all 

     about feeling good and not hurting feelings.  Our countries eduacation is suffering. 

Each student is on so many different levels. Currently I have 3 life skills students in a 

     class room with 27 general ed students. I can not devote my attention to them and  

     still give the rest of my students the education they need. 
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Not enough time is provided to do this adequately. 

Time is biggest factor. 

Instructional activites are not easy to find in the FCS curriculum for disabled students 

This would have a great deal to do with the disability and the involvement with other  

     students 

I have no way of knowing how effective my teaching methods and materials are for  

     these students without taking time away from the other 26 to spend an extended  

     amount of time with 4 Life Skills students. I expect their aid to assess the  

     effectiveness of instructional materials. Of course, studnets who are much higher  

     performing, are easier to assess. The problem I am seeing with this line of  

     questioning is that "students with disabilities" is a very broad spectrum of  

     students. I have students in my PFD classes that range from very low level Life  

     Skills students, to students with minimal disabilities one might not be aware of  

     without an IEP. 
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Q10. I feel that I am prepared to work with and teach students with disabilities. 

     Explain (optional) 

Many of the teachers do not work with students individually, they will send them to  

     a content mastery program for help and pass them because they are special  

     education students. 

Not really sure how viable the skills are for the real world..since they will not be able 

     to use the skills on their own. More preparation for the teacher would be helpful. 

I'm not sure I'd be my best, but I feel I could do it and be comfortable with it. 

It depends on the disability. 

I have at least one student will disabilities every year. 

When the instructor has a good special education support system in place a smooth  

     transition is enhanced. 

I have had no instruction as to the specifics of teaching them, I just consider each of  

     them amazingly wonderful and try to teach them the way I would want my child  

     to be taught if we were in the same situation. 

I am now, but NOT AT ALL when I began teaching 

It depends of the severity of the disability. 

I currently teach a CTED Food Production, Management, and Services Class. 

Depends GREATLY of the kinds of disability! 

Depends upon type of and extent of disability 

All of this depends on the type & severity or the disability. If it's generally LD or  

     most ED disabilities - yes I’m capable; if it's life skills or severe mentally or  

     emotionally – them No. 

Same as above 

So many times students are placed in my class without my proper knowledge of what 

     exactly are their disabilities  dyslexia is my main concern  I had practically blind  

     student and the special ed told me she could see fine--just had to be real close to  

     the book....it was a Personal Family Development class which we use the sewing  
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     machine and our foods unit, etc.  it took all of my time away from the other  

     students just to work with this 1 student.  I don't think that is fair to my other  

     students nor myself. 

Just modify the lesson to incorporate their disability. 

Since I have 50% or more special needs students in some classes we have become  

     special education teachers without any training. 

With the right equipment and materials. 

Any student in a special ed program can be successful in any of my classes,  

     however, if a student is in a self-contained class or behavior unit, they would have 

     trouble being successful in my type of classes. 

Again, depends on the disability. 

I learn more in ARD meetings about my students needs than Accommodation sheet  

     that tells me they need a hard copy of the notes.  I also feel that I need to attend  

     special education workshops to learn effective teaching strategies. 

As long as the school doesn't dump to many in the classroom at one time. If this  

     happens, it is not fair to the students who can do the work, they want to go on and 

     do what is supposed to be done. 

I am special ed certified too 

Why do we have life skills classes?  What disabilities are we dealing with?  Who  

     knows if a student is blind, deaf, crippled, ADHD, a behavior problem...What are  

     you talking about? 

I have no problem working with or teaching students with disabilities.  My concern  

     is with technicalities of dealing with their limitations. 

Want to but don't know how 

I have long term subbed in classes especially for disabled students three times and  

     on a regular basis in elementary schools so working with and teaching are not that 

     hard. Making a curriculum on my own would be the hardest part. 

However, I could use additional assistance. 

I graduated in 1975...this was not part of our curriculum 
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Today I am, But I learned thru trial & error,  there should be more teaching as to  

     how to help  and motivate. 

For some things, yes; others, no.  It also depends on the size and character of the  

     class – as well as the course itself. 

My classes are usually heavily loaded with students with disabilities so I work to the  

     best of my ability with them and within the information and support I'm given. 

I have done this for many years 

I have been tutored.  My training in college did not prepare me for this. 

I am certified in SpEd as well as Family and Consumer Science. 

I have many years of experience. I am more adaptable now than as a first or second  

    year teacher. 

Not trained. 

I can always learn more about how to work with students with disabilities and my  

     district can provide more training and materials 

Need IEP ahead of time to plan and prepare 

I am not familiar with all disabilities and what is current best practice for so many  

     of them. Our "yellow folders" do not give a lot of ideas or information. 

I can always be more prepared. 

The problem is not the child with the disability, but being able to teach a more  

     rigorous curriculum that will be able to be adjusted for a child with disabilities. 

Past experience and the fact that I am certified in that area. 

I have taught a physically disabled student.  I am not sure if the case was mental  

     disability that I would feel as comfortable. 

THE NORMAL EVERYDAY DISABILITIES YES, BUT THE TYPES AND  

     SERVERITY LATELY, NO.  I DO NOT FEEL THAT IT IS RIGHT FOR  

     REGULAR SPECIALLY TRAINED TEACHERS TO HAVE more SPECIAL  

     ED STUDENTS IN OUR CLASS PERIODS THAN THE SPECIAL ED  

     TEACHERS WHO ARE TRAINED TO DEAL WITH THE DISABILITIES. 

For some students, I would expect an aid to assist. 
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The problem is TIME.  In a class of 26 students with 3 who have disabilities, that  

     may mean planning for 4 different lessons.  The I have to miss class to attend  

     meetings about the students with disabilities and that reduces instructional time  

     for all students. 

Resources are not always available. downfall. 

Much of this comes with my 30+ years of experience.  I was not this prepared as a  

     new teacher. 

Only if I can give them the attention they need and have adequate PLANNING time  

     for the student. 

I took some special education classes while in college not realizing that I would have 

     so many in my classes.  I am glad that I received the extra information from those 

     classes. There is always more to learn. 

This preparedness is hindered by inclusion. Inclusion within my school district does  

     not include an aide or other individual's assistance. It is difficult to manage a class 

     of students without disabilities when a student with a disability is included. 

Feel very unprepared to work with students who have disabilities 

My degree is in Family and Consumer Sciences.  When I got out of school I could  

     not find a teaching job.  I ended up at Brenham State School--a Mental Health  

     Mental Retardation facility.  I spent the next 17 years there working with people  

     diagnosed with mental retardation. 

Student population numbers currently pose limitations. 

I cold do better if these kids were all in a class together and I could plan for them  

     alone, and not a wide range of learners. 

Capable, but hard with a lab class filled to the brim. 

It would depend on the disability and how severe the disability is.  I can not be  

     expected to change diapers. 

Only if it is the least restrictive environment for that student, otherwise the other  

     students in the classroom do not receive the attention they should. 

I am prepared however I am hindered when I have large classes with many levels of  
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     students, LEP and IEPs and limited classtime and prep time. 

There was no training offered in college for working with students with disabilities 

I know that I can teach students with disablilities, it's just difficult when you have a  

     full class of regular education students also. They all deserve equal attention. 

So many varying disabilities and not provided the support to facilitate all learning  

     styles. 

I am already teaching two students with hearing problems and one who can not  

     walk well. 

We are in the "technology" age, yet our students don't have access to those tools.... 

Only now do I feel comfortable.  When I first started teaching I was not at all  

     prepared to work with students with disabilities or the mass numbers that were  

     placed in my classes 

My students with disabilities range from speech issues to having just been released  

     from a year in a psychiatric lock up.  Some days and with some students I feel  

     more prepared. 

I have a special kind of skill(s) to work with is type of student. 

Teaching requires individualization. 

As with the answer above, how do I know what is "enough" 

Depends on the disabilities, mild to moderate but some it more challenging. 

I agree only because I was have a disability, not because of any training that I have  

     recived. 

Depending on the degree of disability 

Some disabilities are easier to work with than others. There are some disabilities I  

     am not prepared to work with or teach. 

Family and Consumer Science teachers are not trained adequately to have students  

     with special needs enrolled in their classes,   There are many contents discussed  

     and situations where it is not suitable to have students with special needs  

     mainstreamed. Also, our classes are too large to offer these students the assistance 

      they need. 
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No college classes in this taken, but on the job training has prepared me for working  

     with students with disabilities. 

Depends on disability 

I feel that this is not my level of expertise. 

Not enough time is provided to do this adequately. 

I am not alone in teaching them. I get help from other professionals, and family  

     input. 

There are too  many. I sometimes have more special needs students in a class of 30  

     or so than the special ed teacher s have. 

It depends on the disability. I know I can come up with lessons for lab/hands on  

     activities, but I find it difficult to come up with lessons that involve book work/  

     games/ basic subject matter to fit all disabilities. 

again it depends on the disability.   mental or physical 

We as traditional teachers have received no direction on how to work with these  

     students. Only teacher like myself, who have taken an interest in learning about  

     working with these students have any insight into the matter. 
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Q11. I feel comfortable working with students with disabilities in my classes. 

Explain (optional)  

Depends on disability, and class that they are in. 

I have  taught a life skill class for 11 years 

Have had several students that were accompanied with aides and they helped  

     more than I did. 

Again, the time factor. 

They just need a little more attention. 

When students are identified immediately- the instructor can work with the  

     students to incorporate positive reinforcement and guidance. 

It's very tiring and there is such a variance of abilities, you can't provide for all  

     of them in 40 minutes. 

Depends on the kinds of disability & what kind of class.  I would not want kids  

     with certain disabilities in a foods or construction lab. 

Depends upon type of and extent of disability 

I have too many students with disabilities in my classes at one time and it takes  

     a lot of work and sometimes there are too many students in a class to give  

     the students with disabilities all of the attention they need/require.  I have a  

     class that has nine students in it and six of the nine are in the special  

     education program and three of these students are classified as life skills  

     students. 

The class I teach now is designed for special needs students. It is always helpful  

     to have new resources. 

Depending on the disability 

Depends on the disability.  Sometimes this takes always from what can be done  

     and also limits regular students in the class 

see above comment 

Not when it comes to physical handicaps in the lab situation. 
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In the commercial kitchen environment of a culinary arts program, the type and  

     severity of the disability is a key component of these situations.l 

I"m scared I will panic if there's a student that  has a seisure or stops breathing! 

Yes, I am comfortable, BUT when I have 20 other students in my classroom at  

     the same time, how can I give every student what they need.  I am  

     overloaded to be effective for every learner. 

de[ends on the extent of need 

I would rather not have too many at once so that I can teach my subject as it  

     was intended. 

Only if I don't have to change TEKS or materials to individualize a  

     lesson...AGAIN, how does that support the other students?  How much  

     EXTRA pay will I recieve for doing the work of more than one teacher, as I  

     prepare multiple lessons for one class? 

For most students I am comfortable.  I am not sure how severly disabled you are  

     speaking of.  I have worked with mom verbal students, Students in  

     wheelchairs, and students with handicaps such as curled arms and hands that  

     do not work correctly.  More than that I am not sure. 

Have issues with Emotionally Disturbed students having access to sharp objects 

With school support...yes  Without support...no 

With help from Special Ed professionals and paraprofessionals. Also the  

     number of students in the room, the course, the number of students with  

     disabilities in class all play into the comfort level - as does the character of  

     the class itself. 

Depends on their severity 

Classes are too large for individualized instruction 

I have done this for many years 

I don't feel that enough is done for students with disabilities in my classes.  

     Having students with severe disabilities in close range to a hot stove or  

     sewing machines without constant supervision is dangerous, but I can't only  
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     watch one or two students in my class. 

I do not feel comfortable working with students who are blind. 

Had to relearn with the autistic child.  Frequently talk to the diagnostician. 

Autistic children who disturb the classroom just because it is their way is very  

     difficult to deal with. 

Our Spec Ed Dept must provide info first for me to prepare and instruct  

     students.  This is only as good as the Spec Ed Staff 

If a child is ED we are not told what the triggers can be (confidentiality) and  

     therefore I don't know what to avoid or expect. 

If they are positive type personalities it all works out fine but if they are  

     unhappy then it is so hard especially if the rest of the class is waiting for me  

     to teach them also. 

These student are just like regular, normal students, who have same needs as  

     other students. 

I AM AFRAID OF SOME OF THE STUDENTS THAT I HAVE HAD THIS  

     YEAR AND LAST YEAR WHO ARE PART OF A CPS HOME IN  

     WHICH ALL OF THE BOYS HAVE SERVER DISABILITIES 

I have done it prior to this time. 

I am NOT comfortable dealing with physical problems such as incontenance.  I  

     am NOT comfortable dealing with a students who cuts herself or a student  

     who is violent in a foods class where students use knives and other tools that 

     could become weapons.  I DO NOT want to be comfortable dealing with  

     these severe problems.  This type of student is a danger not only to  

     himself/herself but to others.  In the case of the student who cut herself, an  

     administrator actually suggested that I have another student accompany her  

     when she had to go the the restroom! 

Working with disabled students is difficult in a mixed classroom.  It is very  

     hard to meet the instructional needs of all students across the board when  

     inclusion has been mandated.  IF they could be ability grouped, it would be  
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     much more effective from an instructional standpoint. 

It is sometimes hard to keep students on task when the special needs student  

     won't quiet down. 

As stated earlier, due to my relationship with the SPED department I feel I do  

     an adequate job. However, I also feel I was ill prepared for this aspect of my  

     job in my educational career. 

I have an FCS Club for these students because they are not included in other  

     activities.  We were in the local Christmas parade, went to Pizza Hut and  

     made individual pizzas, and cleaned a church for Teens Make a Difference  

     Day.  We meet twice a month and they love it. 

Overall yes. 

I am comfortable except for the severely emotionally disturbed students. 

I am comfortable with the students themselves but I feel uncomfortable with my  

     ability to teach them effective lessons 

Some of them are pretty easy to work with and I think I have connected with  

     them. Others, I do not feel I have made any difference. 

There are many levels of disabilities.  I feel these are broad questions. 

Time issue! 

depends on the type and severity of the disability 

Working with the students in a regular FCS class, is not a problem for the  

     teacher - its the student who listens when others are reading, seeing the  

     quality of work and then seeing their quality.  The difference is so wide, that  

     I think the disabled see the difference and feel badly.  Which is bad. 

It really depends on the class though, some classes are better for a special needs  

     student than others. 

Skills  in my classroom are very specialized.   When you say disabilities, this is  

     too broad a statement. The disability is very subjective.   Certain disabilities  

     need  special schools which Texas does not want to provide.  So do you want  

     a nation with disabilities or a nation  that is fit in skills. 
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When allowed time and reasonable expectations for # of students.  Since hands  

     on courses ARE usually allow for these students to excel and they feel  

     accepted and cared for in my room, I feel that I am challenged by too many  

     at one time to deal with as well as I would like.  It is not because of a lack of  

     training or skill, however.  I am confident in that. 

I love these students who are usually eager to learn. 

Definitely not! especially when I am not apprised of the disability and it affects  

     the safety in the classroom and others. 

I have done it before. 

It depends on the severity of the disability and if it is physical or mental, or  

     both. 

I am a first year teacher and still learning everyday!  My level of comfort is  

     situational.  We must "scrape" materials together.  No text books, etc.... 

As long as I have the information regarding the students abilities 

learning disabilities- usually unless mental retardation is severe   and physical  

     disabilities 

The majority of them - yes! 

I have always worked with this type of student. 

I have an MR certification that was required when I taught VEH. 

Some disabilities I do not understand, and some of the student are aggressive. 

Depends on the type of disability they have.  If they need one-on-one help, I  

     usually assign a peer tutor and this type of help is hard to provide to students  

     because my classes are full and large. 

depends on disability 

I know what needs to be done and can plan for special needs students.  The  

     difficulty is in having enough time to spend with them when I have 25 other  

     students in my class.  There's not enough of me to do everything I'd like to  

     do.  I can't teach a modified lesson for one or two and keep everyone else on  

     task effectively. 
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I love the students, I just rather feel comfortable knowing that I can address  

     their needs. If students with disabilities are in the classroom, we need an aide  

     (preferably in FCS).  Maybe an inclusion teacher. 

I don't understand why we are expected to teach students with disabilities in a  

     class as large as 30 students yet their academic classes are limited to 12  

     students.  I understand about mainstreaming them with their peers but trying  

     to teach these students in a large class is not effective. 

I do feel that some students require too much individual time and others are  

     neglected to help the few.  Has anyone ever done a study on meeting the  

     needs of the average student.  We are always worried about the gifted and  

     the challenged, not the majority.  I guess it is more politically correct to help  

     the challenged.  The average students are actually the ones that are the most  

     neglected by our education system, but there is no one helping them.  So go  

     on with yet another study over a topic that is common and politically correct, 

     but that will not effect the mass of students. 

Mental disabilities seem to be easier to modify. I had a student that used a Delta 

      Talker and only had limited use of her hands, totally wheelchair bound. She  

     had an aid fulltime to help her.  I often felt that her aid was doing the work.  

     Her aide stayed after class and completed worksheets. Prior to class I would  

     give the student questions that I may ask her so she could be ready to  

     answer. 

It depends on the disability.  Some disabilities are easier to integrate than  

    others. 

Depends on the disability! 

I agree in regard to most of my students, however, students who have few  

     abilities in regard to communication, movement, etc. make it difficult to  

     know what appropriate guidelines to follow in teaching or working with  

     them. 
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Q12. I feel that I can effectively modify objective type test items (i.e., 

Multiple Choice, True/False, and Matching) for students with disabilities. 

Explain (optional)  

Do not  have a problem with modifying tests..to make them oral or less answer  

     choices. 

I do this now. 

The Special Ed teacher usually helps to modify some of the tests. 

I have students that cannot read at all.  I also have students that cannot speak  

     English at all. 

Depends upon type of and extent of disability 

There are times I'm not sure about how to modify the questions to make them  

     appropriate for students with disabilities. 

I can do it if they can read! 

As long as not severely disabled.  This often requires knowledge of material  

     preparation and grade level that is not available 

It just takes time----a most precious commodity 

We have support on campus that helps modify tests. 

I have had to modify test items in teh past.  Most of the time it has been  

     acceptable. 

Sure, I can do it.  Again, time to do it is the issue. 

More work making extra "Special" tests, different grading system, dumming  

     down the work...how is that helpful...let's just teach minimum all the time, no  

     fluff, test will be simple all the time 

Time to get a variance with all the different levels in the classroom is tough. 

So far, all of my disabled students have been able to take the regular tests that the 

     other students take.  If a student needed to have a test modified, I would be  

     glad to adjust it to suit the student's abilities. 

Usually time does not allow me to create test that  will be effective with these  
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     students 

I do this for my students now. 

Have been...less choices on MC, word bank for matching, less questions, etc... 

Depends on the disability 

Can't do on a certification test 

Other than shortening the length of tests and adjusting the spacing on the print I  

     feel they need the practice with regular test choices to help prepare them for  

     TAKS. 

I have done this for many years 

Now I can. 

Sometimes the disabled child has no reading ability. They are from the self  

     contained unit. They are there for socialization skills only. 

Had training in Staff Dev in our school to do this 

TIME is the issue once again.  What I CAN do and what I have time to do are  

     different. 

Yes ,definitely. 

We the assistance of our SPED teachers I am getting much better at this. 

This is a hard thing to do especially with the numbers I have.  I usually modify to 

     the group and then make individual exceptions.  Some are oral testers, some  

     can not read or write.  It takes time and is hard with the rest of the class taking 

     the test.  I try my best to be mindful of each child's ability while encouraging  

     them to work hard. 

When given modifications in an IEP I feel confident I can adapt the test to better  

     help meet the students needs. 

If the tests are for the moderately disabled kids, I feel very comfortable with that. 

     If the kids are just a little disabled, I don't always modify like I should: ex.  

     give 3 answers instead of 2 or 4. 

For some of the life skills students in my class, I developed them a test that used 

     pictures of items instead of words. 
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This may not be the way to test a disabled child.  There are other methods...but a  

     test can be modified. 

This is the height of dumb down!!!!!!!!! 

Time does not permit modifying tests and lessons for each IEP 

I just cross out some question and give them two answers to choose from. 

I have gotten complements on my test modifications from special education  

     teachers. 

Our students are graded based on their ability to participate and complete  

     assignments.  We don't give them tests. 

There's not much you can do with a t/f question 

Time is a factor; especially with active programs and other responsibilities 

I am here to help the special need student be as successful as he/she can be. 

Sometimes, students still fail. 

Again, sometimes it is an issue of not having the time to have individual time  

     with students that need it.  (ex. verbal assessments) 

Depends on the students IEP.  If oral testing this is harder because of monitoring  

     other students who are reading test.  I modify according the IEP provided  

     from Special Ed Dept. 

I feel that if these students are mainstreamed they should perform to the same  

     basic standards as other students and specific test questions should not be  

     changed for them. 

Aside from what I have taught myself or our special needs director has told us to  

     do. 

The course assessments are not objective tests. 

Again, depending on level. I can modify according to an IEP, but I still do not  

     know the intelligence or comprehension levels of all  student with disabilities  

     when it's 9 weeks in and I have 180 students in 6 classes. 
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Q13. I feel that I can effectively modify my expectations on performance based 

assessments for students with disabilities. Explain (Optional) 

New testing programs are a huge help with that! 

I do this now. 

In lab based instructions, especially with large classes I have asked for a special  

     education aid to come down to help. If I have three or more special need students  

     I group them together. In a foods lab I have the students invite their aid as a  

     "guest" to sample their results. She is a big help, especially if I have five other  

     kitchen groups with four or five students each. 

Often need more details of the students disability and that is not available on the iep 

I do this with all my special needs students now. 

depends on task, severity of disability 

Same as above 

In the commercial kitchen environment of a culinary arts program, the type and  

     severity of the disability is a key component of these situations.l 

I can modify my expectations but how does this help them for a future job after  

     graduation? Is the employer going to modify their expectations? Probably not.  

     they still need the job done as certain way and completed at a certain time. 

depends on the disability and IEP and help from the Special Ed professionals 

Once I know their abilities and areas of weakness I can adjust their performance  

     assessments and be more effective in grading them. 

I have done this for many years 

Every kid is different!  Still having to learn new things! 

If I have enough information. Two children can have the same diagnosis and have  

     two very different sets of needs. If we were given information from previous  

     teachers about what worked in their classes we would have a better idea and not  

     waste time trying several different things. 

An example is a student that has a midline problem.  She can not sew on a curve so I  
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     help her guide the material on any curved areas. 

I do have prior experience in developing needs assessments for challenged students. 

Sometimes i am able to do this. 

performance is easier to asses than written for most of these students 

By knowing the students abilities and how they achieve the most they can - sets my  

     expectation. 

More dumbdown! 

Again, the time factor. Some of us are teaching 3 and 4 preps and sometimes this is  

     like having another one. 

I would enjoy support we once had to make this happen., 

I can grade them on effort not ability,. 

Not when it has an effect on other student performance/ outcomes 

We all have different learning styles and I just have to find the one which is best for  

     that special need student. 

group work is hard to grade here 

Not had enough training to judge performances, but do this now to best of ability. 

depends on disability 

With so many of them being on different levels and the information of what they are  

     capable of is not given to me (unless I specifically search out the teacher and ask  

     questions) it is hard to modify for them. 

Time. 

I am having to lower instead of raise expectations when I have these students and it  

     is oftentimes unfair to the regular students 

If you know what they are capable of learning 

I don't agree that it's always an effective modification 
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Q14. I feel that I can effectively modify my expectations on open response/essay t

students with disabilities. Explain (optional)  

Many times it is difficult to get special ed students to answer questions or to talk in  

     class about related materials when they talk, or they talk to much about  

     everything and that is difficult too. 

I struggle a little with this one. 

I do so orally. 

Give the students choices between two answers. 

I cannot give my Down's student an essay.  He can draw or copy words. 

same as above. 

I just skip them...no need to do the extra work...RIGHT? 

Paperwork and understanding how to answer on paper is usually a big issue with  

     those with disabilities. 

depends of the disability, the IEP, and help/guidance from the Special Ed team. 

I have done this for many years 

I would need help on this-I usually only give objective tests because of my many  

     special students. 

I am never completely satisfied that I have the best way to meet their needs but at  

     feel confident that they are adequate and I am doing the best that I can given the  

     time and current knowledge that I have. 

I may have concerns at times dealing with subject matter in Nutrition and Food  

     Science. 

I rarely put open ended questions on my special education students test due to IEP  

     requirements. 

Please!!  In this field we need skills!!!  Let the Language Arts teachers handle  

     essays! 

Again, I CAN but am limited by class size and time 

I provide varied opportunities available to students that they could handle. 
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If you can get the students to actually give you an answer that is worth reading.  

     Most don't give you good essay type answers. 

Same as before, we don't do these kinds of tests.... 

For the most part, this is true. 

I have to find out from the folder teacher how well will that special need student be  

     able to take a test. 

Based upon student ability. 

I do feel that I can, but I am always willing for instruction to make sure I am doing  

     it correctly. 

Depends on open question depth for answer needed and type of disability the  

     student has. 

depends on disability 

The FCS teacher who has taught CTED would probably be able to handle this best. 

I generally remove most open ended questions for my special needs students,  

     especially those labeled special ed. 

Often I use one on one oral exams--depending on the disability of course 

I usually do these orally. That seems to be the most effective. 
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Q15. I feel that I can base my grading on the individual goals and objectives for 

students with disabilities. Explain (optional) 

Yes, with IEP's it help's and it also help to be in the ARD meeting and to get to know 

     the student.  But, you are not always in the ARD meeting, and many times the  

     IEP does not come your way until later in the semester. 

Am certified SPED and Bilingual/ESL 

I do this will all special need students now. 

Sometimes this can be a difficult task, depending on truly understanding the   

     limitation of the student in addition to the students true abilities, and the  

     students willingness to work at their potential, not taking advantage of the system 

Grades need to be modified for some Special Ed. students; if they try and work to  

     complete the assignment. 

Why not?  just give everyone an "A" and turn them loose...Why teach anything that  

     requires a written test?  Just do on the job training like life skills...that will meet  

     everyone's needs and produce a perfect employee. 

But am probably a little lenient. 

I have done this for many years 

Many times I have had to individualize the grading scale for students. 

Sometimes their modifications are not designed for FCS 

Follow IEP 

MOST OF THE GOALS ON THE IEP'S DO NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO  

     WITH MY SUBJECTS 

My students are graded on use of time as well as tests.  They may fail at an activity  

     and still get a good grade because of effort.  This is when I step in and reevaluate  

     the activity and make further modifications.  If they are trying and not  

     succeeding, MY expectations were too high for that activity. 

I just have to follow that special need student IEP. 

Modification on IEP. 
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Lots of SE kids are used to passing with nothing turned in.  I can modify 

expectations  

     and grading but I have a hard time grading NOTHING and that is what I often get 

     because "it is just an elective." 

Each student is treated as an individual in my class. 

depends on disability 

I can and do this on a regular basis.  It is just not right that these students receive the  

     same credit for lowered standards.  We wonder why education in America is  

     suffering.  We have to modify for students that can not pay attention.  I had a  

     problem with that and my parents believed in God's advice "spare the rod spoil  

     the child".  Our society wants to make every personal short coming an illness. 

     We have become a weak society of whiners.  "Life is hard, suck it up and give  

     your best" is the way I was taught and I challenge myself not find excuses of an  

     illness to fit my laziness. 
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Q16. I feel that I can assist in the IEP development for students with 

disabilities in my classes. Explain (optional)  

I think that is very important!  Some special ed leaders do not feel that it is  

     important and do not want opinions of FCS educator's with that development  

     and that is a disability for the student in it self! We know our subject matter and 

     many times they do not and are not aware of the changes that have been made. 

I have done this 

I believe I can if  I am asked to provide input on reading and writing.  Math and  

     Science are another matter when it comes to TEKS objectives. 

Depends upon type of and extent of disability 

Depending on the disability 

I have worked with the special ed department in developing IEP's for my classes in  

     the past. 

Many things in the IEP do not apply to FCS and many of the activities in FCS are  

     not covered in an IEP. 

My district doesn't complete IEPs for my classes.  I used to develop IEPs 15 years  

     ago, but not anymore. 

CTE teachers are routinely scheduled to participate in annual ARD meetings for  

     students with disabilities. 

I make IEP's. 

I have been involved with many ARD's of my special education students. 

I would like to be included in this process it would make teaching these students  

     easier. 

Unfortunately, nobody seems to want input from FCS teachers 

This is something I have NEVER been asked to do before. 

Often our input at ARD is not used in the actual IEP later or a teacher with no  

     knowledge of the student's needs represents at ARD and can't give good  

     recommendations for my course. 
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I have done this for many years 

The CTE teacher should  learn more about ARD/IEP procedures. The have to be  

     the advocate for the child.  CTE teacher lack this training. 

Have not done this.  I have suggested modifying the way I do things for certain  

     students but never an IEP. 

However I am not trained in special education for children with mild to severe  

     disabilites. 

I have had not training on this. 

I do not get to assist in the IEP development, it is already done when they come to  

     my room. 

But I would like to be involved in the IEP development. 

Have written IEP for students with disabilities in the past. 

NEVER GIVEN A CHANCE... 

I can do this but is it fair to my other 25 students to leave them with a substitute  

     while I attend meetings about 1 student? 

If you mean carry out the plan, then I agree.  If you mean write the IEP, then I  

     disagree because I absolutely do not have time to do that 

I go to every meeting and help make sure they are set up for success. 

I helps if you actually have the student. Many times we are in meetings where we  

     do not know the students. 

I am a first year teacher. I do not remember any coursework that specifically  

     addressed IEP development. 

I feel comfortable following an IEP. I don't feel that I have the knowledge or  

     background to help create an IEP 

We are NEVER given an IEP!!!  We never see the actual IEP, nor are we always in  

     an ARD.  We only receive the modification sheet, and not what is actually  

     wrong with the student. 

I would like to assist in developing IEP's for my class but usually the IEP is already 

     done by the time I know about the student. 
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It is imperative to know the students abilities so the TEKS can be addressed and the 

     level of achievement can be set.  This is what an ARD is for - right? 

Am not asked to assist in writing of IEP's 

Sometimes difficult when we only have them for one semester courses.  By the  

     time we know what their needs are, they have completed our course. 

I have so many students with IEP's I get them mixed up. 

If, in fact, we were ever actually asked to help with the development of the IEP. 

I do this as part of my CATE status in the ARD meetings. 

Attend ARDs and provided feedback to help in choosing the right assistance for the 

    student. 

Only if invited to the ARD. 

Only if I am on the ARD committee or have prior knowledge of the student before  

     they are placed in my class. 

I will attend all ARD meeting for my special need students. 

I am in ARDS very often and feel that I am able to contribute to the IEP. 

I could but am never given an opportunity to try 

I do not have input of students placed in my classes, so I do not have input on the  

     IEP. 

It depends if I already know the student or not. Most times it is best for the ARD  

     committee. 

I never have any input in this, IEP comes from special ed testing, observations, dr.  

     assessments not anything from me. 

Most of the time the IEP's are already prepared when I meet the student.  Their  

     placement in the class was determined the previous year.  I receive the IEP after  

     it's created and do not participate in it's creation. 

I can assist. 

If we were allowed input by our sped dept.    I am sped certified by exam, so I  

     know what to do,  being allowed is another issue. 
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Q 17. I feel that I can adapt and modify my instructional activities to meet the 

requirements identified in my students' IEPs. Explain (Optional)  

As long as I get the IEP before the middle of the semester, I can! 

This is so difficult when I have eight to ten students with IEP's in one class. 

The only exception would be if the IEP is unrealistic.  If a CATE teacher isn't  

     included in the ARD the modifications may not be able to be met. 

Depends upon type of and extent of disability 

I need the help of the special education department. 

Depending on the subject and the student's disability 

Same as 15 

In the commercial kitchen environment of a culinary arts program, the type and  

     severity of the disability is a key component of these situations 

Can't answer.  No IEPs 

Once again, how does modifying help the student prepare for real world work  

     experience? employers are not going to modify their expectations, they will just  

     get someone else who can do the job correctly. 

If they are breathing , pass them? 

For my very low students that can't even write their name, much less read anything, 

     it is very hard to deal with on level students and the lower ones at the same time. 

     It's almost impossible to feel like both are being served. 

I do not see IEPs. 

I will ask for specialty help for students with specific needs that are not a part of the 

     regular classroom procedures. 

I follow the IEP but often the student's performance shows they may need other  

     mods and may not really need the ones listed.  This goes back to who was at  

     ARD and their knowledge of CTE course content compared with that student's  

     actual needs. 

Depends on class size and needs of all students 
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I have done this for many years; however some things cannot be modified  

     sufficiently 

If the IEP is specific. 

I have a lot of students with IEP's.  I try to modify all my plans, but sometimes I  

     miss something.  It is difficult to remember who needs what modifications. Most 

     of the time, the student will remind me if I am not offering them what they need. 

If we could see the whole set of papers, we could assess better. 

Because of certain TEKS are difficult to adapt to/ for certain disabilities. and alot of 

     times the IEP has no mod for FCS classes because the counselors have no idea  

     what is truly taught in these classes.  I have had to send back multiple IEPS to  

     be redone because they are incomplete.  I have even asked for students to be  

     removed because of safety concerns around equipment that the counselor tried  

     to slip in to the class. 

If  I have a class full of disabilities.  The Students who can do the work need to  

     master  skills.  We do not need to bring the whole class  down to disabilities  

     level. 

Again, time does not permit 

Most new teachers do not know what an IEP is, unless they are a special education  

     teacher. 

It would depend on the class and the adaptations requested.  I don't feel like it is fair 

     to asked to adapt a whole class for the needs of one student.  As long as I can  

     adapt only for that student, I am willing and able to do so. 

It depends on the disability and the class the student is in. 

Because of my type of class I am able to adapt and modify to the special need  

     student's IEP. 

Modification may not be required in my class. 

I would really depend on how many students that I have in a class that need  

     modifications and adaptations.  Also, how extreme they are. 

If I can't, I can secure help with needs that I am unable to provide. 
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depends on disability 

Again FCS teachers with CTED experience should help in this area. All teachers  

     did not major in the area of the needs of children 

I have difficulty figuring out what exactly to do for each of the million  

     modifications i have for a very long list of special needs and special education  

     students.  I have some basic things I always do such as more multiple choice,  

     less open ended, and generally no essays unless they can respond orally and  

     have someone denote their thoughts. 

This is a hard one.  In the class where I have 3 life skill students and 27 general ed  

     students trying to meet the goals of the 3 IEPs would be quite difficult.  When  

     the IEPs are written, they are not informed of exactly what is covered in the  

     class, what we spend more time on, what we spend less time on.  Based on one  

     IEP I have, I would need to make a special lesson for that student different from  

     what is being taught in class so I can meet those goals.  It is time consuming,  

     difficult, and not in the best interest of the rest of my students in the class. 

A lot of the time they want one on one time in the classroom and give me 8 or 10  

     sped in an honors level class with 28 students. 

Sometimes it will say to lower work by 50% but often times they cannot even do  

     50%. I have had students that could not even cut a word to describe themselves  

     from a magazine 
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Q18. I feel that I can use community resources to supplement my instructional 

activities for students with disabilities. Explain (optional) 

We have a very small community and very few businesses in our community. 

I think all personnel and support staff are overwhelmed with teh sheer numbers of  

     these students. 

Lack of resources in small communities. 

Not a lot of community resources and sometimes the parents/guardians are not  

     available. 

I don't know what community resources are available, and when you have 6 classes  

     with four preparations, it is very difficult to devote the time necessary for children 

     with the types of disabilities that are in my CTED class.  I have special education  

     students in my regular classes, and I am able to teach them, implement their  

     IEP's, modify their work according to their IEP's and BIP's. 

Community resources?????? 

On questions 19 - overview trainings of program requirements are given, but I  

     believe assumptions are made that teachers know exactly how they are to be  

     carried out. When questions are made to school support personnel, responses are  

     made; clarifications are not.   Question 20 -Parent input is many times, not all,  

     very subjective. 

Rarely do I have parents willing to supplement efforts. 

I teach in a prison.  It is hard to talk to parents or get volunteers inside the fence. 

I don't even know what is available. 

Very rural community, not much here 

All communities do not have access to MHMR where some of these students should  

     be. 

Time is a factor.   With numerous class preparations and advisor to several on 

campus  

     organizations, This task will be difficult without help. 
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I have discussed special needs students with my special education colleagues with  

     out much help. 

Questions 19, 20, 21 the answer truly depends upon the District and the available  

     resources provided. Also, parental support is variable. 

My community is extremely small, and has no resources.  Many of the parents of  

     'disabled' students are not helpful.  Many of our students are 'disabled' because of  

     their parents.  The severely handicapped students are well supported by family,  

     but the mildly handicapped are generally hampered more by parents who want  

     their children to be able to attend school without rules.  The parents are always  

     there to provide excuses. 

I have in the past.  They must go through the school's background check first. 

Most parents will help, but some do not care.  Our community is very small and we  

     do not have many community resources. 

What community resources, what are they? 

Small town, not any to choose from 

In a rural district resources are limited.. 

I have no clue what is available. 

#20: Experience tells me parents most often are not interested in supplementing  

     instructional efforts. 

I could use help in knowing what is available to me 

I have to go out and found them but I do and it is successful. 

I do not know what is available 

Have not seen community resources for students with disabilities. 

Schools want us to use only school resources; they make that decision for us. 

MOST OF THE SUPPORT PEOPLE LIVE US ALONE TO SWIM OR SINK  

     WITHOUT HELP - MOST OF THEM JUST TELL ME TO GET USE TO IT  

     AND JUST DEAL WITH PROBLEMS... 

What resources are available to us?  If you are in a large town/city, then you might  

     have more available to you, but smaller areas do not have that access. 
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No resources in small, rural area. 

Community Based Instruction is very important.  Students must be in the community 

     to be a productive citizen. 

Now be real how much would they do! 

Small rural school  - limited community resources 

Unaware of community resources 

We do not have that big a community. 

I have had difficulty getting help from some of the community services. 

I get information from our special ed teachers on how our community resources are  

     available to me. 

Community resources are not listed by school district and these would have to be  

     secured by myself and with teaching, FCCLA club, hard to find time to research  

     community resources. 

We are a small town--4 communities make up our school system & that only make  

     100 kids in high school so we don't have as much opportunities as a city but our  

     community helps as much as possible 

The problem with help from many of these resources is that the helpers tend to "do  

     the work for the needy" rather than challenge them to do their persona best.  It is  

     easy to ask for help, it is hard to get useful help. 

In a small town aside from school we do not have anything available to help these  

     students. 

Going to these people for help is the easy part.  Their willingness to help is the hard  

     part.  Not all counselors, parents, and other teachers are willing to go out of their  

     way to help. 

We do not have strong parental support.    School personnel claim they are too busy  

     to  assist in areas other than their own. 

This is a rural area and resources are limited. 
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Q22. I feel that I receive the support from outside agencies, such as MHMR, 

that I need to teach students with disabilities. Explain (optional) 

They do cocme to the senior's ARD meeting's that are required.  I think they should  

     also come to help the Junior's they also need the career help too! 

I did not even know MHMR could be used as a support. 

What is MHMR?????? 

Not MHMR but our parole SPED teachers 

MHMR and DAR does not directly work with the students until graduation.  If a  

     student is a ward of the state then we communicate with those agencies involved. 

I have found MHMR to move very very slowly in working with situations. 

I have never had MHMR support. 

We have classes that use those resources for their students and we have counselors in 

     ARD meetings that discuss this with parents/students 

I don't directly. 

None what so ever. 

I don't handle that... 

I have never received any support from outside agencies.  I usually ask for help  

     within the school and district professionals. 

Experience tells me they also are not interested in assisting educators 

I have not worked with MHMR, but many private agencies are more than willing to  

     partner with the classroom. 

I have never heard of MHMR 

What agencies.  These agencies have never contacted or send any kind of material to 

     the CTE teacher. 

I do not know what is available 

I don't know what MHMR is. 

They help spec ed dept, but not individual classrooms. 

The school decides what support from outside agencies is available. 
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I have never used their services, so that is why I am not sure. 

In 26 years never have had support from MHMR 

I have not been involved with this. 

What I can get help?  Where? What kind? Shoot, I don't have time to research it on  

     my own. Do all schools expect teachers to meet LD needs, and FCCLA, and GT,  

     and help students that need help with TAKS?  This job sucks.  The kids I love,  

     but the job sucks. 

I have never heard of MHMR 

Never see or hear from these people. 

Again, how much do these want to do for teaching! 

I have no contact with them. 

MHMR services are not provided for students with mental disabilities until they are  

     no longer in public school and 22 years of age. 

It depends on the agency.  Some are better than others in terms of support. 

My contact with MHMR is very limited.  I only have a couple of students with  

     MHMR affiliations. 

Never worked with them.  Is this Mental Health, Mental Retardation? 

Do not know who MHMR is. 

This would be great to offer at Professional Dev. conferences. 

I use outside agencies now while working with my pregnant teens and teen parents. 

I have never had an outside agency offer services. 
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Q23. I feel that I receive the support needed to teach students with disabilities 

from the administration of my school. Explain (optional) 

Only where the laws are concerned.  Many times the emotional support is not given  

     where it is needed to the teachers.  That type of support is forgotten about for  

     educators many times. 

I do feel good intentions are evident is providing support. 

Many should dos and how to dos, with out time to actually prepare the needed  

     lessons. The load becomes heavier and heavier; tasks increase but little additional 

     time is allotted 

they don't seem to know 

Depends upon the District and the available resources provided. Also, parental  

     support is variable. 

Not from Admin.    Just place the MR kids in my class.  They know I'll make it  

     work....somehow. 

Admin. is not really knowledgeable of needs 

I don't have a handicapped lab or classroom 

They are very helpful with trainings and notices about updates on spec ed 

Our classes are a dumping ground for students with problems.  We are not respected  

     as a profession.  Administrators generally have the idea that we just bake cookies  

     and sew aprons.  I have had administrator ask how a student could possibly be  

     failing my class. (translation, isn't this just a "blow off" class? 

Deaf ear at times to the needs. 

Sometimes we get support, but not in a general sense. They are always telling us to  

     talk to the counselors, or the Special Ed. teachers, and sometimes, we don't get a  

     lot of help from them. 

I have not had any severely disabled students. 

Best school I have ever had! Chavez High School  Houston, Texas 

In the core classes, many students with disabilities have aides assisting, but never in  
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     my class. 

Nope, when we ask for an aide in reading a test, or money for equipment, we are told 

     that the personel is short, or that there is no money for that. 

I find that some of my administrators just really don't want to deal with it,  

     sometimes.  And I have sent out requests for help that got little to no response. 

it's not TAKS tested so it isn't really important in the scheme of things. 

From the SE dept. absolutely yes, from other administrators- not so much 

They insist we do the IEP and you have to list on lesson plans modifications for that  

     lesson for each IEP student you have.  But they are hard on you if you don't do  

     this.  Write you up. 

All we do is attend the ARD. I never have a clue. It seems to be a rush process and  

     the ARD coordinator just expects us to know what is going on. Teachers are so  

     busy, we just go ahead and sign off. 

My principal has never helped in this area and my vice principal probably would  

     help, but is usually too busy to deal with these areas outside of ARD's. 

It is all up to the teacher and then there is the constant lawsuit threat 

It would improve my effectiveness to have a co-teacher or another set of hands  

     during class.  I have an average of 30 students per class with an average of 6 - 8  

     special needs students.  The extra teacher/aide would help to ensure everyone is  

     receiving personalized instruction and guidance. 
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Q24. I feel that I receive support from the local community (parents, guardians, 

and other support services) needed to include students with disabilities in my 

classes. Explain (optional)  

Parents are usually VERY helpful. 

Depends upon the District and the available resources provided. Also, parental  

     support is variable. 

Employers will not overlook some problems - they have to think of their customers  

     and business first. 

See question 21. 

What is this question about exactly? ARD committees set the rules, parents just want 

     the student to pass, admin says they need to pass. some students try, some just  

     play the system, and you can't get them to step up to help themselves. 

The school where I teach is in a very affluent community that is not very culturally  

     diverse with a large number of academically gifted students so the focus of our  

     community is on how many students are accepted into military academies, major  

     universities, etc. 

I do not know what is available 

Limited local community support for my school. 

Depends upon the child and parents. 

Most parents os children with disabilities have so many problems themselves that  

     they don't have time to address their child's problems.  Over and over again  

     meetings are set up and parents do not attend.  Several of my students are living  

     in group homes. 

I have never had complaints from parents of regular students. 

We have very little involvement from the community for any of students 

Parents are sometimes helpful, but other parents are not helpful at all. community  

     resources are few and far between. 

Nope, they just stick them in our classes and we are told to make sure they pass. I  
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     think it would be better for everyone to go back to the old times when students  

     were ability grouped. You could actually help more students when you don't have 

     to either dumb it down or have half the class lost because they don't understand  

     what you are talking about because you are talking over their head. 

Very little community support other than criticism given here 

Parents are hard to get to ARD's, open houses, reach by phone to set up conf.   

     Support services other than our parent contact worker for school district have  

     never helped me. 

The majority of my students with disabilities parents have little to no regard for their  

     children or their needs.  I have never even met most of their parents, even at their  

     ARD's. 

Most people don't support that the kids with disabilities are in my class. They view  

     this as part of my "job" and I get no support or extra assistance from anyone. 

They may insist the child is in my program but that's all. 
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Q25. In the future, I need to participate in additional continuing education to 

improve my skills and abilities in working with students with disabilities. 

Describe needed training (optional)  

I think all educators should HAVE to take special education classes to gain new  

     ideas and learn the new laws as they come into affect.  FCS teacher's can do this  

     with their conferences each summer.  I also think this must be a requirement!  We 

     need help in teaching and adding special need students into our classes and  

     students with special disabilities. 

Actual tangible help.. not just theories 

The training has been good and adequate... we are simply not allotted enough time to 

     implement what we have learned. 

assessment testing 

More than that, I need more resources and realistic expectations. 

We all need continuous training 

I not sure at this time about what training would help me and make me feel more  

     confident. 

I have seen many changes over the years and unfortunately, sometimes we don't get  

     enough communication about new policies, procedures, etc. to work with students 

     with disabilities.  There is always something new each year and we don't get that  

     information because we are only an elective class, not a core class. 

Only when Sp. Ed. laws are changed.   We need the updates that affect CTE. 

How to adapt equipment for students in wheel chair.  Any new techniques that will  

     enhance the learning environment. 

I worked with disabled students in another school district and was trained  

     appropriately 

Good to learn new options 

I think that there are other places for the students such as those I have mentioned  

     before.  For other students I am OK.  I am able to work with students who have  
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     basic skills such as ability to communicate, feed themselves, read basic  

     elementary school words, etc.  I am not nor do I feel I should be responsible for  

     students who cannot perform self care and communication. 

Teaching students with physical limitations and behavioral problems 

I can always learn new ways to improve my teaching abilities.  The laws change  

     constantly and it is important to know the new laws governing students with  

     disabilities. 

Additional continuing education keeps skills sharp. 

Special education Labels defined, examples of each and plan of help 

Continued updating related to laws and techniques for working with different types  

     of students. 

I have received numerous hours of workshop training in the past years in order to  

     work with students that have disabilities.  However, I don't think it ever hurts to  

     gain more.  In our school we have a large number of special ed students.  I find  

     that I must adapt and change constantly depending on the student that is in my  

     class at the time.  I still do not feel fully prepared to meet their needs. 

YES!!!  I need skills dealing with MR students who don't remember from day to day  

     who are placed in a regular classroom. 

A teacher should always go to work shops to improve their skills when working with 

     any group of students. 

I have had tons of training. i don't mind working with anyone that tries hard. we need 

     these kids to be accountable and try their hardest. 

When we are told to modify, we do.  when content mastery works on the  

     assignments that are incomplete, and the student with IEP do the minimum  

     (because they know they ONLY have to do the minimum), there is no reason to  

     do more training.    It is a waste of time when I can attend a continuing education  

     that will help those students who will contribute to the working world after  

     graduation... 

Anything would be helpful. 
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I had little training in college in the 70's.  Most of what I know has come from on the 

     job training.  Inservice and workshops I sought out for specific needs of my  

     students. 

Our Region Center is not helpful 

All education toward helping and educating students is good but this would be  

     awesome to have. 

Training I have attended has been geared towards elementary education. It has been  

     evident that knowledge of FCS by the trainers is very limited 

Training on students disability is helpful in maintaining a safe environment for all  

     students. 

who doesn't need to improve themselves...? 

In our High School, we have been trained.  But new teachers probably need more. 

Laws and changing school districts effect how one works with students with  

     disabilities. 

It depends upon the severity of the disability. 

Depends on the type of disability. 

I have received enough training, but always like to keep updated and refreshed  

     during summer conf and school inservice/staff dev. 

I need to see examples or videos where the lessons have been modified for special ed 

     students as well as limited English students. 

SHOULD HAVE AIDES TO HELP WITH THE DISABLED STUDENTS 

Additional training is always a benefit. 

Always open to new ideas. 

I feel that all new teachers need better training in this area.  I am about to retire but I  

     also could learn more about working with students with disabilities.  I have had to 

     learn by trial and error over many years. 

Techniques on how to get the content through to them, especially the more  

     challenging content like Nutrition and Food Science. 

We need to have access to worksheets, books, etc. that will help us with these kids. 
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Our district provide continuing education for us in this area. 

It needs to be more specific instead of lumping all the students with disabilities into  

     one category.  it is different when the student has general mod vs. the AE student  

     who is put into the class. 

working with visually challenged (equipment) 

I know what to do with them to help them. 

Discipline 

There is always room to improve where special education is concerned.  Reading is  

     the area I see the most need in at my school.  I don't know where to begin to help  

     in this area. 

I am a certified Special Ed teacher - my certification is in Generic Special Ed K - 12  

     and is a lifetime certificate.   I may need some additional training in new laws and 

     new technology, but not in improving my skills. 

I would like to have training in which support personnel would come into my  

     classroom and help me, not just stand in front of me during inservice training and  

     lecture - more individualized training rather than general training. 

Only when the laws change. 

There is always room for improvement! 

I would like to get special ed certified. 

I can always improve. 

Need the facilities to be able to do the work 

Ideas for modifications of content    There is very little material available for  

     students with disabilities.  The material that is available is only for students who  

     are one to two grade levels below, not six or seven like the students I have now. 

Content based activities, and project that I can do will all my students. 

I can always use continuing education to make me better for them. 

No college education in the 1970's  All I know is what I learned from summer conf  

     and school staff dev. 

Education is always a good way to evaluate what works with different disabilities. 
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On autism 

Mid-winter conferences and Professional Dev. 

There is too much focus on this area and not enough on helping average students  

     learn more and more effectively 

In-service once a year 

It is always good to refresh your skills and to learn what is new each year. 

It would be good to know what the laws are, what is required of a general ed teacher  

     teaching a student with disabilities (especially life skill students), how to modify  

     effectively, where to find resources, HOW to teach a student with disabilities at  

     the same time your teaching a class room full of general ed students, 

Hopefully, there will always be research which leads to new instructional strategies. 

Always room to improve my skills 

Continuing education is often in the summer and I may not be aware of incoming  

     students needs. Often training is too general or geared to learning disabilities not  

     physical ones. 

Different teacher, teach at different levels. 
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Q26. I need to receive individual advice from consultants and/or specialists 

focused on improving my teaching of students with disabilities. Explain 

(optional)  

Need specific training for every child- all disabilities are different 

I have taken course work in special education in graduate school. 

Always helpful to continue my own learning 

Depends on the student 

Every situation is different, and every student is different.  You always need  

     additional information for each situation. 

I work closely with the coordinator of the program already. 

You can never have to much information and training when working with any  

     student. 

For each specific student with a disability 

I am always open to learning more about providing the best instruction for my  

     students. 

As a parent of a disabled child...and a teacher of higher level students, as well as  

     plenty of IEP kids, I feel very sure of my abilities to adapt, although it is very  

     discouraging to know how I'm spending my college education... 

Information is always changing in the areas of teaching disabled students.  I am  

     game for anything that works. 

I am always open to learning new techniques, I'm sure I don't know it all. & there's  

     room for improvement. 

I am in the case of a disability I do not understand 

I'd like to see more one to one interaction between the specialists and counselors of  

     these students and myself.  I could help the student better if I understood their  

     needs better and the counselors/specialist could help the student better if they  

     understood the courses and TEKS better. 

Every student has slightly different learning styles and it always helpful to get  
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     individualized advice when working with a student with disabilities 

Being trained for individuals instead of a whole group.  Each child's needs are  

     different.  We need to quit lumping them all in one category. 

We have received some advice already from our school. 

Working with students with disabilities is not a problem.   The problem is working  

     with students with disabilities AND students without disabilities in the same  

      class.  Sometimes it is 6 weeks or more into the semester before my Special Ed.  

     students are even identified, 

Any additional help will be received. Sometimes I have better ideas. 

This is the exact reason that I meet with the special education teachers in my school. 

I use the services of the special ed department for help with modifications,  

     equipment, etc.  Consultants may have access to other methods, etc. 

Could be very helpful 

IT needs to be specific to the student is the disability is sever 

Some of this information should be discussed in the ARD meeting.  If the  

     community support groups are needed to carry out the child's education - they  

     should be at the ARD to offer and tell us what they can help with if anything. 

Where are they? 

I have a student who is almost blind and I rely on the help of a specialist to help me  

     teach this student. 

I feel that I need extra training to work with some students. 

There are always ways to improve your ways of teaching. 

It would be nice to have a list of all support 

We meet with special ed teacher assigned to students we have and they provide IEP  

     and any further help we would need.  But the actual teaching and modifying are  

     left up to me. 

If it's provided at the right level, in the right way.  Not overly complicated or  

     "medical". 

Always take help--they have a different viewpoint 
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Keep me up to date about changes. 

Each student is different and I would need advice from someone that had worked  

     with that individual previously. 
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Q27. I need to receive teacher training materials focused on working with 

students with disabilities. Areas of focus (optional) 

I have been doing this 30 years and I have learned so much on my own - lots of trial  

     and error! 

Always good to have additional resources. 

students that come to class with an aide---would be helpful to include a lesson plan  

     for students with disabilities across the board 

It would make the lesson easier to prepare for. 

Adaptations for working in labs with physically disabled students 

We have access to a lot of these materials already  it would be nice to have them all  

     in one location :) 

I always like to read new material. 

As long as they parallel my classroom material already in place. 

Autism 

I teach sewing and foods and child development and some things are adaptable and  

     others are very hard to do. 

It would have been helpful to have had any materials with hints or tips for teaching  

     apparel to blind students 

Autism  students with appliances in labs situations 

Always good to have more training 

Severely disabled 

We receive it now and need to continue receiving 

You cannot ever have enough. 

Nice idea. 

We are provided with some training each year in our school. 

This would be VERY helpful! 

Especially for the elective areas.  There is plenty for the core subjects. 

Activities that have proved workable.  Like round table discussions. 
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lower level 

I do well but am always open to new information to improve and get new ideas 

Materials for added resources to save time since reg ed curriculum. will not have the  

     modified curr. required for students with disabilities 

If a student is mainstreamed into the classroom -- materials and teaching should only 

     be accommodating for the student not changed. 

Math ,reading ,writing and spelling. 

I think this could be offered in summer inservice for FCS teachers or Mid-winter  

     conf.  Give me something to read and it might not get read.  Give me a training  

     session on it and I remember and use it better. 

I would love this!  I understand the basic of it all, but i need ideas on how to modify,  

     especially in reference to FCS courses. 

Everyone could use more teaching materials in order to stay up to date with the latest 

     developments. 
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Q28. I need to observe other teachers who work with students with disabilities. 

Content area preference (optional) 

Math 

We always receive new & fresh ideas from each other. 

It always helps to learn 

reading 

Excellent idea 

any FCS  courses 

FACS Foods, Apparel, Child development 

nutrition and foods, apparel 

FCS 

Once a semester in health 

writing, reading 

family and consumer science 

Food science and Nutrition/ Reading and Writing 

I feel this would be very helpful, especially for a new teacher 

Nutrition Food Science, Consumer Economics 

Family and Consumer Sciences 

FCS teachers. 

Life Skills.  I have always learned by watching others do what I do....  Its always a  

     positive experience. 

Math, Reading, Science and History. 

Personal and Family Development 

Great suggestion! 

Various--core and electives would be great 
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Q29. I need to attend conferences that focus on working with students with 

disabilities. Explain (optional) 

PLEASE! 

Any extra training is always helpful...we can continue learning. 

I was a mainstreaming intern at the University of Pittsburgh and visited many  

     schools that taught students with varying disabilities. 

I think that workshops at the Tricluster conference would be useful 

let me teach those who will contribute to society, not those in an assembly line.... 

This one is tough. I need to also be able to cater to my gifted and talented students  

     that are very bored while I am trying to split myself in 20 directions. 

It would be helpful to attend sessions at the FACS convention. 

I feel really comfortable but are always open to new ideas. 

It is very hard to get to most conferences both for cost and distance. 

I don't like to be away from my students, they are unhappy when they have a sub. 

District provides. 

Already have and it was to general. 

Lots of information could be gathered at one time... 

I don't want generalized training. 

Speech 

I need to attend conferences that focus on working with students with disabilities in  

     MY area, not like the other conferences that I have been to that focus on the core  

     subjects! 

As long as the conferences are not separate from my regular conferences such as  

     summer and Mid-Winter conferences. 

The best experience is actual hands-on. Sitting through workshops is not the same. 

It depends on what is being presented and what our specific needs are., 
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Q30. I need to attend workshops (1 to 3 days) focused on working with students 

with disabilities. Explain (optional) 

PLEASE! 

Depending on individual teacher experience and previous training, 1 day may be  

     enough. 

All of these things do little to address the issue of time to actually perform the  

     needed tasks and continue to meet the needs of the already varied students in  

     class and the numbers of preparations 

Maybe just one day. 

Three days may be to long. 

I'm tired of spending all the money/time on low students...what about those that will  

     be leaders someday, or the one's that will check groceries, work at Wal Mart, or  

     become teacher aids? 

I would allways like more information on specifics, but an overview is a waste of  

     time and money. 

We already did. 

already attend workshops 

In theory, that would be best, but getting that much time away would not be good for 

     my kids. 

Already have but it was to general and didn't address specific disabilities 

Intensive training is needed to stay current. 

This is how most first year teachers get information. 

These should not be here is the material, now do it. 

Don't really have the time!  Specialized training on specific students at the local level 

     would be more beneficial. 

In all areas 

See response to number 30. 

We are out of school enough - observations of others working with these students  
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     would be better. 

depends on location 

The best experience is actual hands-on. Sitting through workshops is not the same. 

Maybe 1 day. 

Being in the classroom observing is more effective. 
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Q31. I need in-service opportunities focused on working with students with 

disabilities. Describe (optional) 

Please! 

Specifically designed for Family and Consumer Science classes 

might work if this were a training where specialists and teachers could work hand in  

     hand 

We already did with Stetson training. 

Always need to improve and learn more even after trained 

As long as they are applicable and not just what the administrations thinks we need. 

I have never had formal inclusion training as promised by the school district. 

As long as they are not geared toward elementary students because I teach at high  

     school.  Much of  the "in-service" meetings we have had in the past are NOT  

     what a high school student would be comfortable with. 

Professional Development can be hard to get to outside of school hours. Inservice  

     days focused on this would be helpful 

District provides. 

maybe a day 

We are provided with training in our in-services. 

Not boring, this is what is expected and with the expectation that our knowledge  

     base is substantial. Perhaps offers training at different levels so educators may  

     chose training at the level at which they need help. 

In all areas 

Maybe just to swap ideas for various units, but not on special ed needs, each student  

     is different and needs individualized adjustments. 

Our district does the state mandated trainings. 

The best experience is actual hands-on. Sitting through workshops is not the same. 

Needs are too varied to address in workshops. 
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Q32. I need college or university courses focused on working with students with 

disabilities. Explain (optional)  

Please! 

Have already taken them. 

I had a few classes while in college, but the problem I have is that I graduated many  

     years ago, so I do not remember a lot of the material discussed anymore. 

If I were a beginning teacher than I would definitely need college courses, but after  

     teaching so long in-services cover that need.  And also experiences. 

I personally do not need college or university courses - but I do think they are needed 

     for teachers entering the field. 

Time to attend a course? When?  Cost?  I am a working woman, parent, wife..... 

Already certified. 

When I graduated I didn't know what an IEP was or that it even existed. There are  

     many courses that college students take that are very redundant. By eliminating  

     these redundancies, future teachers could learn more about students with  

     disabilities, modifying our lessons, and even observe how other teachers work  

     with students with disabilities. 

not sure I would take any more college courses at my age, but would highly  

     recommend training for newer teachers and to prepare future teachers. I have  

     learned what I know about working with students with disabilities because I was  

     given the students and had to learn to be fair to those students. I have had to seek  

     out help and materials and adaptations, information on complying with laws, etc.  

     More training in conferences or workshops would have been helpful if it affected  

     the disabilities I face - but everyone's situation will be different and addressing all 

     kinds of disabilities will take too much time, effort and concentration. It will have 

     to be tailored to the most likely scenarios and have other trainings  available as  

     needed. 

I was trained in Vocational Home Economics and my coursework included working  
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     with students with disabilities 

We need to go to trainings, not school.  This will discourage people from wanting to  

     learn. 

Definitely yes. I feel I had not formal training in my coursework. 

The classroom now is so many IEP and levels of learning 

I think all teacher certification programs should be heavy in this area. 

I have 12 hours in this type of course plus my training in child development. 

This needs to be addressed at the undergraduate level early on. 

We took one 3 hours course. This was not nearly enough training. 

This should be included in the basic degree program.  I did not have this! 

I had some and think they helped. 

This is definitely needed in Educator Preparation Programs. With the growing  

     number of students with disabilities in the "regular" classroom, this is imperative. 

If not an entire class at least some observation time 

If I had wanted to be a special ed teacher, I would have focused on it when I was in  

     school. 

I am not willing to go to college for a course.  Give my a hands on workshop where  

     we get things to actually use - not theory - rhetoric - 

This could help a lot! 

We were not provided with a specific course based on students with disabilities  

     during teacher training. 

We had a special education class in college but it just identified disabilities and did  

     not focus on teaching strategies for the disabled. 

this is huge...if I had a course like this I would have been much better prepared 

During education classes they should spend time explaining IEPs and how to handle  

     and adapt instruction for disabilities.  Explain the types of disabilities and what  

     would work best with each type of disabilities. 

Special needs students are sooo diverse in their needs!  Students are students - all  

     have special needs of some type. 
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I did attend college classes for special ed , but I did not agree with the department  

     chair ways of teaching. So because of her I decided not to continue my education  

     in that establishment! 

Specifically to do with FCS!!! 

That would be great for majors in education, we have so many special needs students 

     and so many different styles of learning, it is needed. 

have ld certification & am mom of a physically handicapped son 

This would have been very beneficial, i felt I knew nothing when I started teaching.   

     My education prepared me for many things, but not for making modifications to  

     lessons. 

Many teachers are coming into the classroom with no experience or classes taught on 

     students with disabilities (I never did and I graduated from college in 2007).   

     After speaking with some special ed facilitators at school, inclusion or  

     mainstreaming is a big focus.  I will be seeing more students with disabilities in  

     my classroom.  Something needs to be taught for new teachers how to handle  

     these students and still have an effective classroom. 

I am not interested in devoted that much time from my personal life to this area of  

     my professional life. 

I agree because I am interested in such class, however, I do not believe that all FCS  

     teachers need college hours in working with disabled students. 
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Q33. I need continuing education opportunities specific to working with 

students with disabilities at FCS related professional development meetings 

(i.e., Tri-Cluster Summer Conference or Tri-Cluster Midwinter Conference). 

Describe (optional) 

This would be great, if you can make it to the conference on a particular year due to  

     personal or budget issues. 

It would be easier for me to go during this conference and my school will not allow  

     us to go to any other conferences or meetings! 

I am the special pops rep at our campus and attend every ARD for every special ed  

     student in our entire Career/Tech department so I have become very familiar with  

     all of these items. 

Cerebral palsy and Lab safety  MR students and Lab safety  Recourses for using  

     pictures in FCS classes 

not interested at all 

The Tri-Cluster concept is unrealistic for FCS educators who teach more than one  

     subject. Often it is necessary for a single educator to attend more than one  

     conference in order to gain necessary information for multiple content areas. 

I don't need them, but many FCS teachers do. 

Would be nice to get input from other FCS teachers on how they handle different  

     situations. 

Like Summer Conf and Midwinter to have short session, not over 1 hr spent on  

     disabilities. 

Again, we do not get to attend these due to cost and distance. 

Very nice idea! 

FCS training conference is the only place I feel we are provided SWD training. 

There are plenty of SE workshops to attend out there. We need just plain old FCS  

     informational workshops and new ideas for activities in teaching our lessons. 

Just to find out what's new out there. 
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Sure it would be great to have that offered in our professional development  

     conference. 

I do not teach special ed and am not certified in special ed;  they put students in our  

     classes and we do have training and IEP's but sometimes we do not have the  

     facilities, products to help us 

EXCELLENT idea 

Exactly what I stated before. 

We have had so much professional development on working with the gifted, it is  

     about time we had professional development to help us with students with  

     disabilities. 

They did offer a few items at TriCluster this past summer. Few people attended. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


